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Summary 
This thesis is an analysis of the emotional impact the Irish revolution (ca. 1913-1923) had on 

its male participants—the members of the Irish Volunteer Force (IVF), later named the Irish 

Republican Army (IRA). The Irish revolution encompassed a myriad of events including an 

armed insurrection in 1916, a revolutionary war from 1919 to 1921, and a civil war from 1922 

to 1923 and eventually culminated in the establishment of the southern Irish Free State (The 

Republic of Ireland from 1949). Although these events were subsequently termed the Irish 

revolution, it can be argued that this term in itself was more of a way of creating a historical 

narrative for the establishment of the southern Irish state than it was a coherent series of events. 

Thus there is a certain mythicization of the revolution not as a historical event, but as national 

origin story—“the revolution”. This thesis poses that because the triumph of physical force 

republicanism over other forms of nationalism in establishing an independent southern Irish 

state affected the popular retelling of the revolution, that this popular retelling in turn affected 

its veterans and their emotional relationship to their own experiences. From this, it analyses 

how the popular memory of the Irish revolution affected the emotional expressions of its male 

participants about their own personal experiences during the revolution. It explores primarily 

the theme of male honour—how this was sought to be preserved in male republican 

recollections—and seeks to define which actions were seen as dishonourable and which were 

not. Crucially, it argues the inherent emotionality of the republican masculine experience in the 

retellings of the revolution, and how shying away from acknowledging emotions in Irish 

historical debate might be to the detriment of understanding emotions as an integral part of the 

revolution. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The term “Irish revolution” concerns a period in Irish history which encompasses the years 

1913 to 1923; however, there is some contention as to what events within this time-period make 

up the revolution. There are a certain number of events sanctioned as belonging to it, but 

interpretations change as to which of these actually do. It can be argued that the revolution is 

more of a result of attribution of consistency to a period that was anything but consistent. This 

in spite of the fact they led to the establishment of an Irish state even if a fully independent 

republic was not achieved until 1949.1 

 

In the timespan of the years 1913 and 1923, the events which considered to make up the 

revolution started with the formation of the nationalist militia the Irish Volunteer Force. This 

took place in Dublin city on November 25th 1913.2 This organisation was later renamed the 

Irish Republican Army (IRA), but are for the most part referred to in the sources as the IVF, its 

soldiers termed Volunteers, and this is what they are referred to in this thesis. Further on, the 

next event in the revolution takes place three years later with the armed insurrection known as 

the Easter Rising of 1916. It lasted only six days, from Easter Monday until the following 

Saturday and ended with the unconditional surrender of the Irish rebels and the execution of 

the rebel leaders.3 

 

The Rising led to a political shift which enabled the separatist republican political party Sinn 

Féin to win 73 out of a total 105 Irish seats in the British Parliament in the British general 

election of 1918. Instead of taking their seats in Parliament on January 21st 1919, 28 of the 

representatives from Sinn Féin instead congregated in Dublin. They declared that an 

independent Irish republic now existed and that they were its representatives as the Irish 

parliament which they called Dáil Éireann.4 Their actions had been foreshadowed in advance, 

as Sinn Féin had mounted their political campaign on non-participation in the British 

Parliament.5 The same day as the opening of the first Dáil there was an ambush in which a 

group of Volunteers killed two constables in the Royal Irish Constabulary in Soloheadbeg, 

 
1 Daly, “The Irish Free State/Éire/Republic of Ireland/Ireland: “A Country by Any Other Name”?”, 73. 
2 Ferriter, A Nation and Not a Rabble (London: Profile Books, 2015), 137. 
3 McGarry, “The Easter Rising”, 240, 255. 
4 Daly, “The First Dáil”, 334. 
5 “[Sinn Fein] had campaigned on a policy of abstention from Westminster”. White, “One Hundred Years of 
Dáil Éireann 1918–2018”, 419. 
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county Tipperary. The ambush is considered to have been the first event in the period now 

known as the War of Independence (1919-1921), which was a guerrilla campaign instigated by 

the IVF against British Crown forces.6 Authorization was not given to the Volunteers involved 

in the Soloheadbeg ambush, nor did they seem to have sought it.7 Furthermore, the events of 

the republican movement did not seem to have been particularly well-organised as it was only 

in March of 1921 – near the end of the War of Independence – that Dáil Éireann took 

responsibility for the military campaign of the IVF.8 The violent campaign ended with ceasefire 

in the summer of 1921, and in December of the same year the Anglo-Irish Treaty was signed. 

This treaty gave Ireland legislative independence from the United Kingdom as long as they 

remained a dominion state within the British Commonwealth. The treaty was highly 

contentious, causing a debate in the Dáil for its ratification, and thus produced the terms “pro-

Treaty” and “anti-Treaty” to describe the political split. The treaty was eventually ratified in 

January in 1922 after a vote in the Dáil, and the provisional government of the new Irish Free 

State established. However, disagreement over the treaty caused a civil war, which continued 

into the next year: 1923—the last year of the revolutionary period.9 

 

Ultimately, the Irish revolution represents a watershed in the history of the island of Ireland. 

The establishment of the Irish Free State—which eventually became the Republic of Ireland—

changed the emotional landscape of society. Irish republicanism, what had once been one 

ideological group amongst many, became the state-sanctioned one. As a consequence, there 

emerged what historian John M. Regan terms a “foundation myth” about the start of the 

independent Irish nation which founded itself on the idea that the history of Ireland was a history 

of struggle against oppressive British occupation. Regan writes, “By venerating Irish history as 

the immemorial struggle against English misrule, this older myth eulogised physical-force and 

honoured the pieties of separatist republican-nationalism.”10 What is important to note about 

Regan’s statement is the emphasis on physical force as the driving force against British 

domination of Ireland: Because it was only the men who participated in the fighting, it meant 

that this foundation myth defined the struggle in masculine terms.  

 

 
6 Ferriter, A Nation and Not a Rabble, 185-186. 
7 Ferriter, The Transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London: Profile Books, 2005), 208. 
8 Regan, The Irish Counter-Revolution, 1921-1936 (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1999), 4. 
9 Regan, The Irish Counter-Revolution, 40, 101, 145. 
10 Regan, Myth and the Irish State (Kildare: Irish Academic Press, 2013), 3. 
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The overshadowing of women’s contribution in the revolution could have been due to 

contemporary ideas about women’s role in society. However, could also have been due to 

female republicans’ reputation after the revolution as the instigators of the civil war. They were 

considered instigators because republican women, exemplified by their organisation Cumann 

na mBan (transl. “Council of Women”), rejected the controversial Anglo-Irish Treaty by a 

larger majority than republican men. Thus, they were seen by many as the ones responsible for 

the ideological split which characterised Irish society in the years afterwards.11 Furthermore, 

Ian McBride has pointed out that there was a vast gulf between popular retellings of the 

revolution in places such as schools and official commemorations and that of historical 

academic discourse.12 Thus, this created a discrepancy between the revolution as factual events 

and “the revolution”—the victorious retelling of how Ireland achieved independence through 

its male saviours. This tells us two things: 1. Perceptions of the Irish revolution would inevitably 

be affected by its role in the establishment of the independent Irish state and how this 

independent state glorified the revolution in the time afterwards, and 2. This perception of the 

Irish revolution would be exceedingly male-centric. The emotionality inherent in this 

nationalist way of perceiving the revolution affected subsequent retellings of it, and it is this 

emotionality which is analysed though first-hand sources in this thesis. 

 

The question posed is: How was the emotional expression of male republicans about their 

participation in the Irish revolution affected by its popular memory after the establishment of 

the independent southern Irish state? 

 

 

Historiographical debate: revisionism versus 
republicanism 
Irish masculinities historian Aidan Beatty sums up Irish historical academia by claiming it tends 

to “swing between two paradigms”. Beatty defines these two paradigms as “revisionism” and 

“republicanism”.13 Revisionism was created in opposition to the established historical tradition 

of republicanism, or nationalist historiography. Consequently, discussion about these two 

 
11 Ferriter, A Nation and Not a Rabble, 281-282; Beatty, Masculinity and Power in Irish Nationalism, 1884-1938 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 189-190. 
12 McBride, “The Shadow of the Gunman: Irish Historians and the IRA”, 692. 
13 Beatty, 229. 
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paradigms focuses on revisionism since its first iteration in the 1930s, shortly after the events 

of the Irish revolution.14  

 

D. G. Boyce and Alan O’Day claim that there is little cohesiveness as to a singular definition 

of what “revisionism” is, and state that it has changed over time with different cultural 

environments.15 Despite this, Beatty has identified some essential traits in Ireland. The first trait 

is that revisionism seems to be less emotional, as opposed to republicanism, which is permeated 

by hero-worship and republican myth-making.16 One of the founders of the Irish revisionist 

tradition, T.W. Moody, is said to have claimed that revisionism was "the mental war of 

liberation from servitude to the myth”, “the myth” meaning the nationalist—or republican—

retelling of Irish history.17 The myth Moody refers to is the same as what Regan refers to as the 

“foundation myth”: The idea that the history of Ireland is the history of Ireland’s struggle 

towards independence.18  

 

As historian Nancy J. Curtin points out, the problematic nature of this historical tradition 

became particularly apparent from the late 1960s onwards with the Northern Irish Troubles. 

The reason for this was that the terrorist group that instigated the Troubles, the Provisional IRA, 

cited the same struggle against British oppression that the IVF/IRA of the 1910s and -20s and 

glorified of the physical force tradition in the same way.19 As historian Roisín Higgins described 

it, “The Troubles effectively made it impossible for historians to write unencumbered about 

Irish politics and the acrimony of the revisionist debate echoed through the historiography of 

the period.”20 Fellow historian Guy Beiner similarly points out that it was because of the 

outbreak of the Troubles that the annual military parades commemorating the Easter Rising of 

1916 were cancelled. According to Beiner they were seen as promoting the violent aspects of 

Irish nationalism.21 

 

Beatty defines revisionism as “almost hyper-empirical in methodology”. 22 This perception was 

present in the revisionist tradition even before the Troubles and was a way to give 

 
14 Curtin, "Varieties of Irishness": Historical Revisionism, Irish Style”, 195. 
15 Boyce & O’Day, “Introduction”, 2, 4. 
16 Beatty, 229. 
17 Curtin, 195. 
18 Regan, Myth and the Irish State, 3. 
19 Curtin, 195-196. 
20 Higgins, Transforming 1916 (Cork: Cork University Press, 2012), 11. 
21 Beiner, “Between Trauma and Triumphalism”, 366. 
22 Beatty, 229. 
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counterweight to the highly emotive republican historical tradition.23 It seems understandable 

that Irish historians would seek a more truthful iteration of historical events considering the 

mythicising qualities of the republican tradition. However, as Boyce and O’Day point out, the 

“scientific” tradition of revisionism calls into effect the broader historical debate as to whether 

or not history is a factual reconstruction of historical events. Many argue history can never truly 

be factual because of both sources’ and historians’ tendency to be affected by phenomenon such 

as political situations and ideological difference.24 

 

Beatty concludes his discussion of republicanism vs revisionism by stating that his book is 

bases itself on elements from both paradigms.25 This thesis builds on this idea. However, it 

poses that the primary issue for the Irish historical community is not merely providing one new 

historical paradigm: Its primary issue is its conservativism as to allow only two paradigms. The 

way Nancy J. Curtin and Boyce and O’Day summarises the Irish historical tradition in the last 

hundred years, it can be divided into the categories of “revisionism” and “anti-revisionism”.26 

In Beatty’s terms, it is a question of revisionism and republicanism, but it is still only a question 

of two traditions. It is the argument of this thesis that the Irish historical tradition needs to 

broaden their horizon to allow more historical perspectives. For example, Curtin states that at 

the time her article was written, 1996, historical academia as a whole were experiencing a large-

scale shift, as postmodernism was entering the scene.27 However, not much seems to have 

changed in that regard since the 1990s. Even with other theoretical frameworks such as gender 

history, Curtin seems to only imagine this in terms of the “revisionism and anti-revisionism”-

debate when she claimed that Irish gender history “may be the ultimate revisionist enterprise”.28 

It seems as though it is difficult for Irish historians to look beyond the revisionist debate.  

 

When it comes to new theoretical endeavours such as the history of masculinity, which this 

thesis largely bases itself on along with the history of emotions, there is not a large repertoire 

of books to consider. The newest significant contribution to Irish history of masculinity was 

2016 with Beatty’s Masculinity and Power in Irish Nationalism, 1884-1938, and to date this is 

the most comprehensive volume on Irish masculinity. Other contributions include Sikata 

 
23 Curtin, 195-196. 
24 Boyce & O’Day, 8, 12. 
25 Beatty, 229. 
26 Curtin, 202-203; Boyce & O’Day, 5. 
27 Curtin, 212-213. 
28 Curtin, 202. 
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Banerjee’s Muscular Nationalism: Gender, Violence, and Empire in India and Ireland, 1914-

2004 (2012) and Joseph Valente’s The Myth of Manliness in Irish National Culture, 1880-1922 

(2010). What all three of these volumes have in common is that they were written by scholars 

who did not operate within Ireland: Beatty, although Irish, was at the time the book was 

published teaching in Canada and completed his Ph.D at the University of Chicago, Banerjee 

teaches at the University of Victoria, Australia, and Valente is a professor of English at the 

University of Buffalo in the United States. It seems as though the common denominator for the 

exploration of new historical pursuits such as that of the history of masculinity is that it did not 

take place in Ireland. Beatty brings up the revisionist debate in the conclusion of his book, 

stating that his comparative analysis of Jewish Zionism coupled with his focus on masculinity, 

an underrepresented area of study in Irish history, opens for new perspectives which can 

provide, in his own words, “a refreshingly different perspective on Irish history”.29 Although 

Beatty also makes his arguments securely within the revisionist-anti-revisionist duality, this is 

understandable because when addressing Irish academia, it is necessary to address it in its own 

terms. It is the argument of this thesis that what the Irish academic environment needs is not to 

toss aside the revisionist debate but to look beyond it and incorporate more than just two 

historical paradigms. 

 

 

Theory: Irish nationalism and emotional 
masculinities 
When John Tosh explores the lives of middle-class men in Victorian England there are certain 

traits he uses to define the masculine experience: These include compulsory heterosexuality, 

physical fitness, and sexual prowess and fertility. More importantly, he argues that manhood is 

associated with repression of emotions. He argues this in the context of young boys going off 

to boarding school. He claims that during boarding school, any sign of emotional display was 

cruelly punished by an association to femininity.30 Specifically, he claimed that “peer-group 

pressure among men in the public arena requires them to disown their feminine side, in the 

process setting very rigid boundaries for the self.” The “feminine side” means the need for 

intimacy and expression of emotion. Tosh claims that children navigate their gender through 

their influence by their parents and that it is only through male peer-pressure that they “forsake” 

 
29 Beatty, 230-231. 
30 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities (Harlow: Pearson Longman, 2005) 33, 38, 112-113. 
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their feminine side. One part of Tosh’s assessment which might be challenged is the assumption 

that lack of emotional expression is an essential part of masculinity. 

 

It has been pointed out by many, amongst them Alberto Mario Banti, that the subject of 

nationalism evokes an emotional response in men. Banti, as referenced by historian Lynn Hunt, 

emphasises how the emotionality of nationalism is a consistent trait across cultural 

boundaries.31 Despite this, in Irish historiography, when discussing themes such as nationalism 

there seems to be an aversion to discuss emotion explicitly. In an article by Joanna Bourke 

about the emotions of anxiety and fear in history she pointed out that historians tend to gravitate 

more towards displaying human behaviour as logical and devoid of emotion, which insinuates 

that this is regarded as the most academic way of discussing the human experience.32 It is 

possible that because of the emotive nature of the so-called republican historical paradigm, and 

this paradigm’s effect on the events of the Northern Irish Troubles, that revisionist Irish 

historians are reluctant to include emotions as a mode of interpretation in Irish history. 

However, considering that the existence of the Irish revolution—like all revolutions—hinged 

on emotional engagement, it seems that ignoring its influence in the course of Irish history is 

not very sensible either. By looking into emotional expressions, it is possible to analyse what 

values and ideals were present in this period, and in particular how the male combatants were 

affected. This thesis argues that emotions were an essential part of nationalism. Because of this, 

although perhaps not as important throughout the entirety of Irish history, particularly 

concerning the Irish revolution, emotions played an integral part both in facilitating the 

revolution and in how it was remembered in the time afterwards.  

 

Bourke has claimed that “Emotions are not simply reports of inner states. Crucially, 

emotions such as fear do not only belong to individuals or social groups: they mediate 

between the individual and the social.”33 By this, she argues that when it comes to emotions, 

one cannot remove the individual from its social context and challenges the assumption that 

emotions are something that people, in this instance men, experience completely individually 

and in private. Rob Boddice elaborates on Bourke’s arguments, arguing that there exists no 

neutral context removed from social relations.34 From this it can be argued that there is no 

 
31 Hunt, Writing History in the Global Era (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2014), 74. 
32 Bourke, “Fear and Anxiety”, 121-122. 
33 Bourke, “Fear and Anxiety”, 124. 
34 Boddice, The History of Emotions (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2018), 88. 
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such thing as a difference between “private” and “public” emotions. It is an essential 

distinction in the study of emotions in history because it challenges the assumption that 

emotions are completely individual, and that the societies in which we live have no impact 

on how and what we feel. Ireland at the beginning of the 20th century had many different 

groups of belonging. A small minority of them were those who saw the British as a 

colonising foreign power, and who sought full independence for Ireland: Irish republicans. 

This ideological group grew in the first two decades of the 20th century until it caused a 

violent campaign which eventually secured the establishment of the Irish Free State. In the 

aftermath of this period, which was termed the Irish revolution, the republican view became 

the most dominant way of viewing society and history in the southern Irish state.  

 

The arguments outlined by Boddice and Bourke are similar to that of the anthropologist William 

M. Reddy. He posed that while emotions may not be fully determined by biology, it can equally 

be argued that if everything is socially constructed then there is no room for change. 

Furthermore, if all emotions are socially determined, then there is no way to critique it and no 

room for it to change over time.35 In his seminal historical work The Navigation of Feeling: A 

Framework for the History of Emotions (2000), he introduces new terminology to illustrate his 

stance, combining the disciplines of cognitive psychology and anthropology to explore how 

emotions work in history by use of an example: The French Revolution. This thesis utilises 

primarily Reddy’s theoretical framework in its emotional analysis. 

 

Reddy’s most central terms are emotives, emotional regimes, emotional suffering, emotional 

freedom and emotional refuge. These terms will be explained in detail to illustrate how they 

benefit the purposes of this thesis. Firstly, emotives, as Reddy describes them, can be described 

in its most basic form simply as emotional expressions. These emotional expressions are chiefly 

tied to speech, and they can evoke one of four consequences. They can be: Confirming, 

disconfirming, intensifying, or attenuating.36 For example, a statement such as “I love you” can 

either be taken either as comforting or concerning, and it can make someone feel more or less 

love towards the person saying it. Furthermore, emotives are influenced by and can alter what 

they refer to. More than that they affect it, they are often used as tools to inspire emotional 

change.37 Barbara Rosenwein and Riccardo Cristiani explained it as such: “Emotives worked 

 
35 Rosenwein & Cristiani, What is the History of Emotions? (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2018), 34. 
36 Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 103. 
37 Reddy, 105. 
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in two ways: they changed those to whom they were addressed, and they altered the person 

speaking them.”38 Reddy claims that emotives contain three primary traits. The first is 

descriptive appearance: It simply means that it must be a statement. Secondly, after it becomes 

a statement comes the question of relational intent, which means it has an implicit purpose 

behind the utterance. Phrases such as “I am cold” or “I am afraid” might be a plead for 

assistance, or it might be a plead for sympathy or comfort: There is an implicit appeal beyond 

the face-value of the statement. The third and final trait is that the statement has a self-exploring 

or self-altering effect: The effects can be non-verbal, such as facial expressions, blushing, or 

change in tone of voice.39 This is the trait most difficult to detect in a written source because, 

unless specified by the author of the source, it is impossible to know what facial expressions or 

tones of voice a person had. Even if they do, it can also be subject to interpretation by the person 

receiving these signals and therefore be a question of subjective opinion. In any case, these 

three traits: Descriptive appearance, relational intent, and self-exploring or self-altering effect, 

are essential to the formation of an emotive.40 When the infamous Tipperary Volunteer Dan 

Breen writes “I shook hands with Seán Treacy for the last time”, he is relating to the audience 

a tragic event in his life about the loss of a friend. He is not merely stating that they parted ways. 

The rest of the quote emphasises this fact: “Little did I think on that evening that never again 

on this earth would I set eyes on my faithful friend, one who was dearer to me than a brother”.41 

 

Tied to emotives are emotional regimes. Reddy uses the term emotional regime to illustrate 

how a given society regulates emotional expression. In emotions historian Jan Plamper’s 

analysis of Reddy, he points out that emotional regimes are the collection of regulated emotives 

in a given society. Along with the prescribed emotives comes their related rituals and symbolic 

practices: Plamper’s example of such a symbolic practice is an act of patriotism such as saluting 

a nation’s flag.42 Reddy claims that no political regime can exist without the support of an 

emotional regime: There needs necessary be a reason why the people of a nation would consider 

themselves to be part of that political system.43 Simply put, if a political regime does not have 

“the support of the people”, it fails. In the context of Irish republicanism, which is the ideology 

which would become the dominant one in Irish society after the establishment of the southern 

 
38 Rosenwein & Cristiani, 35. 
39 Reddy, 100-102. 
40 Reddy, 111. 
41 Breen, My Fight for Irish Freedom (Cork: Mercier Press, 2010), 147. 
42 Plamper, 257. 
43 Reddy, 55. 
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Irish state, the term the Irish nationalist emotional regime will be used throughout this thesis. 

Although it has been argued that republicanism was not widely supported at the beginning of 

the Easter Rising, this rapidly changed in its aftermath.44 The exact dimensions of the popular 

support in Ireland are difficult to quantify. However, it can be argued that the British General 

Election of 1918, wherein the republican party Sinn Féin won 73 out of 105 MP seats on its 

separatist political campaign and the arguable success of the War of Independence (1919-

1921)—considering it caused the British government to meet some of the terms of the Irish 

insurgents—meant that they had some significant support from the Irish people in general after 

the time of the Easter Rising of 1916. 

 

This development is tied to what Reddy refers to as emotional navigation. Emotional navigation 

is quite simply a description of how people within a society regulate their emotions and 

emotional expression within the parameters of a society. This emotional navigation can either 

lead to emotional liberty or emotional suffering.45 It is similar to those theories posed by Bourke 

and Boddice, who identify social context as essential components to emotional expression. 

Reddy claims that to what degree emotional liberty is permitted is determined by how strict the 

emotional regime is. Strict emotional regimes, as Reddy defines them, are societies that derive 

their stability from inducing emotional suffering on those who do not conform to the normative 

emotives.46 These regimes have very inflexible parameters concerning permitted expression of 

emotives and require the articulation of prescribed emotives by the use of normative utterances 

to declare loyalty to the emotional regime.47  

 

What Reddy declares as the response to the emotional suffering imposed by strict emotional 

regimes is what he terms emotional refuges. An emotional refuge is where a person 

experiencing emotional suffering under a strict emotional regime is free to express themselves 

with their peers. Per Reddy’s definition, an emotional refuge can both be a physical and 

metaphorical space.48 In the French revolution—Reddy’s example—emotional refuges came in 

the form of salons, theatres, and clubs.49 They were an escape from the oppressive monarchy 

and its “strict emotional discipline”.50 Ireland had no shortage of emotional refuges where Irish 

 
44 Ferriter, Transformations, 111. 
45 Reddy, 129. 
46 Reddy, 126. 
47 Reddy, 125. 
48 Reddy, 129. 
49 Rosenwein & Cristiani, 36. 
50 Reddy, 125. 
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culture was practised and, secretly, Irish republicanism was propagated. Some of these were 

open to both genders, such as the Gaelic League, which sought the revival of the Irish language. 

Most of these spaces, however, were all-male. The use of male-only spaces, termed “all-male 

associations” by John Tosh, in both cultivating the masculine identity and sustaining male 

gender dominance is particularly central to his theories concerning masculinity.51 All-male 

associations is given particular focus in the next chapter, which argues that while not all, most 

republican emotional refuges in pre-revolutionary Ireland either excluded the female gender or 

sectioned them off into separate organisations. This exclusion created a form of nationalism 

which existed on masculine terms. It thus made it much easier for Irish men to get involved in 

nationalism than women, and which involved them much earlier in their lives. 

 

Irish nationalism as its own emotional regime seemed to share some of the qualities of a strict 

emotional regime. Those who did not conform to Irish nationalism or who accepted the British 

presence in Ireland were harshly judged and accused by republicans of being “childlike” or 

possessing a “slave mind”.52 Those who did not conform to the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime risked accusations of being unmanly, and, worse of all, to not be Irish at all. A Volunteer 

from county Cork named Felix O’Doherty provides an example of this when he terms pro-

British sympathisers “the King’s Irish”. He claimed that “the slavish mind dominated them” 

and that they were “more English than the English themselves”. O’Doherty names one of the 

indicators of this behaviour as removing the “O” from their surname so as to sound more 

English.53 Aidan Beatty points out that the “slave mind”-stereotype were propagated by both 

British people and Irish nationalists. In the case of Britain, it was a way of separating the two 

nationalities and insinuating Britain’s superiority over them. Aidan Beatty argues by quoting 

Arthur Griffith that Irish nationalists had internalised this British stereotype, insinuating that if 

Irish people did not soon take possession of their own land and culture they would be stuck in 

the “slave mind” indefinitely.54  

 

Although many types of organisations prove that nationalist emotional refuges existed in Irish 

society, this thesis will focus primarily on The Irish Volunteer Force as an emotional refuge 

during the War of Independence. This is because it was the primary organisation active during 

 
51 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 35-39. 
52 Beatty, 36-37. 
53 BMH, WS0739, Felix O’Doherty, witness statement, 7, 41. 
54 Beatty, 37. 
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the main events of the revolution. However, it is relevant to consider that these other 

organisations took part in shaping the circumstances of masculine nationalism of this period. 

John Tosh, building on his ideas of the importance of all-male institutions, argued that manhood 

is something that men forge and reinforce amongst themselves, and that female involvement 

was secondary. He even goes so far as to suggest that the exclusion of women was an essential 

part of masculinity, claiming that “masculine self-respect demanded the exclusion of women”.55 

In Ireland, nationalism was often promoted in spaces where young boys became men, and per 

Reddy’s theories, these arenas of Irish nationalism were emotional refuges from the 

indoctrination of the British Empire as the ideal. The reason why Reddy was chosen as the 

theoretical basis for emotions history in this thesis is not that his book is grounded in the same 

type of example as this thesis—a revolution. It is because this thesis seeks to show how the 

transition from one emotional regime to another affected the retelling of the Irish revolution. In 

the conclusion to his book Reddy writes, “The concept of emotives makes it clear why human 

beings live in a perpetual state of uncertainty about themselves. Emotion claims can be neither 

true nor false; instead they are more or less successful attempts to alter or stabilize, explore or 

pledge.”56 Reddy’s focus on emotional navigation and how emotions are a dialogue between 

the individual and society suit well to articulate the way the establishment of the independent 

Irish state changed both the memory of and the emotional relationship with the Irish revolution. 

 

 

Sources, method, and structure 
In order to write this thesis, most of the academic year was spent as an exchange student at 

University College Dublin. The reason for this was partly to find non-digital sources but was 

more crucially to utilise the UCD library, which has a much more extensive collection of Irish 

history books than that of the University of Oslo. Unfortunately, while the trip was meant to 

last the whole year, it was cut short due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as both the campus of 

UCD closed down and the borders to Norway closed. This meant a forced return home at a time 

which was for all master’s degree students a crucial point in the thesis-writing process. 

Consequently, I could no longer use many of the books I was using and was unable to continue 

literature searches where there was a scarcity. This inconvenience may have affected the wealth 

of secondary literature in the thesis. 

 
55 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 34, 37, 113. 
56 Reddy, 330. 
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When choosing which sources to use in this thesis, the need for them to illustrate the emotional 

relationship between male republicans and the revolution was prioritised. The clearest example 

of such a source are first-hand retellings because they are direct testimonies from participants 

about their own past actions, and subsequently their emotional relationship to them. First-hand 

sources can either be contemporary or non-contemporary, ergo they were either recorded at the 

same time as they happened, or they were recorded after. This thesis analyses republicans’ 

emotional expressions about the revolution as affected by establishment of the southern Irish 

state. Consequently, the most relevant source to use is non-contemporary first-hand sources. 

 

Because this is an emotional analysis, the method used for these sources is plainly explained 

by finding the meaning behind them rather than seeking their truthfulness. This is not a new 

concept to historical writing. In the Irish context, one historian who has commented on the need 

for this type of interpretation is Guy Beiner. He claimed of the revisionist historical tradition 

that it was “founded on a sweeping dismissal of popular beliefs as “harmful mythology.” He 

further stated that it “proves to be of limited value for studies of mentalité that seek to decode 

conflicts sustained by intransigent mindsets.”57 Ergo, Beiner argues that by completely 

dismissing the republican popular retelling of the revolution, revisionist historians dismiss its 

value in untangling the reasons behind these mindsets. This is then not an endorsement of these 

values, but a way of interpreting its meaning. This form of interpretation is similar to that of 

the school of philosophy known as phenomenology. In an article about the use of 

phenomenology with oral history sources—also known as first-hand sources—historian R. 

Kenneth Kirby stated about phenomenology that it is valuable because it, instead of seeking an 

objective truth, is more concerned with the human consciousness. He further claimed that many 

historians who study oral history employ phenomenological method without describing them 

as such.58 Kirby then argues that rather than have the ability to “separate fact from fable”, 

phenomenology could help historians “identify the meaning in fable”. 59 This is precisely how 

these sources are analysed: It focuses on the emotional expression about the revolution as the 

origin story of the Irish republic, and what this meant to male republican veterans’ relationship 

to their part in it.  

 

 
57 Beiner, “Between Trauma and Triumphalism”, 369. 
58 Kirby, “Phenomenology and the Problems of Oral History”, 22-23. 
59 Kirby, 32. 
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There are four types of non-contemporary first-hand sources used in this thesis. The first is that 

of war memoirs, and the ones used are On Another Man’s Wound (1936) by Ernie O’Malley, 

Guerrilla Days in Ireland (1949) by Tom Barry, My Fight for Irish Freedom (1964) by Dan 

Breen, and Dublin Made Me (1979) by C. S. Andrews. These have been read, and every 

expression of emotion marked and categorised. Because these memoirs are in the form of books 

it is easy to quantify them in terms of the amount of source material it provides: Altogether, the 

memoirs amount to around 1,300 pages. 

 

The second type of non-contemporary sources are interviews made by Ernie O’Malley, author 

of the memoir On Another Man’s Wound, conducted around the 1950s, of other republican 

veterans. O’Malley recorded these interviews in handwritten notebooks, many of which have 

been professionally transcribed and published in a book series called The Men Will Talk to Me. 

This thesis utilises the five books of interviewees from Kerry, Clare, Mayo, Galway, and West 

Cork respectively. More books of other counties have been published, but due to limited 

availability caused by the COVID-19 crisis, I was only able to use the books which were 

available in eBook format from Amazon. This with the exception of the West Cork-book, as I 

had read it prior to the crisis. Similar to the memoirs, these books were read and every 

expression of emotion marked and categorised. 

 

The third type is a series of video interviews that only concern the Easter Rising, and many of 

them were produced in relation to the fiftieth anniversary of the Rising. They were produced 

by Ireland’s national broadcaster Raidió Teilifís Éireann, henceforth referred to as RTÉ. The 

interviews were produced in the 1960s and -70s. For the hundred-year anniversary of the 

Rising, the RTÉ website released a collection of interviews: Many of them were made for the 

fiftieth anniversary in 1966. These contained both full interviews and shorter clips of 

interviews. The most relevant clips were watched and notes taken wherever emotion was 

expressed. A fewer number of longer interviews were also watched and the same method used. 

As these interviews only pertained to one event of the Irish revolution, however significant, the 

volume of this source is smaller than the others. 

 

The fourth and last type of contemporary first-hand source is The Bureau of Military History’s 

witness statements. The BMH, between the years 1947 and 1957, collected first-hand accounts 
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about the Irish revolution from 1,773 participants, both men and women.60 According to 

historian Roy Foster, they make up 36,000 pages of statements and 150,000 pages of additional 

documents.61 It is an extensive archive, and it is thus far beyond the scope of this thesis to utilise 

all of them. Because of this, only select witness statements will be used. Three methods were 

used for finding which Bureau of Military History witness statements to use. The first method 

was utilising the word search bar at the Bureau of Military History-website. The second method 

was looking up the witness accounts of participants which were references in other men’s 

witness accounts: An IVF-soldier might mention a friend who was present at the time of a 

significant event, and it would be logical to assume that if this person lived through the end of 

the revolution that they submitted a witness account to the BMH which might provide another 

angle to the events of the period. Lastly, the book Rebels: Voices from the Easter Rising by 

Fearghal McGarry was consulted. This book is a collection of excerpts from BMH witness 

statements pertaining to the Easter Rising of 1916. The book was read, and wherein there 

existed relevant excerpts to the thesis, namely expressions of emotions or nationalist mentality, 

the original BMH statement was consulted. 

 

This thesis also utilises some contemporary first-hand sources. They are useful to this thesis 

because they show what emotional expression existed about important aspects of the revolution, 

and thus they can show what ideals and emotional expressions might have changed over time. 

Three types of contemporary first-hand sources were used. These are firstly the prison diary 

Days of Fear: A Diary of Hunger Strike by Frank Gallagher, which is a published account of 

Gallagher’s diary from his days on hunger strike in Mountjoy Prison in 1920. Secondly, and 

also on the subject of hunger striking, was an open letter written by famous hunger strike martyr 

Terence MacSwiney to fellow hunger strikers, which was found at the UCD Archives. Lastly, 

there is a smuggled letter written by Kerry-based Volunteer Austin Stack concerning his 

experience with forcible feeding, which was found that the National Library of Ireland. The 

book amounts to around a little more than a hundred pages, and the two letters amount to 2 

pages of the MacSwiney letter and 44 sheets of paper of the Stack letter. Lastly, this thesis 

utilises the debates of the Irish parliament Dáil Éireann concerning the ratification of the Anglo-

Irish Treaty. These debates took place late 1921 to early 1922, after the end of the War of 

Independence (1919-1921). It is the only type of source used in this thesis which are not outright 

testimonies of past experiences. However, during the course of the debates, the members of the 

 
60 The Bureau of Military History, “Guide to the Collection: About the Bureau of Military History, 1913-1921”. 
61 Foster, Vivid Faces (London: Penguin Books, 2015) 308. 
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Dáil did use emotional accounts of their own experiences to argue their side of the conflict. The 

length of the treaty debates are difficult to quantify as they are an online source, but they amount 

to thirteen days of debates, including both public and private sessions. According to Diarmaid 

Ferriter, the printed book of the treaty debates from the Dáil report amount to 338 pages.62 

 

When analysing these sources, the point is not to ascertain whether or not the person in question 

is lying or telling the truth, because even if one is not explicitly lying, their memories have 

inevitably been affected by the world around them. However, it should be acknowledged that 

there might exist more than personal bias in the creation of these sources. To date, the largest 

archive of first-hand experiences of the Irish revolution is the witness archive of the Bureau of 

Military History. Crucially, both the BMH witness archive and the RTÉ interviews were part 

of memory projects: This means that they were produced by an institution, in their case the Irish 

state, with the intention using them in a celebratory manner for the remembrance of an event or 

time period. As extensive as the BMH’s 1,773 witness accounts may seem, the archive may 

have wilfully caused gaps in historical memory. The Bureau defined the revolution as having 

taken place from the formation of the Irish Volunteer Force in 1913 to the ceasefire of the War 

of Independence in the summer of 1921.63 This meant that they purposefully excluded the 

events of the civil war, which occurred between 1922 and 1923. Thus, the BMH wilfully 

ignored a significant event from historic preservation on political grounds. Although it may be 

argued that the existence of the Bureau of Military History and the extensive nature of the 

witness project is proof of how important the revolution was to the Irish collective memory, 

there was also a clear and present narration of this collective memory. 

 

All of the sources except for the memoir of C. S. Andrews, which was published in 1979, were 

made before 1970. What is significant about this fact is that it means they were produced before 

the beginning of the Northern Irish Troubles. Because of the impact of the Troubles in Irish 

history-writing, as discussed earlier in this chapter, the Troubles inevitably affect the ways the 

sources are analysed by the contemporary historian. However, it also needs to be considered 

that in all cases but one, the sources were made before this time. Thus, their historical 

presentation are affected by the fact that they were produced before the problematics of the 

republican retelling were overtly present in Irish society. 

 

 
62 Ferriter, Transformation, 245. 
63 The Bureau of Military History. “Guide to the Collection: About the Bureau of Military History, 1913-1921.” 
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This thesis is structured according to case examples pertaining to the Irish revolution which 

represent certain pressure-points in the revolution itself that elicited strong emotional displays.  

First of all, in chapter 2, the focus is put on where the masculine nature of Irish nationalism was 

cultivated through analyses of Irish nationalist emotional refuges and how male republicans 

express an emotional attachment to their nationalist beginnings. It focuses on the time before 

the revolution, with the most attention given to how nationalist Irishmen were affected in their 

upbringing through schooling and leisure organisations which, in many cases, would eventually 

drive them to partake in militias. It also shows how these emotional refuges promoted male-

only socialising and thus cultivated a male-dominated nationalism. The rest of the thesis is 

concerned with the events of the revolution itself, touching on its key events through case 

examples.  

 

Chapter 3 analyses the emotional reactions given by male participants about the surrender of 

the rebel forces in the short-lived rebellion of the Easter Rising of 1916. The chapter focuses 

not only on rank-and-file participants’ observations about the tears of the executed leaders of 

the Rising when relaying the news of the surrender, but also on emotional reactions shared 

between the rank-and-file themselves. Chapter 4 is concerned with the War of Independence 

(1919-1921), analysing the different emotional characterisations given in retellings about 

enemies versus that of allies. It shows how this reflects the ideals of the Irish nationalist 

emotional regime through several examples. Additionally, it analyses how these 

characterisations may have contributed to a mentality of justification over the killings of this 

period. Chapter 5 analyses the emotional impact of the act of hunger striking and subsequent 

forcible feeding of republican prisoners during the revolution. It is a relevant chapter because 

both hunger striking and forcible feeding was the source of some of the most intense emotional 

suffering during the time of the revolution and the ways in which these experiences were 

expressed varied greatly. 

 

This thesis focuses on the period leading up to the civil war. While it is recognized that the civil 

war involved a great degree of emotionality, because of certain discrepancies in source material 

outlined later in this chapter, it is more challenging to study the civil war period. This thesis 

will, however, take into consideration the fact that all non-contemporary source material has 

been affected by the civil war split. This split was crystallised in the treaty debates in Dáil 

Éireann of 1921-22, and so finally, the last chapter of the thesis is dedicated to these debates. 

Both the so-called pro-Treaty and anti-Treaty sides used emotional expressions as tools to argue 
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the righteousness of their cause, and the eventual ratification of the treaty subsequently elicited 

an emotional response from many anti-Treaty republicans. Additionally, because this thesis 

focuses on the change in emotional regimes in the southern Irish state, it will not focus as much 

on the six counties of the north which became Northern Ireland (see the map—Figure 1.1—for 

details). 
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Chapter 2: Emotional refuges: 
Education and organisations for young 
republican men 
 

In order to understand what the revolution of 1913-1923 meant to Irish republican men, it is 

necessary to know what their backgrounds were. Upbringing is emphasised both in academic 

discourse about the Irish revolution and in that of the history of masculinity. John Tosh, in 

particular, discusses upbringing in the context of the formation of the masculine identity in 

middle-class Victorian Britain. He stated that going away for school moved the young boys 

away from the feminine influence of the home and towards the masculine influence of all-male 

association, in Tosh’s example being all-male public schools.64 The formative years of young 

men undoubtedly affected their mentality, and Tosh emphasises the all-male association as one 

of the ground pillars of both the cultivation and the continuation of the hegemonic masculine 

identity. In Tosh’s theories, this was achieved both by the exclusion of women and 

reinforcement of masculinity between men.65 In the context of Irish nationalism in the time 

leading up to the revolution, many of these all-male institutions were, following Reddy’s 

terminology, emotional refuges of Irish nationalism. Rather, Irish nationalist emotional refuges 

tended to be all-male. In order to understand the emotional bonds formed in the Irish revolution 

and the emotions expressed in the time afterwards, it is necessary to examine these emotional 

refuges. It is relevant to understand how Irish nationalism was imprinted in the minds of young 

men and why it is argued in this thesis that Irish nationalism was defined in masculine emotional 

terms. What all these republican Irish men had in common was that in their recollections of the 

Irish revolution, they tended to take care to state their participation in these institutions. In some 

cases, young Irish men took part in these emotional refuges with the intention of expressing 

their Irish nationalist sympathies through them and in other cases they experienced a nationalist 

awakening as a result of their part in them.  

 

Upbringing undoubtedly had a great effect in the shaping of nationalist sentiment in future 

radicals. Historian Roy Foster states that what he terms the “revolutionary generation”, ergo 

the generation responsible for carrying out the Irish revolution, had been brought up on the 

 
64 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 112-113. 
65 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 37-39. 
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commemoration of the deaths of the so-called the Manchester Martyrs of 186766 and on the 

centenary of the 1798-rebellion.67 He insinuates that this culture of commemoration instilled 

certain ideals on this generation of nationalists, and more pertinent to this thesis, that what a 

person experiences in youth can affect their perspective and values in adult life. One of the 

ways young minds were moulded to adhere to the Irish nationalist emotional regime was 

through education. 

 

In this context, it is also important to point out the youth of the participants of the revolution. 

Irish historian Peter Hart has examination the membership of the Irish Volunteer Force in the 

southern county of Cork (for map see figure 1.1), one of the most active counties of the 

revolution. He argued that the men of the IVF during this time, both officers and regular 

soldiers, were overwhelmingly in their teens and twenties. In fact, the mean age for a regular 

Volunteer in this area was 23 in the time period 1917-1919 and 25 in 1920-21. This was 

significantly lower than what it was in the time before 1916 when the mean age was 27.68 

Furthermore, Foster claims that during the Easter Rising, the age of 1st Battalion leader Ned 

Daly was “representative” of the fighting men at 25. Also in the Rising, he further claims that 

all the Volunteers present at the Mendicity Institute led by the similarly 25-year-old Seán 

Heuston were between the ages of 18 and 25.69 Ergo, the Irish revolution was to a large extent 

carried out by men who were born at the end of the 19th- or at the beginning of the 20th century. 

Thus, not only can it be argued that the revolution was perpetrated by young men, it also says 

something about the idealistic nature of young men during this time. 

 

This chapter analyses the emotional regime of Irish republicanism, the emotional refuges that 

manifested in the time leading up to the revolution, and how these emotional refuges were 

utilised during the revolution. It asks the question: What was the effect of organisations and 

schooling on nationalist men in Ireland in the early 20th century? It poses that all-male 

nationalist organisations promoted male-centred nationalism and that this had an effect on both 

the revolution itself and its retelling. 

 

 

 
66 The Manchester Martyrs were three nationalist Irishmen who were executed for the alleged murder of a police 
officer in Manchester in 1867. Busteed, “The Manchester Martyrs: A Victorian Melodrama”, 36-37. 
67 Foster, Vivid Faces, 289. 
68 Hart, “Youth Culture and the Cork I.R.A.”, 18. 
69 Foster, Vivid Faces, 230. 
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“Violently patriotic”: The effect of upbringing on 
nationalist men 
Schooling has been known to have had a radicalising effect on youth throughout history and 

20th century Ireland was no exception. As previously stated, Tosh argues that all-male 

institutions, among them schools, reinforced hegemonic masculinity because it enabled men to 

take charge of the public sphere and thus confine women to the domestic one.70 This tendency 

was only partly true of Ireland, as women were provided with education in certain institutions 

and they did form their own nationalist organisations. In many cases, however, both education 

and nationalist institutions were separated by gender. This meant that rather than take part in 

the male sphere, women carved out separate spheres for their nationalist activity. Despite this, 

Tosh interestingly argues that boys inside the domestic sphere were influenced primarily by 

their mothers, as fathers stayed mostly in the public sphere.71 Hart made similar arguments of 

Irish families, claiming that in the cases where their nationalist influence came from the home, 

it was often the mothers who taught it to them.72 

 

Several historians, among them Foster, have highlighted the Christian Brothers educational 

institutions as having been particularly politically radical. Foster claims their influence on the 

generation that participated in the revolution as “undeniable”. He provides a long list of well-

known Irish revolutionaries who were educated by the Christian Brothers. Some of the men 

mentioned are used as sources in this thesis, namely C.S. Andrews, Ernie O’Malley, Terence 

MacSwiney, and Austin Stack.73 The Christian Brothers seemed to have educated many in the 

republican movement, as they permeate the witness statements of the Bureau of Military 

History as well. For example, a Volunteer from County Wexford named Joseph Furlong 

identified the Christian Brothers as having had a formative effect on his nationalist upbringing, 

stating that through the Christian Brothers and his nationalist parents he “grew up a Rebel”.74 

Someone who also cited a parent and the Christian Brothers as influences was John J. Quilty, a 

Volunteer from county Clare, who claimed that his father started his nationalist awakening and 

the Christian Brothers developed it.75 Another Volunteer, Sean Gibbons from County Mayo, 

 
70 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 37-38. 
71 Tosh, “What should historians do with masculinity?”, 78. 
72 Hart, The I.R.A. and Its Enemies (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 174-175. 
73 Foster, Vivid Faces, 39-40. 
74BMH, WS0335, Major Joseph Furlong, witness statement, 1. 
75 BMH, WS0516, John J. Quilty, witness statement, 1. 
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stated that he was educated with the Christian Brothers and that they during the time of his 

upbringing crucially identified them as “violently patriotic”.76 The Christian Brothers only 

taught male pupils, as outlined by historian Peter Hart, thus making it an all-male institution.77 

 

Other educational institutions cited by republican men as having affected their nationalist 

sympathies were the so-called national schools, which were the state-run institutions. In this 

case it seemed like it was rather a question of the teachers than the curriculum that provided the 

influence. For example, Tipperary Volunteer Dan Breen who wrote the memoir My Fight for 

Irish Freedom cited national school-teacher Charlie Walshe (later known as Cormac 

Breathnach, Lord Mayor of Dublin) as the source of his nationalist awakening. Breen 

expressed, “by the time we had passed from his class, we were no longer content to grow up 

‘happy English children’ as envisaged by the Board of Education.”78 By how Breen tells it, a 

British educational institution was made into an Irish nationalist emotional refuge by a single 

nationally-minded adult. It seems as though this was not something that only pertained to Dan 

Breen’s school. Cork Volunteer Sean Healy stated that both his parents were teachers in the 

national schools and claimed that his father in particular instilled nationalism on both his family 

and his pupils.79 

 

The national schools were open to both genders, but they were gender-separated.80 Thus, not 

only did boys and young men receive two different types of education, they also only associated 

with other men in their day-to-day lives in the national schools as well as the Christian Brothers 

schools. For example, Dan Breen states that many of his nationalist friends were educated with 

him.81 Through education, many Irish men not only experienced their republican awakening, 

they also formed bonds with other men which followed them into and after the revolution. 

 

It was the case of many men that when they were indoctrinated with nationalist sympathies 

through education, it was a question of primary education. Roy Foster argues that when it came 

to women, it was the universities that had the most substantial effect on their nationalist 

education because this was often the first time in their educational career they were exposed to 

 
76 BMH, WS0927, Sean Gibbons, witness statement, 1. 
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radical political ideas.82 Thus, these women only began to gain nationalist sympathies around 

the age of eighteen. Ergo, most women could not have been affected as early as for example 

Dublin Volunteer C.S. Andrews, who joined the boys’ youth organisation Na Fianna Éireann 

at age ten and subsequently the Irish Volunteer Force at fifteen.83 Furthermore, in the case of 

nationalist organisations, women were often cordoned off in separate organisations, such as that 

of Cumann na mBan, the auxiliary women’s organisation of the IVF. There were certain 

organisations, such as the Irish language-organisation the Gaelic League, which admitted 

women and allowed for free gender association. However, it is telling of the movement that 

most were gender-separated or all-male. John Tosh, who coined the phrase all-male association, 

emphasised what he termed “male exclusionary power” in sustaining male gender privilege. 

This meant that men kept their social power by only associating with other men.84 It is the 

argument of this thesis that Irish republican nationalism at the beginning of the 20th century had 

an inherently masculine character. The three most prominent all-male associations in Irish 

nationalist life is analysed to illustrate this argument, starting with the leisure organisation the 

Gaelic Athletic Association. 

 

 

The Gaelic Athletic Association: A nationalist 
emotional refuge? 
Although the 20th century brought a new generation of idealistic youth, there was a limited 

number of emotional refuges where young male republicans could express their nationalist 

sympathies. Starting in the 1910s, however, these spaces started to form. Some Irish nationalist 

emotional refuges did already exist. Aidan Beatty has argued that the sports organisation the 

Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) was one of the first to seek to reclaim Irish nationalist 

manhood and dispel negative stereotypes that had formed about it over the decades when the 

organisation was established in 1884. Beatty argues that through the revival of the playing of 

Irish sports the GAA sought to reclaim the healthy, physically fit ideal of a young Irish man 

against the stereotype that the Irish were lazy, ape-like, and physically unfit. He argues that by 

the year 1910, this idea of the GAA as a producer of strong Irish men had manifested into an 

idea of the GAA as a provider of able-bodied men to bring about national liberation. 

Additionally, that the GAA was seen as a form of military training because the sports could be 
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seen as war-like.85 Ergo, although the GAA was founded in the 19th century, its distinctly 

nationalist character did not emerge until the 1910s. One of his examples is a statement from 

the founder of the GAA, Michael Cusack, wherein he claims that the Irish sport of hurling 

teaches close-quarters combat. The GAA’s member figures also primarily involved young men, 

similarly to that of the wartime member figures of the IVF.86 Other Irish historians also argue 

this, among them Diarmaid Ferriter, who claims that nationalist organisations such as that of 

the GAA and the language revival organisation the Gaelic League were important for involving 

young people in the movement.87  

 

Historian Richard McElligott has argued in his study of the IVF in county Kerry that after its 

formation it drew members from the GAA as an “inevitable” consequence of the organisation. 

Although he acknowledged that there was no official link between the two, he still claimed that 

there was a “significant role” played by the GAA in the success of the IVF.88 While it is true 

that the GAA can be regarded as overtly nationalist, and while it was an all-male institution, its 

official form was a leisure organisation. There is therefore no guarantee that the ones who 

participated in it joined because of nationalist conviction. Furthermore, Hart has claimed 

through statistical analysis of membership figures that there are no significant links between 

neither the GAA and the political party Sinn Féin nor the military organisation the Irish 

Volunteer Force.89 In his book about IVF in county Cork, Hart also argued that while much of 

the ideology which arose in the time leading up to the revolutionary period was grounded in the 

cultural revival, and that the GAA could be counted among these, that it only had a “limited 

hold” on Irish male youth.90 Certainly, fellow historian Michael Hopkinson has argued that the 

GAA were one of the cultural organisations which contributed to an Irish cultural revival that 

strengthened the republican movement as opposed to the parliamentary movement represented 

in the IPP to the point where the Catholic Church and the Irish Republican Brotherhood 

struggled against each other for control over the organisation.91 However, it is still important to 

point out that the GAA was only a leisure organisation and—however war-like its sports were—

not a militant one. 
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The organisations which formed in the decade leading up to the Irish revolution differed from 

the GAA in that they were founded with the specific purpose of promoting the Irish 

independence movement. In the sources studied for this thesis, none of them have presented the 

GAA as any stepping stone towards their nationalist awakening. It is possible to argue that these 

organisations used the want and need for young boys to associate with other boys, as outlined 

by Tosh, to promote nationalist ideals.92 In this instance the GAA can be counted amongst these, 

however, they were not as overtly nationalist as the next organisation which is discussed in this 

chapter: the male-only youth organisation Na Fianna Éireann. 

 

 

The youth organisation Na Fianna Éireann as an 
emotional refuge 

Na Fianna Éireann was founded in 1909 by Countess Constance Markievicz and Bulmer 

Hobson as an Irish nationalist response to the British boy scout movement, which was formed 

the year before by the British Imperialist Robert Baden-Powell.93 Helena Molony, a close 

associate of co-founder Countess Markievicz, stated explicitly in her Bureau of Military History 

witness statement that the function behind this organisation was to found “an army of boys, 

who would grow up to know what they were fighting for”.94 There is some difference in the 

reasons cited by former republican members for joining the organisation. Some follow a 

conventional nationalist narrative, such as that of Felix O’Doherty from county Cork, who first 

joined Na Fianna and later the Irish Volunteer Force. He claimed that when he in 1911 found 

out about the formation of a branch of Na Fianna in Cork city, “my young heart bounded with 

joy. Here was good news for my pals. They, too, were overjoyed when I told them.”95 

O’Doherty expresses happiness over the fact that he had found an emotional refuge for him and 

his male friends to harbour their nationalist sympathies. The way he recalls the experience, 

there was a want in his community for these types of organisations to exist, and he had only 

been waiting for an opportunity to express his nationalist feelings. 
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Figure 2.1:  Young boys in Na Fianna Éireann marching in formation towards Bodenstown, Co. Kildare 
accompanied by Padraic O Riain, Bulmer Hobson, and Countess Markievicz. Source: The BMH Photo (BMH P) 
series, P21. 

 

However, this is not the only reason that was cited for joining Na Fianna, and not all were 

grounded in nationalist sentiment. For example, a man from county Derry named Liam Brady, 

who later became an organiser for Na Fianna, stated that his initial motivation for joining was 

the drills and marches. Brady stated that he would watch marching bands parade around the 

city and stated, “I kept looking for somewhere where I could drill, drill, drill”.96 This means 

that some express their motivation as being different from a want for an independent Irish 
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republic, and instead associate it more with youthful interest in the pageantry of marches and 

drills. Despite this, it should be stated that in the case of Brady, he remained an organiser for 

Na Fianna throughout the revolutionary period. Ergo, he was himself a revolutionary even 

though he stated that his motivation for joining the organisation in the first place was different 

from the singular goal of realising the idea of an independent Irish republic. 

 

O’Doherty describes the activities of Na Fianna as partaking in conventional boy scout 

activities. However, historian Marnie Hay claims that throughout the 1910s the organisation 

became increasingly militant and that at their annual conference in 1912 amended their 

constitution to assert that their primary goal was to bring about an independent Ireland.97 In 

fact, Charles Townsend described it as a “fiercely separatist and militarist group”.98 The 

organisation’s militant nature becomes clear in Figure 2.1. The picture depicts young boys in 

pseudo-military uniforms marching in four single files behind the founders of the organisation. 

This display not only has all the trappings of a military parade, but as the writing at the top of 

the photograph suggests, they were also marching towards the county Kildare town of 

Bodenstown. The significant trait of this town was the fact that its cemetery holds the grave of 

the famous republican martyr Theobald Wolfe Tone, the leader of the rebellion of 1798. Visits 

to his grave was a well-known pilgrimage amongst nationalists at the time.99 Thus, it is possible 

to ascertain that not only was Na Fianna an organisation that glorified Irish culture over British, 

it was also an organisation that glorified the fight for Irish independence. This glorification of 

independence is made even clearer by the statement of one member of Na Fianna from Dublin 

named Joseph Reynolds. He stated that when he joined in 1915, they were upon inauguration 

required to make an oath stating, “I promise to work for the independence of Ireland, never to 

join England's Army, Navy or Police Forces, and to obey my superior officers". According to 

Reynolds, they also had make an additional pledge that declared their loyalty to “the 

independent Irish Republic”.100 William Reddy’s theorises that certain “normative utterances” 

were performed by members of emotional regimes to proclaim their loyalty to it. These could 

otherwise be described as prescribed emotives, and according to Reddy they would be met with 

harsh punishments if not conceded to.101 Although the prospective members of Na Fianna 

would not be met with any harsher punishments than refusal to join the emotional regime, it is 
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clear that the oath was a normative utterance made for the boys of Na Fianna to state their 

loyalty to the organisation and, by extension, the Irish nationalist emotional regime. Reddy 

associates this kind of behaviour with strict emotional regimes.102 

 

It is important to note that in theory, the Fianna Handbook claimed to expect its members to be 

prepared to sacrifice themselves in the pursuit of Irish independence while referencing past 

martyrs such as Theobald Wolfe Tone and Robert Emmet, the champions of the rebellions of 

1798 and 1803 respectively.103 The idea of martyrdom is also covered in Tosh’s theories, who 

claims that in Victorian England, sacrificing oneself for the sake of the Empire was idealised.104 

Ergo, it was considered an ideal of manhood to preserve the Empire at any personal cost. This 

was also a condition of the Irish nationalist emotional regime, but as will be shown in chapter 

5, this ideal was received with mixed response. However, it should be stated that no male 

republican who had been involved in Na Fianna, and who relayed their experiences in the time 

afterwards, ever mentioned this. Therefore, it is uncertain whether or not this ideal was actively 

imposed on its members. 

 

While Na Fianna was created as a male-only organisation, there were a few exceptions to this. 

In particular, in the time before the 1916 Rising, there was one girls’ troop in Belfast with some 

notable members being the Rising leader James Connolly’s daughters Nora and Ina. However, 

this was a special case, the organisation was still male-only in official nationwide terms, and 

even in the case of the exceptions the organisation still separated the genders. Historian Marnie 

Hay points out that although there was made a decision at their annual conference in 1912 to 

include girls in separate troops, their minds changed on the matter spoon afterwards. Sometime 

post-Rising the organisation Clan na Gael established a separate scouting organisation called 

the Girl Guides, which all girls who wanted to join Na Fianna were subsequently encouraged 

to join.105 Helena Molony even claimed in her BMH statement that Countess Markievicz, one 

of the founders of the organisation, had a fundamental disliking of young girls. Molony claimed 

that the Countess had told her, "They always confuse me - those dreadful girls."106 In short, 

although it is acknowledged that there existed certain exceptions, Na Fianna Éireann was to a 

large extent a male-only organisation. This might have been due to personal motivation from 
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the founders, or there might have been simply because it mirrored the male-only structure of 

Baden-Powell’s boy scouts. However, it nevertheless caused this nationalist emotional refuge 

to be a male-only space. Thus, although the nationalist indoctrination was essential and Na 

Fianna was a key organisation in the nationalist sphere in the time leading up to the revolution, 

it was only accessible to young boys. In the few exceptions where girls were admitted, the boys 

and girls were kept separate. Therefore, young nationalist boys only associated with each other 

in the context of the organisation. 

 

The one thing which can be challenged in the role of Na Fianna in the nationalist context is how 

much of an impact a youth organisation can have in reality. Despite their ideals and the 

nationalist overtones described in their oaths, they were still a youth organisation devoted to 

boy scout activity. Ergo, there was no guarantee before the revolution that Na Fianna would 

have been anything more than an emotional refuge for young nationalists. In fact, Marnie Hay 

has stated that what she terms “psuedo-military youth groups”, to which category Na Fianna 

Éireann also belonged, were quite common in the West at this time.107 Joanna Bourke has 

similarly argued in the context of militarization in Britain that the impact of and militarisation 

in male youth movements could be exaggerated. She has also pointed out that camaraderie in 

youth organisations during peacetime, however militant it might be, is a far cry from a war 

scenario.108 Thus, even though O’Doherty describes its conception as if it perfectly fits into the 

national narrative of the Irish independence movement, it had not at this point made any overt 

moves towards securing Irish independence as a sovereign state. 

 

However, while Na Fianna may not have done as much for the Irish independence movement, 

as an emotional refuge it contributed to larger spaces where nationalist thoughts could be shared 

with Irish youth. It should be noted that Na Fianna did participate to some degree in military 

campaigns when the revolution eventually started, as will be covered later in this chapter. 

Furthermore, while the organisation itself never manifested into an active militia, many who 

were part of it would go on to join the primary republican military organisation of the 

revolution: The Irish Volunteer Force. Many who were in Na Fianna would go on to join the 

IVF, amongst them C. S. Andrews, who according to himself joined Na Fianna in 1912, which 

would have made him 10 at the time.109 Na Fianna’s formation at this particular point in time 
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proves a build-up of ideological sympathies which was given a great degree of attention in the 

aftermath because of the fact that the Irish revolution followed it. 

 

 

The Irish Volunteer Force and physical force 
republicanism  
The formation of the nationalist militia known as the Irish Volunteer Force took place on 

November 25th 1913 at the Rotunda Rink in Dublin. It would become the militia that fought 

against British Crown forces in the Easter Rising (1916) and the Irish War of Independence 

(1919-1921). Dublin man and member of the Volunteers Laurence Nugent claimed that the 

organisation created a way for young nationalists to express their sentiments and stated of the 

response to the creation of the organisation that “(…) a feeling of comradeship which never 

previously existed sprung up. Men who had only a nodding acquaintance shook hands when 

they met in the street. The young men clicked their heels when they met their pals and actually 

hugged and pulled each other around: all were joining up.”110 Nugent expresses a feeling of 

hope and the feeling that something was happening which would bring Ireland closer to the 

ideal of nationalist independence and which was shared by several others in Irish society. 

Certainly, some such organisations had already been established: The covert organisation the 

Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB) had existed since the mid-1800s.111 However, this was an 

organisation that existed in secret and had a very select group of members. Thus, it did not 

occupy the public space in the way that the IVF did and was therefore not an emotional refuge 

that all men could take part in. 

 

The organisation could be argued to have inspired camaraderie in the young boys who 

participated in the organisation, as well as an outlet for emotional expression they may not have 

had access to otherwise. However, there is some ambiguity in expression as to the emotional 

effect of this organisation. For example, a Volunteer from county Armagh named John McCoy 

claimed in his BMH statement that the formation of the Volunteers represented “the first ray of 

hope” for the nationalist movement. He added that he joined as soon as a company formed in 

his district although he also maintained that he personally “was much more interested in 

physical culture and athletics than in politics.”112 Ergo, he admitted to not being preoccupied 
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with the politics of the movement while still maintaining that the formation of the Volunteers 

gave him a feeling of hope. Less ambiguous was Dublin-based Volunteer Ernie O’Malley, who 

expressed in his memoir On Another Man’s Wound that he could be more open with his fellow 

Volunteers. He stated, “I felt an understanding, a sharing of something bigger than ourselves, 

and a heightening of life. People could be more expressive, natural and affectionate.”113 

However, the likely reason for O’Malley’s emphasis on emotional liberty was that he was 

subjected to emotional suffering in his home due to his parents’ disapproval of the IVF. 

O’Malley’s parents were avid home rulers114 and when he joined the Volunteers in the 

aftermath of the Easter Rising, he kept it secret from his parents until he eventually left home.115 

Still, O’Malley’s statement indicates what was for many the appeal of founding or joining such 

an organisation: Sharing ideological sentiments with likeminded people, expressing their 

emotions freely, and bonding with others of the same conviction. 

 

Serving as an emotional refuge was only one of the functions of the IVF. Its more outward 

function was as a militia which would bring about the ideal of Irish independence through 

armed insurrection. However, “ideal” is the keyword. Historian Charles Townsend argues that 

to republicans, Irish independence did not have a solidified political plan. He claims that the 

infamous Michael Collins, one of the leaders of the republican movement during the War of 

Independence, had stated “the cause was not the Irish Republic (…) our real want was … 

liberation from English occupation.”116 Ergo, that the goal was rather to purge the British from 

Irish shores: to “take back the country”. For this purpose, the Irish Volunteer Force seemed to 

be the vehicle to realise this goal. 

 

As previously stated, Peter Hart has emphasised the young age of members of the IVF through 

statistical analysis. One possible reason for the high proportion of young men in the IVF was 

that they were likely to have been unmarried and thus not have had the responsibilities of 

providing for a family. C. S. Andrews, in particular, emphasises in his memoir how reliant he 

was on his parents for resources and support, and makes it clear that he was immature and 
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irresponsible in his youth.117 John Tosh claims a proclivity in young men in Britain prior to the 

Great War to remain bachelors, quoting Brian Harrison’s term as “the age of bachelors”. 118 He 

argued a reluctance in young men to get married and start a family, and that they instead chose 

to associate with other men. Although Tosh’s arguments base themselves on the Protestant 

middle classes, it is arguable that a situation similar to that of Tosh’s description prevailed in 

Ireland around the time of the Irish revolution. Hart particularly emphasises group belonging 

and deprivation of the full privileges of adulthood as one of the primary factors for young men 

to join the IVF. He claims, 

 
Kept outside the adult world, young men formed their own, somewhat marginal, subculture with its own 
‘complex norms, valuations and conducts’. (…) The youth subculture was a collective one, formed around 
long-lived groupings of brothers, cousins, neighbours, schoolmates, and the like who played, and often 
worked, together.119 

 

This quote by Hart seems indicative of Tosh’s description of bachelorhood as a primary factor 

of group belonging for young men. By arguing that in the time leading up to the revolution, 

young men formed nationalist groups that mirrored their childhood social groups, this seems to 

show how important socialising in childhood was for the nationalist movement and can show 

the reasons for its masculine nature. If children were separated by gender their entire 

upbringing, particularly in their adolescence when they developed their social skills, there is no 

reason to believe that they would spontaneously abolish this system in young adulthood. 

Furthermore, it has been argued by Roy Foster that both Na Fianna Éireann and the Christian 

Brothers were vital factors in the Volunteer movement.120 As previously stated, it is the 

argument of this thesis that Na Fianna Éireann was more used as a stepping stone towards 

joining the IVF or the IRB than it was a militia in itself. This being said, Na Fianna did take an 

active part in one event in the revolution: The Easter Rising.121 

 

This thesis does not seek to argue that men never associated with women during this time. In 

fact, there is substantial evidence to support interaction between the sexes which is beyond the 

scope of this thesis to discuss. What it does seek to argue is that because the emotional refuges 

such as that of the IVF was one of the primary social arenas for young nationalist boys and men 
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of this period, it promoted association and bonding between men which excluded women from 

these nationalist spaces. When it comes to the importance of the IVF as a male association 

within the nationalist sphere, it is important to consider the fact that it was the IVF which 

launched its military campaign against the British Crown forces both in the Easter Rising (then 

along with the short-lived organisation the Irish Citizen’s Army) and in the War of 

Independence. The War of Independence, being a guerrilla war, keeping members of the IVF 

constantly on the run from the British authorities, meant that the soldiers’ primary emotional 

contact were other men. Furthermore, Aidan Beatty argues for the importance of space in 

masculine nationalism, both in terms of controlling the public sphere, which was always done 

by male nationalists—most prominently the IVF—and the coding of the Irish nation as female 

and her saviour as a male.122 It is relevant to consider the fact that the IVF as an emotional 

refuge was important for the Irish nationalist emotional regime. However, it is still more 

relevant to consider the fact that this was an organisation which did not admit women. The 

women’s organisation, Cumann na mBan, was an auxiliary force only, did not take part in 

military combat, and was marginalised in the Irish historical memory until relatively recently. 

The first major work in Irish history-writing about female republicans was Margaret Ward’s 

Unmanageable Revolutionaries, which was first published in 1989.123 

 

 

Conclusion 
This chapter shows how masculine the independence movement was, and how it encouraged 

fraternity between republican men. It emphasises the importance of such emotional refuges in 

providing an outlet for the nationalist sympathies which were, in many cases, instilled by family 

or by education. A primary difference between boys and girls was that nationalism was often 

instilled in boys in childhood or youth. However, in the case of most girls, this occurred much 

later because they did not have access to most of the nationalist emotional refuges that boys 

had. Subsequently, they would often experience their nationalist awakening later in life, and be 

more restricted in what types of emotional refuges they could take part. The female-excluding 

nature of the all-male associations also meant that even in the cases where women were 

included in the movement, such as the organisation Cumann na mBan, it still promoted a 

structure which separated the genders. This is not to claim that men did not interact at all with 
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women during this time, but that it facilitated the masculine nature of the Irish independence 

movement.  

 

As will be discussed in the next chapter, the tradition of physical force republicanism which the 

IVF represented was not widely popular prior to the Easter Rising. However, as this chapter 

has shown, the fact that these militarist institutions were being founded suggests this movement 

was steadily building in the time leading up to it. Furthermore, organisations such as the GAA, 

while they did not conclusively belong to the militarist independence movement, did belong to 

the cultural revival in Ireland. Additionally, its sports could be described as militarist in nature. 

Many republican men who relayed their experience with the independence movement in their 

memoirs or BMH statements expressed a feeling of hope and happiness over the creation of 

these organisations. Many also claimed that the formation of the IVF in particular provided an 

emotional outlet for nationalist sympathies which were not given in everyday society. Some 

even expressed that it provided an emotional refuge which was denied to them elsewhere in 

their lives, as O’Malley’s statements regarding his family situation. 

 

It should be stated, however, that these testimonies were given with the benefit of hindsight, 

knowing what the IVF would achieve in the years to come. When O’Doherty expressed that his 

“young heart bounded with joy” over the foundation of Na Fianna Éireann or when Nugent 

stated that “a feeling of comradeship which never previously existed sprung up” over the 

foundation of the IVF, they were not only recalling a past experience. They were also 

strengthening the idea of these nationalist organisations as the primary facilitators of Irish 

independence, and claims that these organisations were unequivocally regarded as the hope for 

Irish independence. That being said, some republican statements undercut this perception, such 

as that of Liam A. Brady when he declared that his interest in joining Na Fianna was simply an 

interest in the pageantry of drilling. In conclusion, while these organisations were important, 

emotional expression about them said more about the reputation of the organisations in the 

popular retelling of the revolution than it showed how important they were seen at the time. As 

will be argued in the next chapter, hard-line republicanism was not as popular as it was 

presented before the Easter Rising of 1916. 
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Chapter 3: The surrender of the Easter 
Rising of 1916: Martyrial tears and 
emotional nationalism 
 

The Easter Rising of 1916 was the first major military engagement of what is now known as 

the Irish revolution. It was an insurrection planned by a military council within the covert 

organisation the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB). It involved the militias the Irish 

Volunteer Force (IVF) and the socialist Irish Citizen’s Army (ICA), aided by the women’s 

auxiliary to the IVF Cumann na mBan and the male youth organisation Na Fianna Éireann. It 

lasted from Monday 24th April to Saturday 29th April of 1916—the week of Easter—and ended 

in the unconditional surrender of the Irish rebels.124 The British government reacted to this 

Rising by incarcerating thousands of participants and sympathisers and, most controversially, 

executing fifteen of the Rising’s leaders including the seven signatories of the Proclamation of 

the Irish republic (fig 3.1).125 The ways in which the courts martial and executions were carried 

out with haste and secrecy and, as Fearghal McGarry puts it, the “seemingly arbitrary and 

vindictive rationale behind some of the executions” in addition to the treatment of the 

republican prisoners produced sympathies from the Irish people.126 The insurrection started a 

day later than intended due to a countermanding order to cancel it given by the commander-in-

chief of the Irish Volunteer Force Eoin MacNeill. MacNeill had given the order following the 

seizure by British authorities the German ship Aud which had transported arms intended for the 

Irish rebels. Its seizure made it less likely that the Rising would be successful.127 

 

The Rising was kept secret from virtually all but the military council which planned it, with the 

official story being that the Volunteers were to engage in “general manoeuvres” and only 

informed the rank-and-file at the last second of what was about to take place. Historian Fearghal 

McGarry points out that because the officers of the Volunteers had long emphasised a readiness 

for violence in its soldiers, many anticipated an insurrection.128 Despite this, it seemed not to 

have been obvious to all Volunteers. For example, being only sixteen at the time of the Rising, 
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a member of “E” Company, 2nd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade of the IVF named Vinny Byrne 

stated to national broadcaster RTÉ in 1979 that on Easter Monday, he was under the impression 

that he was going on “parade”. He stated that he was on his way over to his site of mobilisation 

when he was turned away by his Lieutenant, who supposedly asked him “where are you 

going?”. Byrne claims that when his Lieutenant told him to go home, he started crying.129 

Significantly, to his mind at the time, all he was rejected from was a parade in the city centre: 

The high stakes of the situation had not revealed itself to him yet. His reaction was exceedingly 

emotional, which he attributed to his young age. Unbeknownst to Byrne, the act of crying would 

be one of the most well-documented displays of emotional expression of the Easter Rising: It 

is the focal point of this chapter. 

 

This chapter asks the question: Was the act of crying seen as a male virtue at the time of the 

Irish revolution, and why? And what was male republican veterans’ relationship to other 

emotional reactions to the surrender? 

 

 

The mythicization of the Easter Rising 
It can be argued that the Easter Rising, in its aftermath, passed from being a physical event into 

being mythicized to the point where the factual events can no longer be differentiated from the 

fiction. Historian Guy Beiner states about the Rising that it occupies, “mythic time and space 

reverberating with resonances that range far beyond the events of that year.”130 Historian Roisín 

Higgins touched on this subject in her book Transforming 1916 when she described the Rising 

as that it “operates within Irish history at the levels of both the real and the imaginary.” Building 

on this, she further argues that “interpretation and representation are a crucial part of the 

Rising’s importance.”131 In another work from her previous point, Higgins provides an example 

of the same argument in the form of contrasting retellings of the symbolic beginning of the 

Rising: The reading of the Proclamation of the Irish Republic by Rising leader Patrick Pearse 

on the steps of the rebel headquarters the General Post Office (GPO) on Easter Monday. First 

Higgins points out those who reported no significant response to Pearse’s declaration, one of 

them being one Geraldine Plunkett, who was in the Imperial Hotel on the other side of the road 

from the GPO. By Plunkett’s account, not long after Pearse had begun reading, the crowd which 
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had gathered dispersed, either just walking away out of disinterest or going over to Nelson’s 

Pillar across the way to read the posters of the Proclamation which had been hung up. She also 

mentions the retelling of one William Fallon whom, amongst other remarks, claims that in 

addition to the fact that he felt the crowd did not see the significance of Pearse’s statement, it 

was also difficult to even hear what he was saying. Higgins further argues that the earliest 

reports of the Rising contained no reference to the reading of the Proclamation at all. She points 

out, however, that as early as 1st May, a few days after the Rising had ended, the Chicago 

Tribune in the United States reported on the same event, and in this version, Pearse was reported 

as having been both incredibly stylishly dressed and his reading received by an enormous crowd 

who cheered and shouted.132 These two accounts are drastically different and can show how 

quickly the events of the Rising passed into legend.133 

 

When it comes to the question of an individual’s memory in general, historian Guy Beiner has 

pointed out that it can be affected by as minor an influence as social interaction or as major an 

influence as cultural and political environments.134 When a collective memory attributes more 

significance to a historical event because of later popularity and significance, this will 

inevitably affect a personal memory about it. As historian Aidan Beatty points out, the Easter 

Rising became glorified—and in particular its leaders martyrised—as early as the summer of 

1916.135 This means that its participants may have been affected by this martyrisation even long 

before the end of the revolution itself. As the retellings used as sources in this thesis were 

created in the mid-twentieth century, several decades after the Rising, it would have not only 

been difficult to remember everything in detail but also likely that gaps in memory were filled 

by impressions made by its collective memory. 

 

Higgins claims of the effect of the Rising not only that it radicalised the population, but also 

that it made physical force popular over parliamentarism in the Irish independence movement. 

Higgins also argues that the fact that this shift in opinion happened so quickly could suggest 

that this sympathy was underlying in society, only to be triggered by the Rising.136 Despite this, 

it can be ascertained that this militant separatist tradition was not the popular or dominant frame 

 
132 Higgins, “The Irish Republic was proclaimed by poster”, 47. 
133 For details regarding its popularity in the immediate aftermath see: Higgins, Transforming 1916, 13. 
134 Beiner, “Making sense of memory”, 20-21. 
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of mind at the beginning of the revolution, more specifically, during the Rising itself.137 

Consequently, any retelling of the Rising that attributes significance to its events, or suggests 

that its significance was inherent in the events themselves are thus affected by its collective 

memory. As outlined in the introductory chapter, seeking the emotional expression rather than 

the truthfulness of the statement is the main methodology in this thesis. However, it is necessary 

to reiterate it in this instance because of the significant mythicization of the Rising. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: The seven signatories of the Proclamation of the Irish Republic in the order that they signed 

the Proclamation. From top to bottom, left to right: Tom Clarke, Seán MacDiarmada (John 

MacDermott), Thomas MacDonagh, Patrick Pearse, Eamonn Ceannt, James Connolly, and Joe 

Plunkett. Source: Wikimedia Commons. 

 
137 Ferriter, Transformations, 111. 
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Rising leaders’ tears and its significance for male 
ideals 
The emotive of crying seemed to have been given an exuberant amount of attention in 

testimonies of Rising veterans in its aftermath. In addition to the more minor participants of the 

Rising devoting space to their own acts of crying, they also focused on the tears of the seven 

signatories of the Proclamation of the Irish Republic (fig 3.2), who became part of the pantheon 

of Irish martyrs after their execution by the British government for their part in the Rising. 

Because crying during the Rising was in most cases a consequence of the surrender, this will 

be the focal point. As outlined in the introductory chapter, masculinities historian John Tosh 

has argued that what he calls “emotional disclosure” was associated with femininity and 

therefore shunned by young boys and men.138 However, this does not seem to be the case in 

this instance. 

 

When it comes to the events of the Rising prior to the surrender, there seems to have been only 

two overt references found of a member of the rank-and-file observing a leader of the Rising 

crying. Both of these instances were about Rising leader Eamonn Ceannt and both were alleged 

by member of “A” Company, 4th Battalion of the Dublin Brigade Joseph Doolan, who was 

stationed in South Dublin Union where Ceannt was captain of Doolan’s Battalion.139 The first 

instance was on the Thursday: according to Doolan, after a drawn-out attack, the two leaders 

of the South Dublin Union, Ceannt and his second-in-command Cathal Brugha, were reunited 

after spending the whole week apart from each other. Doolan stated,  

 
When Ceannt and Brugha met, a scene the most touching was enacted. The soldiers' spirit broke. Both 
men dropped their revolvers. Ceannt went on one knee and put his arm around Brugha. Their 
conversation was in Irish. What was said, only God knows. After about a minute Ceannt arose, a tear 
in his eye.140 

 

The picture Doolan painted of this instance was one of a reunion between two comrades. There 

is emphasis put on the perceived joy they felt finding each other alive after a dangerous ordeal. 

In fact, according to Doolan, there was so much joy in this reunion that they dropped their 

weapons. Thus, Ceannt and Brugha ceased to act like soldiers and instead acted like friends. 

 

 
138 Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities, 113. 
139 BMH, WS0199, Joseph Doolan, witness statement, 1. 
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The second instance of Ceannt crying allegedly occurred on Friday, the day before the 

surrender, where Doolan claims that he caught Ceannt in a moment of vulnerability. He stated,  

 
About 3 o'clock I had occasion to see Commandant Ceannt and found him in a room at the head of the 
stairs. I knocked, opened the door and saw him kneeling in the room, his rosary beads in his hand, and the 
tears running down his cheeks. Without disturbing him I retired.141  

 

This is not only a vivid recollection steeped in religious imagery, but it also says more about 

the ideals of manhood during this time than it does about the events themselves. Both of the 

occurrences Doolan describes in themselves speak perfectly to an image of Eamonn Ceannt as 

a pensive, emotional saint. It is indicative of historian Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s discussions 

on emotional expression in eighteenth-century America. When describing the time of nation-

building in the USA at the end of the eighteenth century, she claimed that emotion veered away 

from being a female domain to the point where “The tasteful display and delicate performance 

of suffering thus became key to the new liberal social order”.142  It is relevant to point out that 

Smith-Rosenberg here describes expressions of masculinity as performance. In fact, the words 

“tasteful display and delicate performance of suffering” seem almost to indicate that there is no 

actual feeling going into the suffering at all, describing it as a type of performance. This 

description of a “tasteful display” of emotion is indicative of this description of Ceannt, as 

Doolan’s description is almost too perfectly graceful to be a factual version of the events. By 

this, it is not claimed that Ceannt himself forged an emotional display. It is rather argued that 

Doolan, when recollecting his own experiences decades after the fact, was affected by the 

collective memory of the Rising and therefore presented a version of events which may not 

have been entirely true to the original. However, because these actions are analysed as emotives, 

they are still useful. As Bronislaw Malinowski stated as quoted by Guy Beiner, “myth is not 

merely a story told but a reality lived.”143 

 

While they may not be reliable if the intention of this thesis was to present as accurate a version 

of events as possible, they are invaluable for analysing the emotional ideals of the Irish 

nationalist emotional regime. Doolan’s reference to Ceannt’s single tear in the first instance is 

too perfect an occurrence not to have been somehow embellished or exaggerated, and the clear 

implication is to present Ceannt as an idealised man rather than a person. 

 
141 BMH, WS0199, 6. 
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The most prominent claim of crying in Rising leaders was in conjunction with the surrender. 

Historian Clair Willis has pointed out that some academics believe that because the military 

council decided to go through with the Rising despite MacNeill’s countermanding order, that 

this meant they had self-sacrifice in mind.144 In fact, this so-called “blood sacrifice”-narrative 

permeates academic discourse about the Easter Rising. The theory argues that the Rising leaders 

recognised that their chances of victory were slim, but believed would gain a secondary victory 

as a result of their deaths in the Rising which would posthumously vindicate their actions and 

rouse the general public to sympathise with their cause, which in the long term would turn into 

a victory for the Irish nationalist cause.145 Historian David Fitzpatrick seems to agree with the 

“blood sacrifice”-narrative, as he claimed “opportunities for martyrdom were maximised by the 

decisions to occupy various public buildings, passively invite attack, surrender without 

significant rebel losses in action, and await execution.” Additionally, Fitzpatrick links three of 

the signatories of the Proclamation—Patrick Pearse, Joe Plunkett and Thomas MacDonagh— 

to Christ-like imagery.146 Michael Foy and Brian Barton, when relaying the primary elements 

of the blood sacrifice-narrative, bring up a similar reference to Christly sacrifice, but single out 

Tom Clarke, John MacDermott, and Patrick Pearse as examples instead.147 In the source 

material studied for this thesis, there has not been found much evidence to substantiate the idea 

of a “blood sacrifice”. However, the idea of the Rising gaining a secondary victory through the 

ideological significance of the Rising permeates the republican retellings. 

 

In the sources studied there was only one who recalled that a leader of the Rising—rather than 

succumbing to defeat—had intended to fight to the finish. It has been claimed by several Rising 

veterans that Seán MacDermott was crying when he relayed the news of the surrender to his 

men in the headquarters of the General Post Office, but only Sean McGarry, a member of the 

IVF who served as Rising leader Tom Clarke’s aide de camp, alleged that MacDermott 

expressed a desire to continue on fighting. In an interview with RTÉ in 1960 he stated that, 

“MacDermott called me and with tears falling said, “We are going to ask the lads to surrender. 

It would have been far better to go down in a good fight, but it is too late now”.148 However,  

when McGarry recalled the same experience in his BMH witness statement in 1950, ten years 

 
144 Willis, “Staging the Rising”, 283. 
145 Foy & Barton, The Easter Rising (United Kingdom: Sutton Publishing, 1999), 18. 
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before, he simply stated that MacDermott was “on the verge of tears”. In terms of any fight to 

the finish, he somewhat references this by stating that Tom Clarke, not MacDermott, had 

expressed they were deprived of “a glorious stand up fight” because of the burning and collapse 

of the GPO.149 Ergo, there is an inconsistency in McGarry’s statements which puts further doubt 

on the blood sacrifice narrative. What can be ascertained, however, is that McGarry’s focus on 

the idea of the glorious sacrifice coincides with his interpretation of MacDermott’s emotional 

reaction to the surrender. 

 

James Kavanagh, member of “C” Company, 3rd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade, who was also 

present at the General Post Office when MacDermott gave the news, stated, “He told us of the 

negotiations and that terms had been agreed upon, "and" said he, with tears in his eyes, "the 

terms are unconditional surrender". Kavanagh then claims that after giving the news of 

surrender, MacDermott praised all who had fought and that he gave the men a spoonful of syrup 

each from the food tins of one of the shops they had occupied.150 “E” Company, 4th Battalion 

member Frank Burke stated that, “He spoke with emotion of the fight against fearful odds by 

the Dublin Brigade, that they, the leaders, knew what fate awaited them but they hoped that the 

rank and file would be treated leniently. There were tears in his eyes as he was speaking.”151 

With Burke, as with Kavanagh, there is reference to brave fighting by the soldiers and there is 

little doubt that MacDermott was moved to tears, but there is again no reference to a fight to 

the finish. It is possible to argue that in his interview with RTÉ, Sean McGarry was perpetuating 

the ideal of self-sacrifice. 

 

However, the narrative of self-sacrifice of the Rising was also perpetuated by Kathleen Clarke, 

wife of the first signatory of the Proclamation Tom Clarke. She stated that when she visited her 

husband in his cell in Kilmainham Gaol, the first thing she asked him was why they surrendered. 

She claimed that the last thing he said to her before the Rising was that there would be no 

surrender. Tom Clarke, according to Kathleen Clarke, is then to have stated, “I know, Katty, 

and I meant it. Had it rested with me there would have been no surrender. On a vote, I was 

outvoted. I had hoped to go down in the retreat from the GPO, but it was not to be. Perhaps it’s 

all for the best.”152 This statement is an example of a female revolutionary perpetuating a male 

 
149 BMH, WS0368, Sean McGarry, witness statement, 24. 
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ideal. It evokes emotions historian Rob Boddice’s arguments that emotions history is a way to 

analyse gender dynamics because it was men who held social and political power. They thus 

had the power to impose gender ideals, and by extension, emotional ideals, on not just men but 

women as well. Additionally, when Boddice made this argument he specifically identified these 

ideals as masculine. Furthermore, he claimed that women who adhered to these emotional 

standards helped impose standards of their own subjugation.153 Not only does Kathleen Clarke 

reinforce the martyrial trope of the Rising leaders in her memories by way of her husband, Tom 

Clarke, but she also reinforces the exclusively masculine nature of martyrdom. Her emotionally 

charged expression, while dubious in terms of factual accuracy, shows how the ideal of the 

male hero focused on self-sacrifice for the greater good of the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime. Fearghal McGarry claimed that one of the other Rising leaders Patrick Pearse was 

influenced by other nationalist movements in Europe and paralleled it with the so-called 

“generation of 1914”—undoubtedly influenced by the Great War—and its preoccupation with, 

among other aspects, “militaristic concepts of masculinity, heroism and sacrifice”.154 Even 

Kathleen Clarke, who was a woman and therefore not a part of the male collective herself, still 

adhered to and perpetuated male nationalist ideals of sacrifice and martyrdom. 

 

The third leader said to have shed tears at the Easter Rising was Thomas MacDonagh. These 

statements also concerned the surrender and was specifically claimed by Eamon Price who was 

captain of “C” Company, 2nd Battalion and stationed at Jacob’s Biscuit Factory which 

MacDonagh commanded. Price alleged in his BMH witness statement that, “[MacDonagh’s] 

voice shook as he spoke and finally with tears in his eyes broke down, crying “Boys, we must 

give in. We must leave some to carry on the struggle”. Price adds of his own thoughts about the 

event, “It was a poignant moment and one to remain indelibly in the memory of those 

present.”155 The point of this adage was clearly to perpetuate the idea that the actions of the 

Easter Rising would have been retroactively legitimised by history, and that the leaders of the 

Rising were empathetic heroes who cared about the ideal of Irish independence and the lives of 

the men under them. Thus, Price’s inclusion of his own assessment of it as a “poignant moment” 

seems to be a teleological reference to the popular memory of the Rising as the symbolic 

beginning of the independent Irish state. It is clearly a reference to later events of the revolution, 

and perhaps most significantly the War of Independence which took place two years later. What 
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this, as well as the other examples, have shown is that in the BMH witness statements about the 

events of the Rising there is an inherent assumption as to the results of the events themselves. 

The assumed result is that the Rising itself, although it was tactically a failure, would be known 

later as an ideological victory because of its importance to Irish republicanism. This is 

something which occurred later, and thus could not have been known to the participants at the 

time.  

 

The common denominator which binds all of these examples together can be summarised by 

the most minor leader said to have shed tears: Con Colbert. Colbert was the leader of a small 

4th Battalion outpost which later moved down to the South Dublin Union where Eamonn Ceannt 

held command.156 A member of “F” Company, 4th Battalion named Robert Holland claimed to 

have witnessed Colbert’s reaction to receiving the news of the surrender. He claimed that a 

group of the leaders of South Dublin Union received the news from Ceannt, who was under 

British military escort, evidently having already surrendered. Holland stated of what happened 

after Colbert had received the news from Ceannt and came back towards them, “I asked him 

what was the news and he said that all was over.” Holland then stated that he felt sick to his 

stomach and that it came as a great shock before he added, “Colbert could hardly speak as he 

stood in the yard for a moment or two. He was completely stunned. The tears rolled down his 

cheeks.”157 What all of the Rising leaders have in common is that none of them lived to recall 

their own experiences. Con Colbert, although he was not a signatory of the Proclamation, was 

executed by firing squad for his participation in the Rising, the same as all the leaders previously 

mentioned. These interpretations of—and indeed focus on—actions of the central figures of the 

Rising hinge on the fact that they were immortalised. This led them to be mythicised by the 

collective memory of the Rising, and the popular opinions about them informed the memories 

of those who had witnessed them. In Joanna Bourke’s book concerning masculinity in the 

Second World War, that what she called the most “revered bodies”—meaning the ones which 

were most celebrated in the aftermath of the war—were two which were both “heroic” and 

“lost”. In Bourke’s examples, these were the Unknown Soldier as a general celebration of lost 

soldiers and Horatio Herbert Kitchener as a concrete example of male heroism.158 What these 

two had in common—aside from being exclusively male—was that their being dead meant that 
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the ownership of their legacy had been taken over by the British collective memory. This was 

not a concept which was exclusive to Britain: The ways in which the Rising leaders were 

described and the focus on their emotional expression were clearly a way to take ownership of 

their existence, and by extension their emotions, for the sake of the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime. 

 

This preoccupation with the actions of the Easter Rising leaders becomes apparent from the 

interviews made by RTÉ. In several of them, the interviewer can be heard asking the Rising 

veteran about the leaders, sometimes listing them methodically one by one regardless of 

whether or not the interviewee had anything in particular to do with them. Particularly in the 

interviews of the series “Portraits 1916” the focus seemed to have been much more on the seven 

signatories than on the subject of the interview and their movements during the Rising.159 Thus, 

preoccupation with the Rising leaders in these interviews seem to have been just as much a 

product of the broadcaster as it is of the subjects of the interviews. In a broader sense, it shows 

a tendency to focus on the actions of the Rising leaders more than on the actions of the rank-

and-file. 

 

When analysing these sources, it is relevant to consider that even facts are subject to personal 

interpretation. To illustrate this point, there were two participants in the Rising who commented 

on the fact that Eamonn Ceannt had his shirt ripped open when the surrender took place. 

Member of the women’s organisation Cumann na mBan Annie Cooney stated of Ceannt, “He 

was like a wild man; his tunic was open, his hair was standing on end and he looked awful. He 

evidently hated the task of asking the garrison to surrender. He put his two hands on the 

barricade, with his head bent, and presented a miserable appearance.”160 By contrast, member 

of the 4th Battalion of the Dublin Brigade Thomas Doyle stated of him, “Eamonn looked great; 

he had his shirt thrown open, his tunic thrown open and was swinging along at the head of his 

men. He looked a real soldier.”161 As this shows, perspectives change the impression of the 

events. Both witnessed the exact same fact, but one presented Ceannt as awful and miserable 

and another as soldierly and jolly. 

 
159 See in particular the interviews of Tom Kearney: RTÉ, “Tom Kearney Irish Volunteers1916” Portraits 1916, 
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Because the leaders of the Rising were not alive to tell their stories, it is impossible to know 

their emotional experience during this time. What can be known, however, is that the ownership 

taken over their emotional expressions during Easter week reflect the ideals of the Irish 

nationalist emotional regime. This was due to their status as martyrs, the mythicization of the 

Rising, and their inability to tell their own versions of the story. Rob Boddice has argued that 

one of the primary functions of emotions is that they dictate the rules of morality and human 

virtue and that it is increasingly difficult to study these themes without taking emotions into 

account.162 In other words, emotions and how they were presented indicate what ideals different 

societies attach themselves to in a specific time and place. When put into the terms of William 

Reddy, one could argue that adherence to the emotives of the prevalent emotional regime equals 

ideals of male virtue. Rather, in this case, one could argue that the emotional expression which 

are presented as virtues are emotives belonging to the Irish nationalist emotional regime. It is 

the argument of this thesis that the retellings of the emotional expressions of crying in Rising 

leaders show that tears were considered a male virtue in the Irish nationalist emotional regime. 

As an emotive it shows loyalty to the nationalist cause because it was presented as tears of 

sorrow over the failure of the Rising. In William Reddy’s theories concerning goal coordination 

he states that displays of strong emotions indicate the high priority of the goal in question, and 

in particular that he as well as other academics have pointed to what he terms “the close 

relationship that must exist between coordination of goals and emotion”.163 The tears of the 

Rising leaders substantiates this goal conflict. Additionally, it shows them as paternal and 

caring over not only the ideal of Irish independence but also the rank-and-file soldiers who 

served under them. 

 

As many historians, among them John Regan, have convincingly argued, the Rising 

increasingly became a symbol of sacrifice and martyrdom.164 The executed leaders of the Rising 

thus joined the likes of Theobald Wolfe Tone of the 1798 rebellion and Robert Emmet of the 

1803 rebellion in the pantheon of Irish martyrs.165 Following Boddice’s theoretical perspective 

about emotions dictating the rules of morality and human virtue, as their martyrial status made 

the Rising leaders the male ideals of Irish nationalism, so too does their emotional expression 
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present the ideal of the Irish nationalist emotional regime. What also embellishes the idea that 

the Rising leaders’ actions reflect emotional ideals more than show the emotional expression 

of an individual is that in the descriptions of them, the Rising leaders act more or less exactly 

the same. This is not to say that in all retellings or biographies they have been said to have acted 

the same. The argument is that the characterisation of Rising leaders in these retellings as 

emotional heroes in the face of the surrender presents them all with exactly the same behaviour 

and personality. This is why their tears can be seen as an emotional ideal: They are all given 

the same description of emotional martyrs despite being completely different people. 

 

 

What do emotional reactions of the surrender among 
the rank-and-file say about male emotional ideals? 
So far, this chapter has focused on the emotional displays of the Rising leaders as seen through 

the eyes of the rank-and-file. However, what were the emotional reactions of the rank-and-file 

themselves to the surrender? Some indeed reacted as member of “E” Company, 4th Battalion 

Frank Burke: with relief that the week of hunger, gunfire, and sleeplessness was coming to an 

end. Burke freely stated in his BMH witness statement, “To say that I was glad and thankful to 

God would be putting it mildly. The chance of once again stretching our cramped limbs and 

being able to walk back and forth amongst our comrades was new life to us.”166 However, 

historian Fearghal McGarry points out that many of the Irish rebels were not prepared for 

surrender and in fact reacted very badly to the news, making Burke’s reaction an outlier.167 The 

most prominent of the negative reactions to the surrender are analysed in this part of the chapter. 

 

The first emotional reaction was refusal to surrender. Tom Kearney of “E” Company, 4th 

Battalion of the Dublin Brigade, who was stationed on the roof of the GPO during the Rising, 

spoke of his experience in a video interview with RTÉ in conjunction with the 50th anniversary 

of the Rising in 1966. He said of the surrender that he met a man who claimed he would fight 

on. Kearney stated, “(…) one man from Swords, I can’t think of his name, said he’d rather fight 

on than surrender. And he refused to obey. I never heard of him after, anyhow, whether he was 

burned or killed or I couldn’t say.”168 Another example of this is provided by Thomas J. 

Meldon, who was stationed at Jacob’s Biscuit Factory in south Dublin. He claims in his BMH 
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statement that after the decision was made to surrender, he was tasked with rounding up the 

men. While doing this, he stated that in one of the positions he came across a man named 

Thomas Burke, later to be a commandant of the 2nd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade, who was 

crying. Meldon alleges that when he offered Burke a word of encouragement, he replied, “I 

came out to fight, not to surrender”.169 Both of these are examples of a participant of the Rising 

recalling an emotional experience which was not their own. It is uncertain how widespread this 

phenomenon was, or indeed how truthful it was. What can be said about it is that it insinuated 

a loyalty to the cause and through this insinuation was seen as a male virtue, although it was 

perhaps not seen as the safest option going by Kearney’s comments. 

 

The aforementioned Thomas Burke exemplifies the second emotional reaction: crying. 

According to Burke, Thomas Meldon’s crying was noticeable enough as to warrant the 

description “floods of tears”.170 Although it is impossible to say for certain how many shed 

tears over the surrender, it seemed to have been prominent enough to be an area of focus. The 

tears that Burke sheds are presented by Thomas Meldon as tears of bitterness. This is insinuated 

by his statement: “I came out to fight, not to surrender”. However, seeing as it was not Burke 

himself who provided this statement, it cannot be said for certain how he would have described 

the event himself: Thomas Burke did not provide a witness statement to the BMH. Someone 

who did cry as well as allege a reason behind it was Michael Knightly, a member of “F” 

Company of the 1st Battalion of the Dublin Brigade. Knightly claimed that after the surrender, 

he was distraught by the uncertainty of the situation before him, both for himself and for the 

Rising leaders. Because of this he, by his own account, “burst into tears”. Knightly claims that 

a nearby priest told him, “Ah, be a man” and expressed that he was hurt by this.171 This is one 

of few examples in which a man’s crying was reprimanded by another man. In fact, in the 

source material studied, there have been found no other examples of crying described as a 

negative trait in any situation during the revolutionary period in Ireland. In this instance, crying 

was seen as being unmanly, and he was thus reprimanded by a fellow man. The priest’s act 

evokes the idea of peer acceptance which is so central to John Tosh’s definitions of manhood. 

Tosh claims that manhood was more of an earned identity given by acceptance between men 

than it was an inherent identity.172 Tosh even refers explicitly to the exclamation “Be a man!” 
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and how it indicates that there was one specific idea of manhood that all who wanted to be seen 

as men must adhere to.173 With the statement “be a man” there is the insinuation that “man” is 

not a sex but rather an identity that one must adhere to in order to belong to it. This concept is 

not new, but it is an unusual example in this context as in much of the other examples, and 

certainly in the situation of the Rising leaders, crying was presented as an expression of male 

virtue enacted for the sake of the Irish nationalist cause. 

 

There is also the example provided by member of 3rd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade Peadar 

O’Mara, who stated “The excitement in Bolands [Bakery] was terrible. What did we want to 

surrender for? This was the main topic. Volunteers were shouting themselves hoarse 

denouncing everyone who had surrendered; others were singing songs and some were openly 

crying.”174 O’Mara uses the term “openly crying” to explain the outburst of emotion the news 

of the surrender resulted in. A similar phrase is found in the testimony of Eamon Price. He 

stated, “Men, old in the movement, seeing their dearest hopes dashed to the ground became 

hysterical weeping openly, breaking their rifles against the walls.”175 Both these descriptions 

allege a spontaneous outburst of emotion brought on by the circumstances in the same way as 

Reddy’s emphasis on strong emotional expression in relation to high priority goals.176 The 

reason for these men’s tears could be that on a purely human level, it was a product of their 

circumstances. The circumstances referred to the fact that surrender meant forfeiting 

themselves to the British military forces, and thus putting their fates in the hands of the British 

government. As is now known, only fifteen were executed, but almost two hundred were tried 

by court martial, and therefore their fates could not have been known to them at the time.177 

 

A third emotional reaction was abandonment. This reaction is the only one discussed which 

directly goes against the Irish nationalist emotional regime: There were some who, when 

receiving the news of the surrender, attempted to escape or successfully escaped the rebel 

outposts, abandoning their comrades. Some did this of their own volition, such as that of some 

men described by Padraig O Ceallaigh of “B” Company of the 2nd Battalion of the Dublin 

Brigade. O Ceallaigh describes that when they were marching over to the British forces to 

surrender, some of their men walked out into the onlooking crowd and escaped. He claims that 
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their leaders – he names Thomas MacDonagh, Major MacBride and Michael O'Hanrahan – 

could have done the same, but that they “presumably thought they were in honour bound by 

their agreement to surrender”.178 In some other cases, escape was presented as a symbol of 

compassion by the leaders of the Rising themselves. Joe O’Connor—a member of the IVF who 

was stationed in the Four Courts under the command of Ned Daly—alleged that Daly could 

himself have escaped punishment if he had disguised himself. His reasoning for his claim was 

that because he was not a signatory of the Proclamation he was therefore not as publicly known. 

Instead, not only did Daly choose to surrender with his troops, but he also urged the men under 

his own command who were not in uniform to escape through a hole in the wall of the Four 

Courts. Because of this command O’Connor estimates that “at least 12” managed to escape.179 

The way O’Connor describes it, Daly’s command for them to escape and his own choice to 

surrender with his men was an example of his devotion to them and their welfare, and a 

statement to his character. In fact, O’Connor devotes a good amount of time in his own 

interview to praise the officers in charge during the Rising, and in particular Ned Daly. He 

called Daly a “quiet, unassuming man” and claimed that “there was never a more perfect 

gentleman that I have met than Ned Daly”. He went so far as to state about all of the leaders, “I 

think that never in any cause were men so well-led by their officers.”180 

 

By contrast, Eamon Price, having been the captain of his company at the time, claimed that he 

personally advised those who were either very young or had dependents and who were not in 

uniform to attempt to escape, but that some still “manfully” kept their posts.181 Here, Price 

expressed that keeping to their position spoke to their manhood because it meant they stayed 

loyal to the cause. By making this claim, Price insinuated that those who did not keep their 

posts were unmanly in spite of the fact that the men who attempted to escape may have had 

dependants to take care of. Price’s statement is in contrast to O’Connor’s account, where the 

same action was not seen as a dishonour. While it is true that O’Connor focuses more on Daly’s 

actions than on the actions of those who escaped, he makes no overt reference to any belief that 

he felt their escape was a dishonourable action. 
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It is relevant to note that these accounts of abandonment of posts were not retold by the people 

who actually escaped, but by people who saw them abandon their posts while they themselves 

held their positions and were arrested. From this, two points can be made. First of all, these 

peoples’ own retelling could have been affected by the fact that they accepted their punishment 

and the ones who escaped did not. Second of all, in this thesis, there were found very few BMH 

witness statements of participants of the Easter Rising who admitted to having escaped after 

the surrender. The one example found was that of Seamus Pounch, a member of Na Fianna 

Éireann. Pounch spoke quite freely of his escape from his station at Jacob’s Factory, the same 

post as that of Eamon Price, following the surrender. Pounch stated,  

 
We were told if we liked we could make a break, so I took advantage of this and got as far as Camden St. 
where I was met by a young Fianna member from Caed Sluagh who invited me to his home, as troops 
were at Harcourt Road and I could not possibly reach Charlemont St. in uniform and I was wearing 
puttees. I was only in the house when troops appeared at the entrance to Camden Court and fired rifle 
shots hoping to draw me into the open.182 

 

Pounch exhibits no emotional suffering over his decision to leave his post, and in fact only 

expresses concern for his own safety in relation to his having still been in uniform, fearing 

getting caught by British forces. Running away from battle is a classic example of cowardice 

in war, and it is undoubtable that this caused a degree of shame in some of the men who ran 

away from the consequences of the Rising. However, not all men may have felt the same 

emotions. There is clearly the exception presented by Pounch, though it should also be stated 

that having been a member of Na Fianna, which was a youth organisation, he was clearly very 

young when he participated in the Rising. Considering how infrequently accounts like Pounch’s 

appear, it can be ascertained that the men who escaped might have been hesitant to admit this. 

Those who kept their position could, on the other hand, tell freely of the men who escaped, as 

it held no consequences for their own honour or integrity. 

 

The final emotional reaction to the surrender which is analysed in this chapter is strong 

emotional displays such as sadness, frustration, or anger. There are several accounts from all 

over the Dublin area of the anger and frustration exhibited over the news that the rebel leaders 

had issued a surrender. For example, there was the aforementioned Peadar O’Mara, who 

referenced men “shouting themselves hoarse denouncing everyone who had surrendered” as 

one of the several emotional reactions he observed as a result of the surrender.183 O’Mara 
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describes the situation as chaotic, emotional, and as that there were many differing reactions to 

the surrender. Even more significant was the testimony of the aforementioned Padraig O 

Ceallaigh, stationed at Jacob’s Biscuit Factory. He mentioned seeing “a few Volunteers hurling 

their guns away in disappointed rage”, although he added that he thought many probably felt 

some reprieve despite the uncertain situation.184 O Ceallaigh’s description is similar to the 

previously mentioned account of Eamon Price of older Volunteers crying, wherein he 

mentioned that they were “breaking their rifles against the walls”.185 For someone who at least 

to their own mind is a soldier, the symbolic action of having to surrender arms can bring feelings 

of not only disappointment but also humiliation and shame. Consequently, there are several 

emotional reactions which can spring from this feeling of humiliation: Anger being one, sadness 

another. This can both apply to someone flinging their guns away from them, as the surrender 

meant surrender of arms in any case, but can also more directly apply to the likes of the 

aforementioned Seamus Pounch who did run away from his post, but not before he stated of 

the surrender, “I dumped my gun with the rest and it was the saddest parting I can remember.”186 

Similar to the alleged expressions of Seán MacDermott, these Volunteers’ expressions of 

surrendering or throwing away arms shows that the severe emotional expression is in line with 

the high priority of the goal of independence. However, not only can this be argued to be a 

consequence of a goal, but a genuine emotional reaction to a difficult situation. The reactions 

produced by news of the surrender would have entailed many different emotions which might 

have been difficult to differentiate, as, for example, throwing one’s gun away could be an act 

of anger, sadness, fear, or a combination of these, and it is not possible differentiate them with 

any certainty. 

 

 

Conclusion 
In other words, the surrender of the Irish rebels on Sunday of Easter week the 29th April 1916 

elicited a myriad of emotional reactions. Because of the mythicization which quickly 

established itself after the Rising, it is impossible to ascertain how close to reality these 

testimonies were. This is particularly relevant in the case of the Rising leaders. However, the 

point of this chapter is to understand what strong emotional expression meant to the Irish 

republican masculine identity. All of the Rising leaders said to have cried were associated with 
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virtuous dedication to the Irish cause by the rank-and-file veterans who observed them. Their 

martyrial status—which was established soon after the Rising—meant that theirs were not just 

an individual’s private emotions, but symbolic for the movement in general. It shows that 

contrary to the belief that a masculine display meant to show strength and aggression, in this 

instance, the most masculine display was that of vulnerability. Ergo, it is argued that the act of 

crying, in the context of Irish nationalism, was seen as a male virtue. Why was the act of crying 

seen as a male virtue at this time? Because in the context of the surrender of the Easter Rising 

it signified a devotion to the ideal of Irish independence. Through their tears, the Rising leaders 

supposedly expressed anguish over the failure to secure independence for Ireland, or in some 

cases expressed a paternal fear over the wellbeing of the ones under them. The same was 

claimed of tears as emotional expressions of the rank-and-file members: Either due to bitterness 

over the failure to achieve their goal, or due to fear over the uncertainty of their situation. 

 

In the case of the Rising, the surrender’s legacy was that it was a defeat which would lead to 

victory in the long run, as it led to a rise in popularity for physical force republicanism and thus 

facilitated the War of Independence, which ended in a treaty granting legislative independence 

for a southern Irish state. Because of this fact, and because decades passed before this source 

material was recorded, the male republicans’ emotional relationship to the surrender changed. 

There is an inherent vindication in these retellings, and this is shown especially in conjunction 

with the emotional reactions of the executed Rising leaders. There is a sense of ownership over 

the actions of the leaders not as individuals, but as symbols of male virtue and martyrdom. This 

is made even more clear by the fact that all of the Rising leaders said to have cried were 

described as having behaved in the same way: As emotional, noble martyrs. This creates the 

terms for the ideals inherent in modern Irish martyrdom as well as reflect the ideological 

importance of the Easter Rising. 

 

When it comes to the emotional expression rank-and-file participants of the Rising gave about 

themselves and their peers, they seem to follow the same ideal as that of the Rising leaders. 

They do not all act or react in the same way as that of the leaders, but there is still a clear 

tendency towards sadness as the most prominent reaction to the surrender. In the case of the 

rank-and-file, it can be argued that strong emotional reactions rather than simply crying was a 

larger tendency. Many of the retellings of emotional reactions to the surrender show the same 

suggested significance of these events present in retellings of the tears of the Rising leaders. 

This is undoubtedly caused by the importance of the Easter Rising in the collective memory of 
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the revolution in the time afterwards. The time which had passed between the event itself and 

the retelling gives room to modify the personal memory to fit this collective memory. 
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Chapter 4: Justifying the violence of 
the War of Independence, 1919-1921 
 

Of all the ruthless forces that occupied Ireland through the centuries, those Auxiliaries were surely the 
worst. (…) They were openly established as a terrorist body, with the avowed object of breaking by armed 
force Ireland’s continued resistance to British rule.187 

 

The infamous Cork-based Volunteer Tom Barry made this statement about the Auxiliary 

Division of the Royal Irish Constabulary (ADRIC)188 in his war memoir, Guerrilla Days in 

Ireland. In the book, he goes on to claim that “No raid was carried out by these ex-officers 

without their beating up with the butt ends of their revolvers at least a half-dozen people.”189 It 

is particularly his use of the term “terrorist body” that sticks out in his statement. Barry 

maintains that it was the British forces who were terrorists in spite of the fact that it was the 

IVF(during the course of the War of Independence renamed IRA), of which Barry was a part, 

that was the incendiary militia that started the conflict. 

 

Barry’s statement is a question of narrative in the retelling of the revolution: In most military 

conflicts, the ones who come out on the winning side are seen as its heroes and similarly, its 

losing side are portrayed as villains. In the Irish revolution, because it resulted in the retreat of 

British presence in Ireland and the establishment of a sanctioned Irish state, the Irish republicans 

were seen, at least in Ireland, as the victorious group. This is, at least, the so-called republican 

retelling of the revolution. This historical tradition was most dominant in Ireland prior to the 

late 1960s, which marked beginning of the Northern Irish Troubles. Historian Nancy Curtin 

outlined the three most prominent issues Irish historians seek to rectify when they write Irish 

history within the so-called revisionist history-writing tradition. These were firstly the problems 

of Irish history-writing brought on by the Troubles because of the fact that the provisional IRA 

used the same historical narratives as was popular in Ireland at the time. This narrative linked 

Irish history to oppression by the British and worshipping Irish martyrs. Secondly, that during 

the Troubles, revisionism as affected by the political climate “has tended to focus on the 

pluralist dimensions of Irish history where everyone has their reasons.” Lastly, she points out 
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that the “traditional villains”, meaning the British, were seen in a more sympathetic way while 

the “traditional heroes”, the republicans, were criticised.190 Because of this, Irish history-writing 

changed from the beginning of the 1970s. However, most all of the sources used in this chapter 

were written before this, and their view on the course of the revolution therefore still held to 

what historian W. H. Kautt called the “popular views” of the War of Independence (1919-1921), 

namely that they “tend to ascribe heroic overtones to the events of that conflict.”191 This meant 

that the popular retelling of the War of Independence in the Republic of Ireland before the 

Troubles was that of a struggle between their own Irish republicans against the alien British. 

Thus, when analysing the emotional effect of the violent period of the War of Independence, it 

is necessary to show how this portrayal of the conflict by male republican veterans were made 

in the context of this unequivocally positive view of it. 

 

Although this has been somewhat contested, the War of Independence is considered to have 

stemmed from an ambush of a Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC) patrol which took place on the 

21st January 1919 in Soloheadbeg, county Tipperary, in which two officers were killed. The 

same day as the Soloheadbeg Ambush was the opening of the first Dáil, which happened after 

the republican party Sinn Féin won 73 out of the total 105 Irish seats in the British Parliament. 

28 of the 73 Sinn Féin representatives gathered in Dublin and declared Ireland an independent 

republic, and the Dáil Éireann, the Irish parliament, as its representatives.192 In the interim from 

the Easter Rising of 1916 to the War of Independence there had been a general election in 1918 

in which Sinn Fein, a separatist party, had garnered more popularity than the previously 

dominating home rule party, the Irish Parliamentary Party.193 After 21st January there transpired 

an escalation of violence which had spread to nationwide guerrilla warfare by the Autumn of 

1920.194 It ended in a truce 11th July 1921.195 

 

This chapter analyses the ways republican veterans present the conflict of the War of 

Independence. It argues that the way they described their enemies as well as their allies showed 

both the popular memory of the period and the masculine emotional ideals of Irish 

republicanism. It can be argued that the IVF veterans who participated in the revolution only 
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felt their actions were more vindicated as the revolution became more celebrated. This means 

that emotional navigation took place between the end of the revolution and the time the  

retellings were recorded which strengthened their own justification of their actions. 

Specifically, there is a great degree of justification made about their part in the violence of the 

period. The question is asked: How did the popular memory of the revolution as a result of the 

establishment of the southern Irish state impact the emotional expression of male republican 

veterans about their actions during the War of Independence? Moreover, how is their emotional 

navigation concerning the violence of the period shown in their retellings? 

 

 

Historical sources and its problematics 
Historian John Regan claims that after the truce of the War of Independence, male republicans 

became very popular and their weddings, which many had in the months following the war, 

became of great public interest. He went so far as to claim, “The period between truce and treaty 

had represented a honeymoon for the militarist revolutionaries”.196 Thus, it points to a form of 

celebrity inherent in some certain republican activists, as some certainly became more well-

known than others. It was precisely these republicans who were given the opportunities to write 

memoirs and be the subject of public interest. On this note, it should be stated that all of the 

memoirs of these Irish republicans have faced scrutiny in the past. Dan Breen’s My Fight for 

Irish Freedom might be the clearest example. Not only was it ghost-written according to 

Diarmaid Ferriter.197 It was also described by historian Gearóid Ó Tuathaigh as that it “may be 

counted among the more opportunistic”.198 Similarly, Aidan Beatty has described it as “one of 

the most popular example of what John Regan tartly calls the ‘with-my-comrades-behind-the-

ditch-in-the-fight-for-Irish-freedom literary genre.”199 Ergo, it is clearly an exaggerated and 

fantastical appropriation of the revolutionary period, but a great example of how the popular 

retelling of the revolution affected subsequent retellings of it. Tom Barry’s memoir is similar 

to Breen’s in the sense that it combines real-life experiences with uncritical praise of the 

republican cause. It was described by Gearóid Ó Tuathaigh as “the most robustly self-

justificatory”.200 When it comes to Ernie O’Malley’s On Another Man’s Wound (1936) it is 
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clear that it is a very poetic work. It presents a somewhat more balanced view of British 

sympathisers than the other ones, owing mostly to his upbringing and the fact that he had several 

friends as well as a brother in the British army.201 

 

Historian Nicholas Allen described it as “part memoir, part novel and one of the greatest prose 

works of twentieth-century Ireland.”202 By contrast, when it comes to C.S. Andrews’ Dublin 

Made Me Frances Flanaghan has described it as being honest and introspective and claims that 

it is still popular with both historians and the general population.203 Despite Flanaghan’s praise, 

all of these memoirs perpetuates the popular memory of the Irish revolution even more so than 

even the BMH witness statements. It is the argument of this thesis that while both O’Malley’s 

and Andrews’ account are more even-handed than Breen and Barry, they still keep to the form 

of a republican memoir. This means that they present the members of the Volunteers in a 

favourable light and give endless praise to his comrades for their bravery while condemning 

their enemies as inherently brutal and violent. However, Andrews’ memoir does not have an 

overwhelming amount of hateful utterances towards members of the British Crown forces or 

British sympathisers. Beatty cuts to the essence of Irish republican war memoirs when he 

described Breen’s as “an ideological representation of reality”.204 Not only were they affected 

by the popular memory of the revolution, but they also clearly showed a need to present their 

own experiences a s heroic. Historian Joanna Bourke has also placed societal interest in wartime 

violence in a broader context when she wrote of personal testimonies of British, American and 

Australian soldiers in wars in the twentieth century. She stated “the urge to kill-and-tell was 

fuelled by civilian curiosity.”205 Thus, while these memoirs can be argued to have been affected 

by the popular retelling of the revolution, it can also be argued to have been inspired by a want 

from the general population to hear these arguably gruesome stories. 

 

When it comes to the Bureau of Military History, the fact that it was a memory project meant 

that while it was an archive of historical memory about the Irish revolution it also insinuated a 

conscious effort on the part of the Irish state to promote a specific idea about the revolution. 

Subsequently, many BMH statements resemble greatly the war memoirs, and in any case 

seemingly shows a more heroic and less callous version of events. By contrast, O’Malley, as 
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outlined in the introductory chapter, conducted his own project of historic preservation in the 

aftermath of the revolution. According to Roy Foster, O’Malley was “obsessed with recapturing 

the past” and was determined to provide an equivalent to the Bureau of Military History. He 

spent the 1940s and -50s interviewing former comrades in what Foster estimates to have been 

“500-odd” interviews.206 O’Malley’s interviews tended to present the revolution as less 

glamorous than the memoirs and BMH statements. For example, one Michael Kilroy from 

county Mayo, when relaying the events of an ambush, described a grenade going off inside a 

lorry and that it caused a man’s head to be torn open. Kilroy stated, “It tore the head out of him, 

as big as an egg the hole in his head was.”207 This is a much more graphic description than one 

might get from a BMH statement. Foster claimed that O’Malley’s interviews were “a less 

sanitized and more embittered memory of the revolutionary violence than those in the Bureau 

of Military History.”208 It is the argument of this thesis that while the O’Malley interviews were 

certainly more graphic and direct, they still contained many of the same claims concerning 

British forces and spies as the memoirs and BMH statements. 

 
 

Arguing the brutality of the British 
As has been discussed, the most prominent manifestation of the need of male republicans to 

justify their own actions was by presenting the British as brutal and sinful and their peers as 

reliable and good. By analysing these descriptions, it is possible to see both what the antithesis 

to the Irish nationalist emotional regime was and how republican veterans justified the violence 

against them through this characterisation. For example, during an interview with Ernie 

O’Malley, a Volunteer named Michael MacMahon from county Clare provided an account of 

an attack in 1920 which allegedly provoked an IVF ambush of RIC known as the Rineen 

Ambush. He claimed that prior to the attack there was a celebration in his community for some 

recently released republican prisoners and that when the celebrations were going the strongest, 

 
Then out came a patrol of RIC out of the night, and without any warning they opened fire on the crowd. 
(…) Sergeant Hampson came out and he pulled a gun from under his cape and he shouted ‘Clear away to 
Hell’, then he opened fire and the police behind him opened fire also. The crowd then scattered in all 
directions. The Rineen ambush was the aftermath of this shooting.209 
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This description presents the RIC and by extension all British forces as violent, cruel, and 

excessively brutal. MacMahon stated explicitly that that an IVF ambush followed this incident 

as a natural consequence of it: By presenting the British as universally bad he argued that the 

IVF’s actions against them were justified and therefore sensible and good. In a similar claim of 

state brutality, Cork-based Volunteer Ted O’Sullivan alleged he was once beaten with a 

hammer by a member of the Crown forces he identified as Frank O’Friel. O’Sullivan claimed 

not only that O’Friel was drunk, but also that he was holding a whiskey bottle while the attack 

was taking place. In a testament to how much more graphic Ernie O’Malley’s interviews were 

than the BMH statements, O’Sullivan claimed that during the attack, another member of the 

Crown forces named Hannon grabbed him by the testicles and threatened to twist them off.210 

 

The psychologists Robert J. Sternberg and Karin Sternberg have written a volume on the 

psychologic theories concerning the emotion of hate, in which they devoted a chapter to 

exploring what definitions there are as to what hate is. These theories range from that hate is a 

“survival instinct” to that it is the response to a real and present “objective of danger”. However, 

most crucially, Stenberg and Stenberg have by their study of definitions pointed out perhaps 

the most essential aspect of hate, which is that it is deeply rooted in social context. They quote 

one Dozier when they argue that hate concerns inclusion and exclusion within groups: The ones 

outside of the group face hateful treatment from those inside the group in the form of harmful 

stereotypes. Dozier used the terms “out-group” and “in-group” to illustrate his point, which is 

very close to Reddy’s theories concerning his term emotional regimes. Stenberg and Stenberg 

also cite one Gordon Allport, who has emphasised the importance of prejudice in the cultivation 

of hate.211 Similarly to these theories, those who adhered to the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime were included in its positive stereotyping. Those who did not, especially its perceived 

antithesis—the British emotional regime—were subjected to negative stereotyping. This 

perception was only further vindicated by the establishment of the Irish Free State in 1922 

because the retreat of the British presence in Ireland “proved” they did not belong. 

 

The previously mentioned Michael MacMahon stated of a reprisal by the Crown forces 

following the Rineen Ambush in 1920, “They fired up and down the streets, smashed windows, 

(…)  Before that they looted drink, and they drank. They broke every window in the town and 
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at 4 o’clock lorries arrived from Galway. Houses were set on fire for they had no petrol the 

local RIC.” Seán Burke, also of county Clare, made similar comments about members of the 

RIC, claiming they were drunk during an IVF ambush.212 What both, but in particular 

MacMahon implied, was that rather than punish the IVF responsible for the ambush, they 

punished the general public by way of drunk, random violence. Certainly, reprisals of Crown 

forces on civilians were frequent during this time. In particular concerning the Auxiliary 

Division of the Royal Irish Constabulary (ADRIC), colloquially referred to as “Auxies”, “Black 

and Tans”, or simply “Tans”, there was less discipline and a proclivity for drunkenness than 

that of the regular RIC or the military.213  Another example which claimed British forces as 

drunks was that of Jack Comer, a Volunteer from county Galway. He recollected an incident in 

county Sligo wherein he assumed the guise of a Trinity student from Dublin in the company of 

a murdered RIC constable’s daughter. According to his story, he was well received by the local 

British forces who offered him drinks in a local pub. He stated, “Every Tan and every RIC man 

wanted to stand us drinks. The Tans were very drunk. I had lemonade.”214 In this recollection, 

the British forces’ drunkenness is contrasted by his own sobriety. However, there might have 

been several reasons for this other than to present them as immoral: He might have stayed sober 

in order to stay alert amongst enemies, and not out of any principle or conviction. 

 

When it comes to Volunteers, there have only been some few references to drinking habits. In 

Ernie O’Malley’s interviews with Volunteer veterans, there is frequent reference to the illegally 

distilled Irish spirit called poteen (or poitín), often in the context of the Volunteers themselves 

drinking it, albeit not in the context of official IVF activity.215 In the sources studied, there have 

been found only one overt reference to a republican drinking during an actual IVF operation. 

Paddy Con MacMahon of 1st Battalion Mid Clare Brigade claimed a man he identified as “Bill 

Mac”, full name William McNamara, drank during a raid on an RIC barracks in 1920. 

MacMahon stated, “Bill Mac pulled out a crate of stout from under the bed and was drinking a 

bottle of it while the shooting was going on.”216 This type of description is an outlier in 

republican retellings, as this type of behaviour is usually reserved for descriptions of British 
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Crown forces. There was a tendency to show the IVF as temperate, and it might be telling that 

it was only in Ernie O’Malley’s interviews that such descriptions were found. Ergo, it can be 

ascertained that members of the IRA did sometimes engage in this type of activity during raids, 

but that it could have been omitted from retellings for fear of presenting the IVF as thugs. 

 

 

Slavish Irishmen 
An important thing to note about this in-group and out-group structure of the strict emotional 

regimes in a national context is that it fostered hate towards not only those who nationally or 

genetically did not belong to the in-group, but also those who mimicked the behaviour of the 

antithetical out-group. When it comes to terminology, there were many different kinds of words 

used to separate the members of the Irish nationalist emotional regime from those outside it, 

generally perceived to be British-friendly. For example, there was Felix O’Doherty, member of 

the Blarney Company of Volunteers in county Cork, who was mentioned in the introductory 

chapter. He used the term “King’s Irish”, and one of the sins he described to earn such a moniker 

was to remove the “O” from one’s surname, for example from “O’Doherty” to “Doherty”, in 

order to sound more British.217 It is clear that this was not O’Doherty’s main issue with British-

friendly Irishmen, but it is one that he highlights, and it is relevant for the simple reason that  it 

was not only condemned to sympathise with the British according to the Irish nationalist 

emotional regime, it was also condemned to act more British. 

 

Tom Barry made similar comments about the residents of the entire town of Skibbereen, county 

Cork in his memoir. He claimed “Its inhabitants were a race apart from the sturdy people of 

West Cork”, and that they were “spineless, slouching through life meek and tame, prepared to 

accept the ruling and domination from any clique or country, provided they were left to vegetate 

in peace.”218 Here, the argument was that because Skibbereen was British-friendly, they were 

slavish and mindless. Barry’s statement is similar to comments made by O’Doherty of British-

friendly Irishmen, who stated, “The slavish mind dominated them”.219 Other examples include 

member of Kerry No. 1 Brigade Greg Ashe, who claimed that shopkeepers in the Kerry town 

of Dingle were “more British than Churchill”. He also took care to note that they were rich, 
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which might point to a class difference.220 This type of language rejects certain types of 

Irishmen from the in-group even if they were brought up in the same society as the republicans. 

Even more than this, it argues that they are not truly Irish, but instead British: This was the 

highest insult a republican could give, as it claimed that despite someone being born Irish, they 

did not belong. 

 

 

The Kilmichael ambush as an example of 
justification for republican violence 
So far in the chapter, the focus has remained on the ways in which republican veterans have 

presented the War of Independence. However, as Peter Hart has argued, their perspective was 

not the only way to explain the conflict. According to Hart’s revisionist assessment, the War of 

Independence in his example of county Cork was driven by thoughts of revenge, not by a noble 

wish to secure independence for Ireland.221 He summarised the situation as such: “Violence, 

driven by a reciprocal siege mentality and desire for revenge, had become self-sustaining, and 

could well have continued for a long time to come as both sides turned increasingly to murder 

and execution.”222 This is further shown by contrasting versions of presenting the infamous 

Kilmichael ambush, which occurred in November of 1920 in Kilmichael, county Cork.223 It 

was commanded by Tom Barry and his West Cork Brigade who dedicated a whole chapter to 

this infamous event in his memoir Guerrilla Days in Ireland (1949) and was described by 

historian W.H. Kautt as “Perhaps the most notorious of the ambushes during the war”.224 Many 

historians, among them Michael Hopkinson, have pointed out the significance of the Kilmichael 

ambush. Hopkinson has stated that this ambush, along with the Crossbarry ambush which were 

acted out by the same forces and also in county Cork, although they were minor incidences in 

terms of scale, had an enormous impact on the military situation in Ireland at the time. He states 

that guerrilla ambushes in general had an impact both on British policy and on the historical 

consciousness of people in Ireland, particularly in the countryside.225 Peter Hart has made 

similar comments about Kilmichael, claiming it was significant to the conflict particularly 

because it proved that the IVF could defeat British Crown forces on the battlefield.226 Thus, it 
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showed that the militant republicans presented a significant threat. The most valuable facet of 

the ambush for this thesis is how it has been discussed by Irish republicans. 

 

In Tom Barry’s memoir, he presents the Kilmichael ambush as an engagement between two 

parties which he describes in official military terms while taking care to claim negative 

behaviour by the British forces. For example, he claimed that the Auxiliary forces cursed and 

shouted as they fought, which was contrasted by the republicans’ stoic silence.227 Psychoanalyst 

Léon Wurmser has studied the emotion of shame in history. He stated, “for the person bound 

by the ideal of nobility, slipping into vulgarity is a most embarrassing event.”228 This meant 

that the Volunteer veterans of the War of Independence had to establish that they were 

themselves different from their counterparts, and thus presented the British as vulgar and 

cursing, and themselves as stoic and  therefore dignified. 

 

The most prominent detail is Barry’s claim of a false surrender by the Auxiliaries. He claimed 

that the Auxiliaries shouted “we surrender” while tossing aside their rifles, but that as soon as 

the IRA soldiers came closer to them, the British forces fired upon them with revolvers, killing 

three. Barry claims that this false surrender was attempted twice, but that the second time Barry 

paid the surrender no heed and told his column to keep firing as it was seen as a trick. He also 

takes care to note the dignified way in which one of the members of the IVF, Pat Deasy, behaved 

in his final moments.229 This is the way Barry presents the ambush in his memoir, published in 

the 1940s, but this was not necessarily the only time—and way—he described this ambush. 

Hart has written extensively about the Kilmichael ambush and has analysed both earlier 

accounts by Barry and British police reports about the incident. These versions present the story 

quite differently. 

 

Crucially, Hart points out that although Barry’s version as presented in his memoir is 

universally seen as the official story, in his earliest accounts of the ambush, there is no reference 

to this “false surrender” at all. In fact, on the contrary, he attributes the three republican deaths 

to over-excitability thus placing the blame on themselves and not on the British forces.230 Hart 

goes on to provide an account by Barry from 1932, meaning twelve years after the fact, in which 
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this false surrender is also absent.231 This means that the alleged surrender came into the story 

sometime in the seventeen years between 1932 and the time of the publication of his memoir 

in 1949. Additionally, Hart also points out that Barry had a bad reaction to a description of the 

ambush given by one Paddy O’Brien in 1974. According to Hart, Barry claimed it described 

him as a “bloody-minded commander”, even though O’Brien’s account was brief and to the 

point, making no overtures about the Volunteers or Tom Barry being exceptionally violent. 

What Barry took issue with, however, was that the account at no point mentioned the false 

surrender which he had firmly insisted upon after the time of the publication of his memoir. As 

Hart himself points out, without the alleged false surrender, the killings of all of the IRA without 

leaving anyone alive was seen as excessively brutal.232 Léon Wurmser has stated that the most 

shameful act of violence there exists is that of the powerful against the weak.233 In the context 

of this conflict, it was essential for the justification of the Irish republicans to establish that they 

were the weak, and the British were the strong. However, if it was the other way around then 

the IVF, and in this instance Barry as their commander, were the brutal ones and subsequently 

subject to shame. This was clearly what Barry took issue with, as he perceived that his honour 

was being compromised: If the false surrender never happened, then the IVF would have been 

the brutal ones, and their acts not manful defences of Irish independence, but brutal killings. 

 

 

Who were the spies and informers, and what 
practices were used against them? 
Second only to the British forces, the primary threat for republicans during the War of 

Independence were civilian spies and informers. Historian Pádraig Óg Ó Ruaric attributes a 

rising reliance on the civilian population for intelligence work after the time of the Easter Rising 

to 1. Closures of many RIC barracks after attacks by IRA, and 2. Mass resignations of Irish RIC 

constables after a successful boycott of Crown forces put forth by Sinn Féin which resulted in 

dwindling Crown forces. These resignations were an issue because the Crown forces had up 

until then been their main source of intelligence.234 Ergo, the IVF targeting civilians as spies 

had a practical explanation. However, it is an inevitable fact that some of these civilians killed 

were wrongfully targeted, and this practical element does not account for their demonization 
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by many republican veterans. While Peter Hart concedes that it was essential for soldiers in a 

guerrilla war to eradicate spies, he also claims that it was possible to be held under suspicion 

for such actions as associating with Crown forces, even if they were their own relatives, 

enlisting in the RIC or the army, speaking ill of the IRA, or otherwise refusing to concede to 

their demands. He asserted, “Almost all victims were officially described as spies or informers 

but in practice this could mean anything.”235 This description insinuates more a violent form of 

strict emotional discipline rather than a purely practical measure to ensure that IVF intelligence 

was kept safe. However, when republicans explained the practices they used against spies, they 

presented it purely within an ethical rather than authoritarian perspective, claiming all spies to 

have been reliably confirmed to have been spying on behalf of the British, and therefore a 

legitimate threat to the republican cause. The exceptions which sometimes emerged only came 

from those who had nothing to do with the alleged spy’s death. For example, in the memoirs of 

Tom Barry and Dan Breen in particular, spies and informants and the procedures used against 

them are described as unequivocally justified. Breen stated in his memoir,  

 
I know that many people were surprised at the number of corpses that were found with the label attached, 
‘Spies, beware – executed by the IRA.’ Many well-meaning persons were wondering if there had been 
tragic errors of judgement on our part. I can say that of the cases that came under my personal supervision 
there was always sufficient evidence to convince the most scrupulous.236 

 

Although Breen argues that all who were executed under his command were unequivocally 

guilty, he provides no specific evidence or incident to corroborate his claim. Furthermore, the 

fact that he felt the need to point this out at all indicates an inherent insecurity about the IVF’s 

treatment of spies during the War of Independence. Tom Barry, in a similar manner, although 

he did not address the issue as directly as Breen, referenced an incident in which he claimed 

there was not enough evidence against a suspected spy to warrant what he termed the “death 

penalty”. They then resorted to burn down his house and order him out of the country.237 Barry 

references other incidents in which spies were killed, and in these he firmly argues their guilt.238 

This seems understandable considering he was commander of the column: Even if the evidence 

were not conclusive, he would not have been likely to admit to this in his own memoir. It should 

also be stated that Barry and Breen operated in the two counties that had the respective first and 

second highest numbers of executions of suspected spies during the War of Independence. 
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Barry’s county of Cork was first with a staggering 78 executions while Breen’s neighbouring 

home county of Tipperary was second with a far lesser 16 executions.239 Especially in the case 

of county Cork, it seems unlikely that all of the spies executed were guilty even if it is taken 

into account that Cork was one of the most active counties in the War of Independence. The 

language used by Barry and Breen when discussing spies and informers are similar to that used 

about Crown forces: Invariably negative and leaving no room for nuance. 

 

On the subject of Barry and Breen, it is relevant to note their language used in discussing the 

procedure of shooting spies. IVF hits on alleged informers were described by Tom Barry as 

them being “arrested” before being “court martialled” and subsequently “sentenced to 

death”.240 Historian Brian Hughes, who has written a book about IVF (also called IRA) 

intimidation, argued, “The careful labelling of corpses also gave the impression of due process 

and inferred legitimacy on the killing of civilians.” Crucially, Hughes also referenced that the 

republicans assumed a sense of legitimacy over their own actions by using phrases such as 

“court martial” to describe the actions used against alleged spies. Hughes claims that this gave 

them what he terms “moral comfort” over their actions.241 This use of terminology is certainly 

part of the issue: As the IVF were not an official militia, and as they were not a sanctioned 

organisation by any recognised state, the people they killed in the course of the conflict had to 

be argued to have been legitimate targets. This factors into perceptions of male honour, as 

killing civilians without proper reasoning was seen as preying on a weaker opponent, which 

showed the IVF as brutal and therefore shameful. Brian Hughes, by contrast, explicitly 

discusses the IVF as systematically using actions against spies as intimidation tactics in order 

to control the general population so that they do not interact with or help the British forces.242 

This perspective is similar to that of the revisionist historian Peter Hart but is not a version of 

events which is replicated in republicans’ recollections. 

 

Only in one particular incident described in a BMH witness statement does a fellow republican 

show a so-called “court martial” in which the person being accused was not seen by the witness 

as deserving the treatment they were given. Michael O'Donoghue of county Waterford 

described in his BMH statement an incident in which his company captured a so-called “Tan” 
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in Bandon, county Cork. O'Donoghue described that he felt his company did not have enough 

evidence against this man. According to O'Donoghue, the officer was only in Bandon visiting 

a lady friend after his regiment had relocated to Cork city. He that he “felt terribly embarrassed 

and guilty” about the situation because they had broken into the house of mostly women, who 

were by his perception fearful and “hysterical” about the situation. O'Donoghue further 

described the “court martial” and claimed that he did not agree with the proceedings as he had 

not been in town on official business and thus not done any harm. By his account, one of his 

comrades was to have said “Oh, he's a bloody Tan and deserves only a bullet.” The man was 

eventually set free after O'Donoghue claimed he himself had argued killing him would have 

been “cowardly murder” which “would bring disgrace on the name and character of the I.R.A. 

in West Cork.”243 Here, it is also clear that the shooting of spies was perceived quite consciously 

as a question of honour. It was an unusual occurrence in the source material studied that a 

republican presented the actions of his comrades in such a way as to suggest their dishonour or 

tendencies towards brutality, but it should also be stated that he used this incident to show that 

he defended an innocent person, thus preserving his own honour. 

 

When it comes to Ernie O’Malley’s interviews, a more contradictory example of such a 

situation was conflicting testimonies about the execution of a suspected spy named Sardy 

Neagle which took place on 25th March 1921. O’Malley interviewed several veterans from the 

same area: all who commented on Neagle’s death were members of Kerry No. 2 Brigade.244 

This resulted in several veterans commenting on the same incident which in this instance were 

contradictory. Johnny O’Connor, a member of the brigade’s flying column who was directly 

involved in Neagle’s killing, described the situation as such: 

 
That evening ould Sardy Nagle, a tramp, disappeared that evening [sic]. Some of the lads said, ‘Sardy is 
gone to Killarney, we bet, for there’s a captain there, a friend of his.’ We got Sardy on the Killarney road 
and we tied him to a barn with ropes. Cronin brought on Sardy with a rope. Sardy was sentenced to death 
5 days later and he was shot on the road near Kilgarvan–Kenmare road and he nearly rotted there.245 

 

Not only does this account provide unpleasant details describing the decomposition of his body, 

but it also insinuates that he was in IRA custody for five days prior to his death and that he was 

tied up in a barn during this time. This is a crucial detail, as Hart has identified two victims of 

alleged spy killings in which he concluded the reason for their death were that “they had spent 
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so long in I.R.A. captivity they ‘knew too much’.”246 To further this point, the vice commander 

of the brigade John Joe Rice not only gave a completely different explanation for Neagle’s 

arrest but also did not even seem to know much about why he had been targeted, stating 

simply, “They found him prowling around and asking questions.” Finally, Jack Keogh, an 

intelligence officer for the brigade, outright contradicted the other claims, stating, “Sardy Nagle 

should never have been shot; he was a harmless ould devil.”247 Keogh was the only one of those 

interviewed by O’Malley who expressed regret for Sardy Neagle’s death. 

 

Historian Pádraig Óg Ó Ruaric has explicitly stated that some believed the IRA did not trust 

so-called “tramps” or “vagrants” and were more likely to suspect them of being spies.248 Sardy 

Neagle was described as a “tramp” by O’Connor, and thus it is possible he was a victim of this 

stereotype. Another example was an incident known as the Bog Road ambush near Rathmore 

in county Kerry on 4th May 1921 wherein the body of an executed alleged spy was used as bait 

in order to lure in a group of RIC and resulting in the death of eight RIC officers.249. Both Jack 

Keogh and Johnny O’Connor of the IVF also commented on this incident, claiming the victim 

was known as “Old Tom” and describing him as a “tramp”.250 The term “tramp” could possibly 

be referring to the Irish Traveller community, an Irish ethnic group similar to yet distinctly 

different from Romani and characterised by nomadic lifestyle.251 “Old Tom” was referred to as 

a traveller in an article by the Irish Times in 2019. However, it is not overtly referenced in any 

of the interviews so whether or not it is true is uncertain.252 Similarly to that of the case of Old 

Tom, in Tom Barry’s two most prominent descriptions of the shooting of spies under his 

command, both of the spies killed were also used as bait to lure Crown forces into an ambush. 

Barry does not express any regret or reservations about this tactic.253 

 

Considering travellers are an ethnic minority in Ireland this could indicate their vulnerable 

position in society, and the fact that this IRA battalion seemed to consider them as outside of 

the emotional regime, or to use Dozier’s term referenced by Stenberg and Stenberg, a member 
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of the “out-group”. One other example of expression of regret over the shooting of a spy came 

also from county Kerry. It was presented by Tadg Kennedy, an intelligence officer of Kerry 

No. 1 Brigade. In this account, Kennedy does not claim anyone’s innocence, but that this spy 

had in fact supplied notebooks of unknown content to the local District Inspector. Still, 

Kennedy stated “The poor lad was shot as a result”, which indicates a level of pity not present 

in the retellings of Barry and Breen. Kennedy adds that he was a relative of this man, which 

might explain his sympathy.254 It seems as though Kennedy might have considered him a part 

of his “in-group” considering their familial bond. 

 

By contrast, there were several vindictive statements about the shooting of spies which were 

not in relation to so-called “tramps”. The aforementioned Greg Ashe stated of a suspected spy 

who allegedly had a book of codes intended for the British forces, “Before he died he squealed 

that he wasn’t doing no harm. (…) That shooting had a bloody great effect. He had pucks of 

money all his life, a bloody sneaking fellow he was.” It is particularly relevant to take note of 

the phrase “That shooting had a bloody great effect.” It refers to historian Brian Hughes’s 

arguments when he referred to IVF shooting of spies as “an act of intimidation”.255 It can be 

argued that Ashe was alluding to intimidation as the primary reason for killing spies, and that 

this was achieved by the killing of this unnamed man. Earlier in his recollection, Ashe also took 

care to claim that the man “thought the IRA were a football field”, meaning he thought the IVF  

was something he could play with, meaning to trick them.256 Ashe, in contrast to Kennedy, 

presented the shooting of this spy as a good thing. Ashe also showed signs of including certain 

details in seeking to justify this man’s death. First of all, in the same fashion of his statements 

about shopkeepers in Dingle, he claimed that this executed spy was rich. Second of all, he 

claimed he was a “sneaking fellow”, meaning he was untrustworthy. These types of statements 

were clearly affected by the same type of mentality as that exemplified by Tom Barry’s retelling 

of the Kilmichael ambush: That the violence of the War of Independence was defended through 

various claims of untrustworthiness or oppression by members of the out-group. In Tom Barry’s 

example, the British Crown forces utilised dishonourable combat tactics and therefore did not 

deserve to be shown mercy. In Ashe’s example, the spy was untrustworthy and sought to hurt 

the IVF for his own personal gain. The fact that he was rich is possibly included as a way to 

argue that he was greedy and did things out of his own self-interest, or perhaps that because of 
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the class difference, he should be viewed less sympathetically. Some few republicans simply 

claimed that there were no spies in their areas at all.257 In the case of a Volunteer from county 

Tipperary named Liam Hoolan, he explicitly claimed that a lack of executing spies was a sign 

of the people in his county’s “loyalty and devotion to their country”.258  

 

 

Irish republicans’ descriptions of their comrades 
and how it reflected masculine ideals 
As previously argued, the image of the enemy and all its negative connotations were constructed 

as examples of those who did not belong to the emotional regime in order to give a counterpart 

to those who did. Because of this tendency, republican veterans of the War of Independence 

described their comrades in battle in exclusively positive ways. Where the British or the British-

friendly were cowardly and untrustworthy, the Irish republicans were brave and reliable. 

However, it seems as though these descriptions were not simply ways to enforce an image of 

men in the republican movement: Many of these retellings are fundamentally emotional and go 

beyond what could be considered an imposition of an ideal.  These emotional descriptions of 

republicans about their comrades present themselves in a myriad of ways. However, the most 

prominent ways, and the ones which are analysed in this chapter, are that of 1. Descriptions of 

fellow soldiers’ virtues and 2. Eulogies of dead comrades. 

 

These friendships, while sometimes forged before the revolution, were clearly affected by it. 

Harry Colley, adjutant in “F” Company, 2nd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade claimed,  

 
One of my keenest recollections at that period in "F" Company is the tremendous camaraderie among the 
men. I remember that the second week I was there I seemed to be treated as if I had been there from the 
foundation of the Volunteers. Friendships formed then seemed to have a very lasting effect and, thank 
God, I still number some of them amongst my greatest friends.259  

 

Tom Barry provides another example of this phenomenon. In his memoir he devotes space to 

describe his comrades, stating, “A long chapter could be written about individual officers and 

men of the column”. Phrases Barry used to describe his fellow Volunteers include “gallant and 

uncomplaining”, “coolness and competence”, that they were “tower of strength” and that they 

“[died] as proudly as they had lived courageously”. He also praised “all the unmentioned 
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riflemen whose behaviour surpassed even my high expectation of such a smashing body of 

West Cork fighters.”260 This evokes the idea of republican men as devoid of faults, and their 

contribution to the conflict as unequivocally heroic. 

 

When it comes to eulogies, the most emotional descriptions were unsurprisingly that of close 

friends. These usually highlighted more intimate and personal knowledge than simply military 

or soldierly traits. John Horne has discussed this form of intimacy in his analysis of a text 

written by fellow masculinities historian Michael Roper. Roper’s text analysed letters written 

by soldiers in the First World War, and Horne assessed that it showed “the gulf between manly 

patriotism and the experience of combat.”261 A prominent example of this form of intimate 

emotional expression, which is also part of a eulogy of a dead comrade is Dan Breen’s 

numerous descriptions of his friend Seán Treacy in his memoir. Breen’s descriptions of Treacy 

highlight not only soldierly behaviour or alleged bravery, but also his supposed humour and 

loyalty. Early on in his memoir, Breen stated, “From the moment of my first meeting with him, 

I felt that I had known Séan all my life. He was the very soul of sincerity, and for that reason 

our kindred spirits clicked from the beginning.”262 Following ideals of masculine nationalism, 

Treacy was also described by Breen as brave and reliable in battle. Breen claimed that when 

news of the Easter Rising had reached their home county of Tipperary, that “Seán had left his 

home on the first news of the Rebellion and cycled from one centre to another, urging the 

Tipperary Volunteers to take action.”263 Whether or not this is true, it highlights the military 

ideals of the Irish nationalist emotional regime during this time period: The most prominent 

were reliability, nationalist devotion, and bravery. When Treacy was eventually killed in a 

British military raid on a shop in Talbot street in central Dublin, Breen claimed that because of 

an injury he had incurred which left him bedridden, nobody told him that Treacy had died until 

ten days later. Despite this, Breen makes an emotive claim: He alleged that despite not being 

told he knew that Seán Treacy had died by a vision he had of Treacy standing at the foot of his 

bed, smiling at him.264 In another exceedingly emotional recollection of Treacy’s death, Ernie 

O’Malley wrote a poem about it in his own memoir. O’Malley’s poem presents Treacy as a 

tragic hero who will be remembered long after his death: It was also a poem which took for 
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granted that Ireland would become independent, making it more of a commemoration than a 

recollection. Despite this, it still shows the male ideals inherent in republican heroes. 

 

Lastly, concerning honouring dead comrades, Tom Barry provided a solemn and affectionate 

account of a moment of four of his comrades gathered around trying to construct a bomb. Barry 

stated, “Since, I have often blessed a merciful Providence for refusing man the power to foresee 

the future, for all four of these were to die by the bullet”. He then explains how each would 

eventually die: Only two of them were killed by British forces, one by the IRA themselves, and 

one was killed by Free State forces during the civil war.265 What is important to note about all 

these republican descriptions of comrades is the emotionality and arguable tenderness with 

which they are described. It is in opposition to what Barbara Rosenwein termed the “grand 

narrative” of emotions history, which is that in the West, the emotions’ progression towards our 

time is that of increasing restraint.266 Rosenwein claimed that this view has already been 

“debunked”, yet it still permeates the view of emotions in historical research. 

 

 

First World War and Irish ex-servicemen 
While not directly connected with the retelling of the War of Independence, it is important to 

consider that republicans gained the defining power over the retelling of the revolutionary 

period. Because of this, their terms dictated not only how historical figures would be 

remembered, but also which would be remembered at all. This becomes apparent when 

considering the historical treatment of Irishmen’s contributions in the First World War. At the 

outbreak of the First World War, the year after the Irish Volunteer Force was formed, there was 

a wholesale split in the organisation. This was caused by the intervention of home rule politician 

John Redmond. Redmond sought to control The Volunteers after observing their growing 

popularity. This was achieved around July of 1914, and when Britain declared war with 

Germany in August of that year, Redmond worked towards the implementation of a final home 

rule bill. This was eventually achieved on the 18th September with the provision that it would 

be postponed until the end of the war. Soon thereafter Redmond caused a split in the Volunteers 

due to his support of the war.267 Figures differ both as to how large the numbers of the 
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Volunteers were at the time of the split and how many went to which side. Diarmaid Ferriter 

claims that the numbers differ between 150,000 and 158,000 supporting Redmond and joining 

the National Volunteers and between 8,000 and 12,000 staying in the Irish Volunteers with 

MacNeill.268 Gerry White has claimed an even higher number, 170,000 for Redmond and 

12,000 against.269 Ergo, it can be thoroughly established that the vast majority joined 

Redmond’s National Volunteers, leaving only a rump of hard-line republicans who supported 

Eoin MacNeill. Crucially, it was MacNeill’s Volunteers who participated in the Easter Rising 

and who were subsequently lauded as heroes of the revolution. John Redmond, on the other 

hand, wanted Irishmen to take part in the Great War because he saw it as an opportunity for 

Ireland to gain home rule.270 Subsequently, many Volunteers who supported Redmond joined 

the war as a way to serve the Irish cause, but as D. G. Boyce points out, the war was soon seen 

in Ireland as “the wrong war”.271 Subsequently, nationalist ex-servicemen, when they 

eventually returned home to Ireland, were seen in nationalist terms as having landed on the 

wrong side of history. 

 

Many BMH witness depositions mention the Redmondite split in the Volunteers, often at the 

beginning of their statement.272 Reasons for this could be because it was a defining moment in 

the history of the organisation and that it was a significant moment in the revolution. Many 

simply commented on the split and how many men they lost to the Redmondites. However, 

there were some who wrote about them in a derogatory way. For example, Frank Hynes of 

county Galway stated, “When John Redmond got control of the Volunteers we had a great 

influx of recruits, but we didn't trust them - we knew they were not genuine.”273 What Hynes 

was attempting to establish was that supporting Redmond was ingenuine to the nationalist 

movement, and subsequently that there was something not to be trusted about these new 

Volunteers. Some inevitably equated supporting the war with supporting the British. For 

example, Robert Brennan of county Wexford stated, “(…) the war started and Redmond began 
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to talk of the "double duty" of the Volunteers, one duty being to defend Ireland, and the other, 

apparently, to defend the British Empire.”274 Similarly, Sean Gibbons of county Mayo stated, 
 

The crisis came when the Redmondite and Volunteer Executive split and, of course, it had its 
repercussions in every part of the country, Westport included. (…) Joe McBride addressed all those 
present. The question at issue was: on which side were we going to stand? - or, as Joe McBride put it, 
"Too long has England spat upon you, scorned you, reviled you! Now is your opportunity!", and went on 
to the effect that those who would stand for Ireland would stand with him over on his side, and those who 
stood for England and Redmond, on the other side.275 

 

In his recollection, Gibbons echoed Joe McBride’s arguments that supporting John Redmond 

meant supporting Britain in opposition to Ireland and rejected Redmond’s own claims: that it 

was an alternative version of Irish nationalism. Diarmaid Ferriter has pointed out that it was not 

until after the Northern Irish peace process of the 1990s that participants in the First World War 

were being properly recognised historically in the Republic of Ireland. This was something that, 

according to Ferriter, fellow historian F. X. Martin referred to decades before in 1967 as 

“collective amnesia”. On the subject of Martin’s comment, Ferriter referred to the attitude 

toward ex-servicemen in Irish public history that it was seen “not only as immature, but as a 

denial of the true complexity of Irish political, social and cultural allegiances, during a period 

of shifting, and contradictory, loyalties.”276 It should be pointed out in this context that while 

the Easter Rising’s fiftieth anniversary was celebrated widely across Ireland, the First World 

War’s battle of the Somme, which took place in the same year, was not given any public 

celebration whatsoever.277 This being despite the fact that, according to the estimate of historian 

David Fitzpatrick, as many as 210,000 Irishmen participated in the First World War, many of 

which would have been pro-Redmond Volunteers.278 

 

 

Conclusion 
This chapter has explored some aspects of the War of Independence that highlight the ways 

male republicans interacted with the Irish nationalist emotional regime in the retellings of their 

experiences. It has showed that the ways in which the IVF policed the country during this time 

showed the strict nature of this emotional regime. This chapter argues that some of the primary 

masculine ideals were absolute loyalty to the emotional regime and the preservation of male 
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honour in wartime: These two ideals were sometimes at odds, and so the retellings were 

sometimes changed to fit them. For example, Tom Barry’s account of the Kilmichael Ambush 

in his memoir compared to his earlier accounts made it clear that there had been a great degree 

of emotional navigation between the event itself and Barry’s final iteration of his retelling. This 

was because, following Léon Wurmser’s theories concerning the feeling of shame, it can be 

argued that Barry’s claim of the false surrender of Crown forces was a way of justifying his 

own action and the actions of his column. If Barry had retold the ambush without the surrender, 

he risked appearing needlessly brutal and thus dishonourable. This argument is further 

strengthened by his aggressive reaction to other contemporary retellings of the ambush which 

do not mention this false surrender. Barry’s accusations that the people who provided them 

sought to hurt his reputation speak for themselves. Because of the need to preserve honour, this 

chapter argues that a lot of the retellings may have contained more of a personal need for an 

individual to defend their own actions rather than give a comprehensive account of the events 

as they transpired. 

 

Certainly, Barry’s is only one example to show a tendency. As this chapter has shown, 

displaying British Crown forces as brutal and, essentially, evil, as a way to justify the violence 

of the IVF is widespread in republican retellings. This is not to argue that state violence did not 

occur during this time. However, the ways in which the Irish were to a large extent portrayed 

as honourable and fair and the British were portrayed as needlessly brutal, cowardly, and 

dishonourable speaks to a tendency in the narrative. What it boils down to is a justification of 

killing. By arguing that the British were brutal and a terror to the Irish people, the republican 

veterans insinuated that killing them meant protecting the Irish people. 

 

This type of narrative also applies to the killing of spies: The actions taken against perceived 

spies and informers were not always justified. The source material used could indicate that 

vulnerable groups within society, such as that of so-called vagrants, were seen as more 

suspicious and were subsequently preyed on. However, as this would show the IVF as preying 

on the weak, this would make their actions brutal and therefore shameful. In the same way as 

with the retellings of the actions of the Crown forces, the retellings of the killing of spies 

followed the narrative perpetuated by the popular retelling of the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime after the establishment of the southern Irish state: That of the good Irish republicans 

against its  dishonourable enemies. These were the British and those who aided them and 

therefore sought to harm the republicans. The most striking omission from these retellings was 
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a complete lack of expression of regret over their own actions and the lives that were lost. On 

the contrary, as has been argued, most spent large parts of their retellings arguing why their 

enemies deserved the treatment they were given. This can be argued to have been affected by 

the outcome of the revolution: Because the  

 

When it comes to the idea of the masculine hero, there was also a question of neglect in the 

popular retelling of the early twentieth century. Specifically, it concerned the neglect in 

recognising the hundreds of thousands of Irishmen who participated in the First World War, 

and the nationalist convictions some of these, labelled “Redmondites”, had. The fact that they 

were 1. Regarded as on the “wrong side of history” by their peers even before the end of the 

war, 2. Neglected in the historical retelling of the period, and 3. Denied official 

commemorations which events such as the Easter Rising was given points to a retelling of Irish 

history which denies the nationalist identity to all but those who were physical force 

republicans. Building on this, male republicans’ descriptions of their comrades shows them as 

the thesis of what the ideal of manhood was. This showed more than any other description that 

the clearest tendency of male virtue in these descriptions were devotion to the Irish nationalist 

emotional regime. This is show, for example, by Andrews’ description of Kevin O’Carroll, who 

fought alongside The O’Rahilly in the Easter Rising, or of Breen’s description of Seán Treacy 

cycling across the countryside to rouse the IVF in Tipperary to partake in the Rising. It also 

shows that this male virtue could only be achieved in a very specific way: Those who joined 

the British army in what they perceived to be a move towards Irish self-government was seen 

as backwards and as servile to the British, making them unmanly.  
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Chapter 5: The Emotional navigation of 
hunger striking and forcible feeding in 
republican prisoners, 1916-1921 
 

One of the defining features of the revolutionary period in Ireland was mass incarceration. This 

tendency was closely tied to the Defence of the Realm Act (DORA), which made it possible 

for the British government to arrest people on charges ranging from possession of arms to 

unlawful assembly and breaking curfew. As historian Justin Stover has argued, the DORA was 

clearly a way from the British government to combat Irish republicanism. As a result, the high 

number of republican activist prisoners largely contributed to a sub-culture of republicanism 

within the British prison system during this time.279 Historian William Murphy states that the 

British government had been reluctant to imprison Irish republicans prior to the Easter Rising 

of 1916. After this event, however, the British government arrested and imprisoned more than 

3,500 people tied to the Rising. This included not only the ca. 1,500 rebels, but by Murphy’s 

estimation also of around 2,000 sympathisers. The prison system was not prepared for this, and 

it caused overcrowded prisons and unsanitary conditions.280 Historian Justin Stover describes 

the mass incarceration of prisoners as having “nurtured a long-standing culture of protest”. He 

has identified four types of protests made by Irish prisoners, the most prominent being his last 

category, “self-inflicted violence” which included hunger striking.281 

 

Most commonly, the reason behind the discontent of incarcerated Irish republicans during the 

revolution was a lack of being treated as political prisoners. In the republicans’ own perception, 

they were political opponents in a military conflict. However, the British authorities did not 

recognise them as such and instead categorised them with the criminal prisoners. This was 

perceived as not only an insult but as British authorities denying them the rights and privileges 

they were entitled to. Ian Miller argues that this was closely tied to identity, and that the criminal 

prisoner treatment was a way for the British government to undermine the republican cause by 

categorising it as criminal behaviour.282 Roy Foster claims that there existed a long-standing 

tradition of political imprisonment in Ireland, which would have added to the emotional 
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suffering of being treated like a regular criminal prisoner.283  Thus, republican prisoners sought 

to reassert their identity through hunger strikes. 

 

As has been pointed out by both historians like Miller and through testimonies of former 

republican hunger strikers, the hunger strikes were often outwardly aggressive, and the 

beginning of the strikes could be described as a form of riot. The common characteristics were 

to make a lot of commotion and breaking furniture and fixtures in the prison, particularly cell 

doors and windows.284 Thus, hunger striking was not a form of nonviolent civil disobedience 

as its name might suggest, but at least to an extent a destructive show of force meant to 

intimidate the warders. It meant that hunger striking can be argued to have also included another 

one of Stover’s categories of Irish political protests of this period: what he terms “non-personal 

violence”, meaning the destruction of property.285 The aim of the strike was to not take food 

until they had gained either political prisoner status or unconditional release. The political 

prisoner status was not only a question of principle, ideology, or politics, it was also a question 

of comfort: Political prisoners were given certain rights and privileges denied to criminal 

convicts. These privileges, as described by Tipperary Volunteers Eamon O'Duibhir and James 

Duggan respectively, were variously: freedom to roam the prison uninhibited, the ability to take 

exercise together and speak to one another, receiving better food, more parcels from the outside, 

more visitors, and to wear their own clothes instead of prison uniform.286 

 

This chapter examines the imprisonment of Irish male republicans during the revolution, 

focusing on the period from the first mass-incarceration of republican prisoners of the 

revolution in the aftermath of the Easter Rising in 1916 to the end of the War of Independence 

in 1921. It analyses the phenomenon of hunger striking and the resulting forcible feeding by 

British authorities, the emotional suffering forcible feeding incurred in men, and the emotional 

navigation surrounding the act of hunger striking, its social pressures, and its ideals of 

martyrdom. This chapter analyses the emotional and psychological impact hunger striking and 

forcible feeding had on the male psyche. It also examines the emotional navigation republican 

prisoners expressed of their experiences in relation to their place within the Irish nationalist 
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emotional regime, which sacrifices this often entailed, and how strict the emotional regime was 

at the time of political conflict within the restrictive confines of the prison system. One of the 

sources used in this chapter was produced during the revolution, and thus it is possible to 

compare emotional expressions about hunger striking and forcible feeding with a historical 

perspective in mind. Testimony from the civil war will not be included, the reason being that 

the chapter focuses on incarceration of Irish men by British authorities. The British government 

withdrew from Ireland as a result of the terms of the establishment of the Irish Free State and 

so it was the Free State government which stood for the incarcerations that took place during 

the course of the civil war (1922-1923). 

 

If one is to believe Cork-based Volunteer Maurice “Mossy” Donegan, the experience of prison 

was traumatic enough in itself for young republican men. He claimed that when he was interned 

at Ballykinlear, he and fellow Volunteers built a tunnel to attempt to escape. When a fellow 

prisoner who was a miner allegedly told them that the tunnel would kill them, Donegan stated 

“we’d do anything short of suicide to get out of this damned camp.”287 His statement was only 

brought on by the prison experience in itself. More traumatic still was depriving oneself of food 

as a form of protest. 

 

The question is asked: How did male republicans express their emotional experience with 

hunger striking and forcible feeding, what effect did this have on the masculine identity, and 

how did the Irish nationalist emotional regime impact their decisions to participate? 

 

 

Hunger striking, its emotional impact, and the 
detrimental effects of stereotypes against Irishmen 
 

… the first days are so miserable (…) Sometimes a rush of hot, clammy fear, a racing of the heart… a 
prayer. Then smoothness again, weariness without pain… subconscious waiting for the next sudden 
storm… And, greatest of all, a fierce joy, a sacrificial glory, a feeling of spiritual pride… an ecstasy…288 

 

Dublin-based Volunteer and propagandist Frank Gallagher was one of many members who took 

part in the 1920 hunger strike in Mountjoy Prison, Dublin. He chronicled his experiences 

throughout the ten-day strike in a diary which he published as a book called Days of Fear: A 
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Diary of Hunger Strike. His book is an emotionally laden account of the physical and mental 

strain hunger strike had on him personally, and Gallagher spares no detail about his own fear, 

weakness, and indecision throughout the strike. Gallagher’s account is one of the few which 

expressed emotions such as fear or hopelessness.  One possible explanation could be that 

Gallagher’s book was “an obvious site for martyrological narratives”, as historian Frances 

Flanaghan described it.289 In relation to this it should be noted that Frank Gallagher’s primary 

involvement with the Irish independence movement was as a propagandist.290 However, it 

should be pointed out that his expression of doubt and fear about his own involvement in the 

hunger striking protest is a deviation from a lot of the other republican men’s emotional 

expressions concerning the same themes. Many male republicans who described their 

experiences with hunger striking shied away from explaining the damage it had on their mental 

health. One explanation for this could be that it was because of the stereotypes concerning the 

psyche of Irishmen which existed at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

 

Firstly, there existed a perception of the Irish as a “childlike” people that could not survive on 

their own, and therefore needed to be ruled in order to thrive.291 The stereotype of the 

“simianised” Irish man also existed during this time and coexisted with the childlike stereotype: 

This presented the Irish man as having physical features that were asymmetrical and resembling 

that of an ape. Historian Sikata Banerjee has discussed this stereotype in her book about Irish 

masculine nationalism. According to the stereotype, because of their ape-like features, Irish 

men were by Banerjee’s description “irrational, emotive, excitable, submissive, able to do 

tedious and monotonous tasks, and unable to focus on deep study.” They could be distinguished 

from the English by the fact that Englishmen had symmetrical features and were therefore more 

intelligent and, crucially, capable of emotional restraint.292 This is clearly an example of social 

Darwinism, and a justification of the oppression of Irishmen by implying that they were not 

entirely white. Most importantly, it insinuates an inherent emotionality in Irishmen and presents 

emotionality as a negative trait in contrast to Englishmen’s “logical” behaviour. 

 

The racial element becomes apparent when it is considered that these stereotypes about 

Irishmen were similar to those which were created by Western Imperialists about non-Western 
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civilisations. Edward Saïd coined the term “Orientalism” in his 1978 book of the same name. 

In this book, he analyses the western perception of the East—the “Orient”—against the 

perceptions of the West—the “Occident”. In his second chapter, Saïd cites a 1910 speech by 

former prime minister Arthur Balfour about Egypt. In this speech, one of the qualities Saïd 

identifies as “Oriental” as exemplified by Egypt is that they are “childlike”. In this case, Saïd 

also cites that the Western man stands in contrast to this, as he is “rational”.293 The identification 

of the Western man as rational implies an Oriental lack of emotional restraint, as “rational” 

behaviour was considered to be the antithesis to emotionality. 

 

As mentioned in previous chapters, Joanna Bourke has written many volumes on the emotional 

experiences of soldiers on the British Isles, mostly keeping to the world wars. In an article she 

wrote on the stigma that men faced surrounding combat in the First World War, she pointed out 

that the British War Office held to a stereotype that Irishmen were more prone to insanity than 

the men of the other nations on the British Isles. This stereotype existed in spite of their 

reputation as a “martial race”, meaning that the Irish were seen as a people suited exceptionally 

well for warfare and combat. She also takes care to point out that servicemen from the Ulster 

region, which had a much higher percentage of Protestants and who were largely descendants 

from Great Britain, were exempt from this stereotype.294 Aidan Beatty also discusses this 

stereotype, and cites a 1906 medical pamphlet which claimed that Irish people were genetically 

predisposed to insanity. This stereotype clearly sought to suggest an inherent deficiency 

specifically in the Irish people, and as Beatty himself argues that it caused an insecurity within 

the Irish male psyche which sought to work against this claim.295 Even more relevant to this 

thesis, it also attacks a masculine ideal of strength—both physical and mental—and the ability 

to be both a provider for one’s family and a protector of one’s country. Because of this 

stereotype, it is likely that the male republicans recalling their experiences sought to work 

against it, and they were therefore reluctant to describe their experiences as traumatic or in 

particular as something which damaged their psyche. 

 

The fact that both the stereotype concerning the emotionality of the simian Irishman and the 

that of the supposed inherent mental illness of Irish people were prevalent in Irish society at 

this time may have caused insecurity in Irish men about how they expressed themselves 
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emotionally. Bourke, in her book on the effect of World War One on the male soldiers’ psyche, 

quoted Janet Oppenheim when she pointed out that mental breakdowns were considered 

fundamentally emasculating.296 Bourke also points out that PTSD was much less controversial 

when it was thought to be an affectation of the body, and not the mind. Physical illness was 

thus seen as factual and “real”, whereas mental illness was difficult to understand and, in many 

cases, seen as “false”, which damaged the masculine identity. Bourke references the fact that a 

psychological explanation for PTSD stood too close to insanity to be respected, and that it could 

also be associated with cowardice.297 Thus, male republicans had motive to not describe their 

experiences as traumatic for fear of being perceived as possessing “irrational” emotions, or—

worse still—to be considered insane. This insecurity would have not only strengthened 

stereotypes about Irish mental weakness but would also have meant a fundamental attack on 

their masculine identity. Conclusively, this was also a question of preservation of male honour. 

The ideal man possessed strong mental capacities, and thus disclosing mental deterioration as 

a result of a political protest could be seen as damaging to one’s masculine status. 

 

Some went so far as to claim that they were not much affected by the hunger strike. C. S. 

Andrews, for example, was removed to the hospital after only one day on hunger strike due, 

according to his doctor, to his being very young. Andrews himself maintained in his memoir 

that he was not affected at all and that the only emotions he felt about it were embarrassment 

that his story had ended up in the papers. The only moment of weakness he recalls was when 

his doctor began to take his pulse and temperature a week into the strike. Andrews claims this 

made him think of Thomas Ashe, a well-known martyr at the time, who had died after six days 

on strike. However, as he himself pointed out, Ashe was killed as a result of forcible feeding 

and not starvation.298 Andrews’ claims of lack of emotional reaction by hunger striking are also 

prevalent in his descriptions of other male strikers. During a different hunger strike, he claims 

to have observed a republican by the name of “Sparky” Breen walking around unaffected and 

smoking a clay pipe after forty days on hunger strike.299 

 

Although Andrews confidently claimed that “ten days is a relatively short time to be without 

food”, he also acknowledged that “other factors operate to condition men’s minds besides mere 
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hunger. Family worries, uncertainty, and a pervasive fear of unwanted death, as well as 

religious scruples, all have different effects on different temperaments.”300 Particularly 

important to note is his reference to “religious scruples”, as there was an ongoing debate in the 

Catholic church at the time of whether or not death by hunger striking was suicide, and therefore 

a deadly sin.301 Ergo, although he denies that he was affected by the strike, and underplays the 

severity of a ten days’ hunger strike, he recognises the detrimental effects it can have on people 

in general. Tied to this is the fact that it is more likely for someone to note distress in other 

people than in themselves, as claiming that other people experienced hardship did not affect 

their personal integrity. An example of this is part of a statement made by Ted O’Sullivan, a 

Volunteer from county Cork, under an interview by Ernie O’Malley. O’Sullivan commented 

on the effect hunger striking allegedly had on O’Malley while they were incarcerated together, 

adding that O’Malley was “very low at the time”.302 

 

 

Peer pressure in hunger striking: An open letter by 
Terence MacSwiney 
The connection of hunger striking to male honour becomes more evident in the instances where 

male honour was used as an emotional tool to pressure male hunger strikers not to break the 

strike. A prominent example of this is that of an open letter sent by the infamous hunger strike 

martyr Terence MacSwiney. MacSwiney was an Irish Volunteer who by 1920 was the Lord 

Mayor of Cork city at the same time as he was imprisoned in England. Historian Jason Perlman 

described his strike as “the most prominent and influential” of the twentieth century and stated 

that MacSwiney’s death was “a major blow to the British government, and marked a turning 

point in the Irish War of Independence.”303  

 

Crucially, during MacSwiney’s strike he wrote an open letter to fellow hunger strikers in Cork 

Gaol in Ireland. In it, he encouraged them to keep up the strike even if it meant they all died as 

a result.304 Aidan Beatty claimed that Terence MacSwiney saw his own self-sacrifice in a 

religious light, linking it with a perceived loyalty to God.305 Although it has previously been 
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mentioned that there was contention within the Catholic Church over whether or not hunger 

striking was a sin, there were also those who likened it to self-sacrifice similar to that of Jesus 

Christ. Historian George Sweeney points out that fasting in relation to an idea of self-sacrifice 

came to be important parts of Catholicism in Ireland and that MacSwiney’s own death in 

particular was linked to this idea of noble self-sacrifice as he came to be known as “a symbol 

of Irish resistance to British rule”.306 

 

In the open letter to hunger strikers in Cork Gaol, MacSwiney asked his fellow strikers to join 

him in a prayer which he had written out. In it he states, “I offer everything Thou askest for 

Ireland’s resurrection; it is Thy Will. Accept our willing sacrifice for our people.” This quote 

is referenced in Beatty’s book, although it is not mentioned that he further states, “May we in 

dying bring glory to Thy Name, and honour to our Country that has always been faithful to 

Thee.”307 MacSwiney is addressing God himself and calling his potential death on hunger strike 

a “willing sacrifice” in a clear bid for a martyrial narrative. This is particularly relevant to the 

retelling of these types of events after the revolution because Irish martyrs continued to hold 

relevance in its popular retelling. Martyrs had, in fact, a long tradition in the course of Irish 

history, with other prominent names being Theobald Wolfe Tone and Robert Emmet. The two 

most famous martyrs of the revolution in relation to hunger striking were in fact MacSwiney 

himself and the previously mentioned Thomas Ashe.308 Additionally, Beatty argues that as well 

as seeing his own actions in a religious light, he also might have consciously sought 

martyrisation through self-sacrifice, pointing to a history of martyrial references in his 

writing.309 

 

It is important to note that this open letter was addressed to hunger strikers in a different prison 

from himself: MacSwiney was in England while the other hunger strikers were in Ireland. 

MacSwiney therefore imposed pressure on this other group of men to follow a path that might 

help realise the goals of Irish emancipation—the goals of the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime—but which could be to the detriment of their own life and safety. Although MacSwiney 

was on hunger strike himself, and thus not expecting other people to take risks he would not 

take himself, he still imposed this act on the hunger strikers of Cork Gaol and limited their will 
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to place their own goals above the goals of the Irish nationalist emotional regime. Bourke, when 

discussing male bonding in war, argues that male bonding was not something which occurred 

naturally in wartime, but which was consciously imposed on soldiers by the military in order 

to promote unity. Bourke points out that this strategy required the individual to be broken down 

for the benefit of the group.310 This was not a foreign concept in wartime, but it is beneficial to 

point out in this context, as a similar mentality can be applied to the act of hunger striking. Even 

in the case of regular worker’s strikes, there was an absolute standard of emotional discipline: 

Breaking the strike was seen as betrayal. 

 

According to the letter, the hunger strikers had been striking for 57 days at the time of 

MacSwiney writing it.311 This is a significant amount of time to voluntarily starve oneself and 

it is therefore more than likely that many considered breaking the strike lest they starve to death. 

It is possible that MacSwiney anticipated this and attempted to convince them that if they did 

die as a result of this strike it would be noble and honourable. The pride with which MacSwiney 

proposes this rather gruesome eventuality is striking. The letter was both an encouragement and 

an act of emotional discipline to the Irish nationalist emotional regime: The other side of this 

argument is that if they do break the strike, they are betraying not just the nation, but also God. 

Hunger striking was in this instance a mandatory act by the Irish nationalist emotional regime, 

and so seemed to be the act of dying for the cause. MacSwiney expressed a vigorous amount 

of pride about the event, but this may not have been the reaction it instilled in the prisoners at 

Cork Gaol. As William Reddy has stated in his theories about emotives, they could either be 

“confirming” or “disconfirming”.312 This meant that the emotive could either be received 

positively or negatively, depending on how it either coincided with or conflicted with the 

recipient’s personal priorities. The question of whether to prioritise personal goals and that of 

the community is one of the most common examples of emotional navigation. In this situation, 

if the hunger strikers of Cork Gaol were not willing to “in dying bring glory to Thy Name” or 

make a “willing sacrifice for our people”, they were seemingly going against the ideals of the 

Irish nationalist emotional regime. Ergo, if they broke the strike, they would be betraying the 

male ideal of selfless sacrifice which MacSwiney himself eventually achieved. Some historians 

have made the same assessment: Justin Stover questions whether hunger striking was done as 

a result of pride and loyalty or if it was what the Donegal-born Volunteer Peadar O’Donnell—
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according to Stover—described as “moral conscription”.313 To highlight this: When faced with 

the fear of death on the final day of his hunger strike, Frank Gallagher wrote in his diary, “I’m 

afraid to die, and I am going to die because I am afraid not to.”314 Crucially to this instance: In 

addition to MacSwiney, two of the hunger strikers in Cork Gaol did die before the strike was 

called off.315 MacSwiney was subsequently brought into the martyrial fold along with previous 

martyrs such as Theobald Wolfe Tone and Robert Emmet of the 18th and 19th centuries, along 

with his fellow hunger strike-martyr of the revolution, Thomas Ashe.316 

 

 

Uncertainty about the physical effects of hunger 
striking and its psychological impact 
Not much was known in the medical field about starvation at the time of the revolution, as 

similar situations of voluntary starvation had not presented themselves previously. Thus, it was 

unknown how long a person could live without food: Miller notes that because there was such 

a physical deterioration in the first week of hunger striking, many doctors feared imminent 

death.317 It is likely that even less was known among the common man, which caused an 

additional uncertainty—and possibly fear—about the situation. 

 

What did seem to be known, if only in a slightly superstitious way, was that hunger striking 

could cause permanent medical ramifications. A Dublin Volunteer by the name of Stephen 

Keys stated that when he was interned at the Curragh in county Kildare and a hunger strike was 

called, there was a rumour at the camp that if they went over fifteen days on hunger strike, they 

would be crippled for the rest of their lives. Keys stated of his own participation, “(…) I thought 

to myself that I would not go on hunger strike I was married at the time and I said, "I am not 

going on hunger strike and have to go out of this place as a cripple."318 Keys was not prepared 

to take that risk for him or his family, but it seemed it was not as easy as having the freedom of 

choice. According to Keys, “any men with any repute” who wanted to get out of the hunger 

strike had to see a doctor who was affiliated with the Volunteers by the name of Jim Ryan, even 

those who were not with the Volunteers. According to Keys, although he lied and said he had 
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stomach pains and that he had recently had an operation, he was ordered to go on hunger strike 

by Dr Ryan. He claims the doctor stated that since he was the camp quartermaster for the 

Volunteers he would have to “give a good example to the men.”319 In discussing his theories 

concerning goal coordination, William Reddy gives the example of a soldier about to kill his 

first opponent: The soldier is in that moment caught between his personal goal of nonviolence 

and his imposed goal of soldiering. This then causes emotional anguish, and as Reddy describes, 

the situation can only be resolved by setting one goal aside.320 Tosh identifies the role of the 

breadwinner as one of the primary characteristics of the idea of manhood. He points out that 

the masculine identity could be threatened as a whole if their ability to be a provider is lost.321 

Because of this, Stephen Keys was faced with a difficult dilemma due to his status as a married 

man and therefore a provider of at least one, possibly several, dependants: His goal of being 

able to provide for his family interfered with his goal of serving the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime. Thus, it became a question of manhood as well as a question of nationalism. 

 

As with Reddy’s theories, Keys did have to put one goal aside, namely that he  eventually went 

on hunger strike, and thus inadvertently set aside his goal as a provider.322 The reality of the 

situation, however, makes it clear that in the case of Stephen Keys it was not him who made 

this choice, but rather the republican collective in the camp. Hunger striking was in this situation 

a mandatory act by the Irish nationalist emotional regime. In this instance, it was forced upon 

him by the republican doctor and those around him. Keys’ statement that “any men with any 

repute that did not want to go on hunger strike would have to go before [Dr Jim Ryan]” indicates 

that this was a system that had been set in place by the Irish revolutionaries in a highly structured 

way and not as a part of the regular prison system.323 This is in stark contrast to William 

Murphy’s claims that hunger striking was likely not a result of any conscious strategy fashioned 

by the leaders of the republican movement, but rather a spontaneous initiative taken by 

individuals.324 It should be stated that this was only the testimony of one individual, but as will 

be shown, there is reason to suggest that there were varying degrees of social pressure in relation 

to hunger striking. 
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C.S. Andrews stated in his description of the start of the 1920 Mountjoy strike that Peadar 

Clancy, the leader of the strike, told his fellow republican prisoners that no man would be 

required to participate against his will and that all who chose to participate would have to 

consider the full ramifications for himself and his family. Despite this, Andrews stated that, 

“As an IRA man I would probably have lacked the courage to stand aside and refuse to take 

part in the hunger strike”.325 This meant that he felt a degree of social pressure, and that while 

he seemed to have had the freedom of choice there was an element of coercion in place. 

Furthermore, historian William Murphy notes that Peadar Clancy required the participants of 

this hunger strike to take an oath, which sounded, “I pledge myself to honour Ireland and to the 

lives of my comrades not to eat food or drink anything except water, until all here have been 

given prisoner-of-war treatment or released.”326 William Reddy theorised that strict emotional 

regimes to a large degree imposed expressions of normative emotions which he terms 

“normative utterances” to all members of the emotional regime, such as that of swearing loyalty 

to a ruler or declaring loyalty to an army. According to Reddy, these normative utterances were 

met with severe punishment if participation was refused.327 Many of these normative utterances 

contained a commitment to perform a certain action, as swearing loyalty to an army would 

insinuate participation in it. The utterance imposed by Peadar Clancy bound all who took this 

oath—however much of their own volition they swore it—to partake in the hunger strike and 

insinuated at least in principle that breaking the oath once it was taken would be met with 

scrutiny. Kerry-based Volunteer Greg Ashe, mentioned in the previous chapter, claimed that 

when they went on hunger strike, each of the huts in the prison complex voted on the strike, 

which indicates that if the vote was won for a strike, all were expected to participate.328 

 

In all of these examples, the fear or uncertainty of going through with a hunger strike was not 

sympathised with, nor indeed was the pain associated with voluntary starvation. Serving the 

emotional regime was presented as the highest goal, and commitment to one’s own family or 

health was considered to be a betrayal of the emotional regime. There can be drawn parallels to 

soldiers in warfare, where running away from battle could be subject to court martial and even 

execution. The alternative of choosing to participate in a hunger strike also held the risk of 

death, which it seems many were not willing to risk in reality. Stephen Keys, regarding the 
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rumour of becoming crippled after going fifteen days on hunger strike, stated that on the 

fifteenth day of the strike there was a line of five or six hundred men waiting to break it.329 

 

 

Forcible feeding and its effect on the male psyche 
Starvation was not the only traumatising experience one could be faced with when hunger 

striking in the revolutionary period. A way for the British authorities to combat death by hunger 

strike in prisons was for prison doctors to administer forcible feeding. The procedure went as 

such: The hunger striker was strapped to a chair, a feeding tube was inserted into their throat, 

sometimes also their nasal canal, down to their stomach, and a concoction of raw eggs and milk 

was poured down the tube.330 A Volunteer from county Kerry named Austin Stack, who 

according to William Murphy was later to be established as the “pre-eminent leader of Irish 

Volunteer prison protest”, gave an account of his experience with forcible feeding during a 

hunger strike in Mountjoy Prison in 1917 through a smuggled letter written on toilet paper.331 

In it, he stated,  

 
Each of us was strapped arms and legs to a chair (…) It was very painful. My eyes watered during the 
whole time so that I could see nothing. I vomited during and after the process so that not one half of 
the food entered my stomach. My clothes were covered with the stuff. There was no attempt made to 
examine me or even to feel my pulse before I was fed.332  

 

Stack demonstrates through his retelling that forcible feeding was often painful and could cause 

gagging and vomiting, as it caused the oesophagus to be kept open involuntarily. A Volunteer 

from county Clare named William McNamara reiterates Stack’s statement when he recalls this 

about his experience with forcible feeding: “Although I was very weak I resisted but failed to 

prevent him from feeding me as he forced some kind of an instrument into my mouth, causing 

it to remain open. Next, he inserted the tube and fed me. (…) I was fed through both the nose 

and the mouth”333 This type of experience did, as one might imagine, cause a good deal of 

emotional as well as physical distress. In the first-hand accounts of hunger striking, there are 

few who outright connect mental distress to forcible feeding. For example, Peter Howley, a 

Volunteer from county Galway, simply described it as “a most unpleasant and nauseous 
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experience”.334 One of the exceptions is Eamon O'Duibhir, who recalls in his Bureau of Military 

History witness statement, 

 
I never had any fear of hunger-striking (…) but I certainly did not like this pipe being passed down 
through my throat and I began to have a horror of it. I must admit that I was very much afraid of it, 
and often in years afterwards I woke up and felt this damn pipe or tube going down my neck like a 
snake. Everyone of the crowd who suffered this vomited terribly. The days passed with this as the 
only relief from the monotony of being held in the cell.335 

 

O'Duibhir effectively expresses that he was more afraid of being forcibly fed than he was of 

starving himself to death. He not only specifically identifies fear as an emotion he felt during 

his time in prison, but also the distress the forcible feeding brought him in later years, describing 

nightmares wherein he woke up feeling like the tube was in his throat. Miller has stated that 

forcible feeding has been compared to sexual assault—although not at the time of the Irish 

revolution—citing a newspaper article from 1974.336 The act of forcing a foreign object down 

the throat of a person who has been rendered immobile and unable to stop it is inarguably 

invasive, violating, and painful. Its comparison to sexual assault is not particularly unbelievable 

when considering the psychological effect this invariably has on someone on a fundamentally 

human level. As pointed out by Miller, hunger striking does present a medical dilemma: While 

forcible feeding was undeniably a violating and painful experience, it seemed to many medical 

professionals a much more serious abuse to stand by and let their patients die by starvation. 

However, he also points out that some doctors may have felt pressured by their governments to 

administer forcible feeding in spite of their own principles.337 Thus many doctors seemed to be 

distressed to be dealing with hunger strikers at all. 

 

Despite this medical consideration, hunger striking is a case of an individual or a group using 

their bodies as sites of political protest and having the agency over their bodies to facilitate such 

a protest. Forcible feeding fundamentally undermines this act and takes this agency away from 

the hunger strikers. This is particularly emotionally distressing for men, as the masculine 

identity presupposes a degree of control. More specific to Irish republican masculinity, and 

especially in the context of the Irish revolution, there was a prevalent idea of the republican 

male as the protector and saviour of Ireland. This, coupled with the method inherent in forcible 

feeding, it is undeniable that it caused fear, humiliation, and trauma. Along with the traumatic 
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effect of forcible feeding, there has also been some discussion as to its effectiveness in keeping 

its patients alive. As has been pointed out by both Stack and O'Duibhir, near all who received 

this treatment vomited profusely, and thus despite their efforts to restrain the individual so that 

they could be forcibly fed, there was no way to force their body to accept the food. The manner 

with which the forcible feeding was conducted meant that even those who did not struggle were 

likely to be unable to keep the egg-milk concoction down. 

 

 

Can expression of pain be tied to emotions? 
Historian Noémi Tousignant has argued that in the medical field, sensory pain is considered to 

be in the possession of its inhibitor. This means both that pain is different for everyone because 

some can take more pain than others and that pain is something which cannot be observed by 

anyone other than the one experiencing it. Tousignant then argues that because of the personal 

nature of pain, that it is closely tied to our emotional lives.338 When Austin Stack recalled his 

experiences with forcible feeding through his  aforementioned smuggled letter from the strike 

in Mountjoy Jail in 1917, he goes into detail about an exceptionally painful incident wherein a 

new doctor by the name of Lowe was unable to get the feeding tube all the way down his throat. 

He stated, 
 He tried to put the tube down my throat for a long time and caused me very much pain. The hospital 
orderly kept my mouth open with a spoon- lest perhaps I might bite off the fellows finger which he 
was putting down my throat for part of the time so that I felt almost strangled. After he had put down 
the tube a little way or the whole – I could not tell which— Twice or three times, he took it out again. 
The second or third occasion I vomited some stuff and thought the operation was over until he came 
to renew his efforts.339 

 

Stack experiences Dr Lowe’s persistence in force feeding him despite his clear discomfort as 

incredibly physically painful. He continues, 

 
I said “I thought it was all over. The other Drs (doctors) had not anything like this difficulty in feeding 
me”. “Dr Cooke” I added “is able to get down the tube without half the trouble” “which side does he 
put it down?” asked Lowe. “Straight down my throat” I told him. He then went to work again and I 
suffered indescribable pain whilst he fiddled with his finger and with the tube to get the tube down 
my throat. Eventually the thing was at an end and I vomited about half of what had been pumped into 
me. The reason why I could not say whether I was fed or not after his earlier effort was due I suppose 
to the pain as I had had lost all other senses for the moment, and I was unable to see anything on 
account of water coming from my eyes.340 
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Stack goes into detail about the physical suffering he endured: Successful forcible feeding is 

painful, but one can only imagine how painful unsuccessful forcible feeding is. He articulated 

that he “suffered indescribable pain” at the ineptitude of Dr Lowe, stated that he vomited 

uncontrollably, that he could not see because of how much his eyes had watered, and that he 

felt like he was being strangled. There have been several testimonies to support claims of 

ineptitude in this Dr Lowe, who had evidently taken over from two other, more experienced 

doctors after one of them had received death threats.341 For example, a Volunteer from county 

Clare named Art O’Donnell identified Lowe as “a new doctor” and both claimed that he thought 

it “hurt more than usual” and that Lowe had to try several times before he managed to insert 

the tube.342 Crucially, Dr Lowe was responsible for the death of Thomas Ashe, who was made 

into a martyr after he died as a result of forcible feeding.343 

 

It is clear by these accounts that the experience of being forcibly fed by Dr Lowe in particular 

was even worse than any other forcible feeding. Despite this he does not at any point explicitly 

reference the emotional effect this undoubtably traumatising experience had on him. When 

analysing the emotional lives of republican men in the revolution, it can at times be just as 

important to pay attention to an omission of emotional experience as to an overt expression of 

emotions. In relation to this it is relevant to note that Austin Stack wrote his letter only a short 

time after his experience. It is possible that he was either not ready to or not able to articulate 

just what kind of emotional or psychological impact it had had on him. By contrast, Eamon 

O'Duibhir, who was able to state how afraid he was of forcible feeding, told this to the Bureau 

of Military History in 1956.344 He had then had decades to process the experience and to know 

what kind of a psychological impact it had on him later, thus the inclusion in his witness account 

that he had nightmares about it. Because Stack was still in prison when he wrote the letter, he 

was still within the traumatising environment, meaning that although he described a past 

experience, the forcible feeding in general could be described as an ongoing situation. With this 

in mind, it could have been particularly difficult for Stack to articulate his trauma. Thus, 

although Stack did not articulate that he was traumatised, or that he was afraid of the forcible 

feeding, his omission of these expressions do not mean that he did not experience them: it is 

possible that he may not have had the time or the space to process it.  
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This being said, Stack does give special attention to detail about the intense and painful nature 

of being forcibly fed. He stated not only that he was in physical pain, but also that he felt 

strangled and that he had been rendered almost senseless by the pain and by how watered his 

eyes had become. Austin Stack’s expression of his pain is something that only he is truly able 

to articulate. Furthermore, Stack would not have included his personal experience of pain if it 

did not serve a purpose. Such as Joanna Bourke has convincingly argued, emotions are not 

simply “reports of inner states”, but a dialogue between individuals and their communities—

and the human desire to fit into their communities.345 As such, seeing as Austin Stack belonged 

to a community which already contained anxieties about the perceived inherent mental health 

problems of their “race”, he might have had reason to moderate his expression of fear or trauma. 

Another explanation could simply be that he was in shock following the forcible feeding and 

was not able to articulate the effect this traumatic experience had on him due to how soon it 

had happened, or simply that his focus was more on explaining the bad conditions they were 

facing at the hands of the British government for propaganda purposes. 

 

In any case, it is the argument of this thesis that when Stack described feeling “indescribable 

pain”, he was articulating an emotional experience. His description of his eyes watering, loss 

of senses, and vomiting can be argued to have been an expression of emotional distress as well 

as a description of his physical reaction to the brutal force administered to him. Although all of 

his description contained tangible and outward experiences, it gives a glimpse of the internal 

effect this had on him. Stack’s statement to the doctor “I thought it was all over” is inherently 

emotional and permeated by fear and anguish. As Bourke points out, expressing or articulating 

fear can change the sensation itself, however, she also claims that their experience could be 

altered in how they chose to articulate it.346 Despite all this, the fact remains that both Austin 

Stack and Eamon O'Duibhir did not mention any mental impact other than having nightmares 

or being in pain. In the instance of O'Duibhir, he simply stated that he was afraid and references 

“nightmares”, which in itself can be seen as an underestimation of its traumatic impact. The 

statements seem to contain a degree of emotional navigation between the desire to emphasise 

the grave nature of their experiences and of denying negative—and arguably emasculating—

stereotypes connected to their nationality. This can factor into male ideals of mental strength 

but could also have been a personal need to keep their traumatic experiences private. 
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Conclusion 
By the examples provided in this chapter it can be argued that one of the arenas in which male 

republicans endured the most emotional and physical suffering during the revolution was within 

the prison system. This chapter has focused on hunger striking, the emotional impact of this in 

itself, and of the forcible feeding that many experienced as a consequence. The question 

remains of how the Irish nationalist emotional regime may have impacted the hunger strikers’ 

decisions to participate, and how this was articulated by them in later years, keeping in mind 

the association between martyrdom and hunger striking in the popular retelling of the Irish 

revolution. In many instances, hunger striking can be considered to have been a voluntary act 

performed by political activists. The question has been raised, however, of whether or not all 

hunger strikes in prisons during the Irish revolution were entirely voluntary. It can certainly be 

established that many contained a great degree of social pressure, at the very least. As has been 

shown by Stephen Keys and Greg Ashe, in some cases there was a structured system in place 

which more or less forced men to go on hunger strike. In such instances, hunger striking was 

clearly less of a voluntary protest and more of a mandatory act imposed by the Irish nationalist 

emotional regime. This is not to argue that this was the case with all hunger strikes, but the fact 

that these instances did occur and that in some of the protests speech acts were imposed to not 

break the strike, like that of Peadar Clancy in Mountjoy in 1920, and that those who did not 

want to participate were being made to make an effort to state that they were not participating 

were clearly tools used to coerce men into taking part in the strikes. 

 

However, whether coerced or not, hunger striking constitutes the body made a protest in itself 

and thus insinuates a degree of agency over one’s own body. At the very least, the act of hunger 

striking was perceived as a noble sacrifice made by men of their own volition, even if this was 

not the case. Thus, male honour was still preserved. Forcible feeding fundamentally undermines 

this and elicits a form of feminization by taking the power away from the man. Furthermore, 

the method of administering forcible feeding is inherently violent. Because the procedure is so 

violent and because it renders the victim powerless to stop it, it is possible to compare it to a 

form of assault similar to that of sexual assault. Certainly, it is not suggested that this was the 

intention of the doctors who administered it nor the British government. However, as this thesis 

examines the emotional experiences of republican men during the revolution, the focus is put 

not on the intention of the government, but on its impact on the victims. As has been shown, in 
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many cases, it caused a degree of trauma which followed them later in life. Furthermore, what 

has also been shown is that it cannot even be considered an effective form of keeping a person 

alive due to them almost certainly vomiting the contents that had been forced down their throat, 

and in some cases, the violence of the procedure killed the patient, like that of Thomas Ashe. 

 

Many of the sources differ in emotional expression. Sometimes this is because of the time they 

were written. For example, Austin Stack was reluctant to express his experience with forcible 

feeding as traumatic, but because he wrote his recollection only days after it happened he might 

not have had time to reflect on how it affected him. Perhaps rather because he was still in prison 

and therefore still within the traumatic environment, he might not have been able to fully 

articulate the emotional impact of his experiences. O'Duibhir, on the other hand, had decades 

to reflect on it and thus was both able to articulate his trauma based on his distance from the 

event and his knowledge of what physical effect it had on him in the aftermath—his nightmares. 

 

When it comes to these recollections in the context of the popular memory after the 

establishment of the southern Irish republic, it can be stated that although Ireland did worship 

some hunger strike martyrs, such as that of Thomas Ashe and Terence MacSwiney, there was 

a clear difference in attitude between these martyrial heroes and the rank-and-file republicans’ 

relationship to their own hunger strikes. It seems that although there existed in Irish nationalism 

a clear ideal of honourable male self-sacrifice, many republican men expressed in their memoirs 

that they were not willing to make this sacrifice in order to serve the nation. On the contrary, 

many seemed to have felt pressured to participate in the strikes against their will. What can be 

ascertained from this information is that there is a difference between worshipping self-sacrifice 

and actually being willing to sacrifice oneself for the sake of the independence movement. 

There did not seem to have been much shame expressed by male republicans in admitting this 

fact. Even the propagandist Frank Gallagher, although he overtly referenced idealism towards 

self-sacrifice, also articulated an alleged fear, doubt, and reluctance towards death. There were 

those who seemed to have actively sought self-sacrifice, although these were very particular 

cases such as that of Terence MacSwiney, who arguably orchestrated his own martyrial status 

and in fact achieved his goal of being inaugurated into the pantheon of Irish martyrs after his 

death. Clearly, this martyrial status was not granted to all dead hunger strikers, as only some 

few names were remembered despite many more having died on hunger strike, one example 

being the two hunger strikers in Cork Gaol who died around the same time as MacSwiney. 
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Chapter 6: Emotional Expressions 
during the Anglo-Irish Treaty Debates, 
1921-1922 
 

The Irish War of Independence (1919-1921) ended in a truce on the 11th of July 1921.347 The 

truce period produced a political process between Irish republicans and the British government 

which would lead to the signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty on 6th December of the same year.348 

The Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 was the most contentious document of the Irish revolution. The 

first point of contention was that although it granted Ireland legislative independence from 

Britain, establishing an Irish state, it committed them to remain within the British 

Commonwealth as a Dominion state similar to that of Canada. The second was that it stipulated 

that Irish people would have to swear an oath of allegiance to the English king and all of his 

successors.349 

 

Although the treaty was signed on 6th December 1921, disagreement over it resulted in a series 

of debates in Dáil Éireann on whether or not the Anglo-Irish Treaty would be ratified, and thus 

put into effect in Ireland.350 The debates occurred between 14th of December 1921 and the 7th 

of January 1922.351 The debates ended in a vote on the ratification of the treaty on the last day 

of the debates, and resulted in the treaty being ratified by the small majority of 64 votes to 57. 

As a result of the ratification, the Irish Free State was established, but did not officially occur 

until 6th December of that year.352 

 

The treaty debates themselves have been identified as chaotic and shapeless, with John M. 

Regan describing it as having demonstrated “Sinn Féin’s parliamentary immaturity”.353 This 

was reinforced by Charles Townsend, who stated “the intellectual quality of the Treaty debate 

has never been much admired.”354 Despite this, the debates can be argued to have been the 

climax of the events of the revolution, as this was the moment in time when Ireland had the 
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opportunity to achieve self-government through armed insurrection, and it was the decision of 

the Dáil whether or not they would accept the terms they were given, however imperfect they 

were. Thus, a situation which had emerged from violent insurrection was to be resolved in a 

democratic assembly, and as Irish historian John M. Regan asserts, “democracy and revolution 

make unusual bedfellows.”355 Considering the high stakes of the situation, the emotional 

displays apparent in the Dáil during the Treaty debates cannot simply be explained as being due 

to “parliamentary immaturity”. Furthermore, the retellings of the treaty debates, particularly 

that of the result of the vote, in the time afterwards says much about the political divide and its 

focus on the emotional expression of Éamon de Valera. This chapter asks the question: How 

did the members of the Dáil use emotion to argue their side, and how was its emotionality 

remembered in the time afterwards? 

 

 

The mentalities of the pro- and anti-Treaty sides 
Historian Bill Kissane argues that the president of the Republic Eamon de Valera and the 

Minister of Defence Michael Collins represented the two divergent ideologies in Irish 

nationalism which were represented in the Dáil Éireann Treaty debates. These were, in 

Kissane’s words, “revolutionary republicanism”, represented by de Valera, and “peaceful 

pragmatic politics”, represented by Collins.356 Diarmaid Ferriter also points out that the anti-

Treaty side only had two main arguments, these being first of all that the Dominion status did 

not grant Ireland the fully independent republic it had sought and second of all that the oath of 

allegiance to the British monarchy was unacceptable. The pro-Treaty arguments had a wider 

range, but the grand scheme of it varied between it being a pragmatic solution and it being a 

temporary situation.357 

 

Although there were some who wholeheartedly supported the treaty, historian John M. Regan 

argues that most of the pro-Treaty TDs358 only reluctantly supported it.359 It is possible to argue 

that in the case of the members of the London Delegation360, who negotiated the treaty, would 

 
355 Regan, Myth and the Irish State, 67. 
356 Kissane, “The Politics of the Treaty Split and the Civil War”, 653. 
357 Ferriter, Transformation, 243. 
358 A Teachta Dála (TD) is a member of Dáil Éireann. TDs also interchangeably called Deputies. Daly, “The 
First Dáil”, 334. 
359 Regan, The Irish Counter-Revolution, 40.  
360 The Irish delegates were: members of Cabinet Michael Collins (Minster of Defence and chairman of the 
Delegation), Arthur Griffith (Minister of Foreign Affairs and chairman of the Delegation), Robert Barton 
(Minster of Economic Affairs), and non-Cabinet members Éamonn Duggan and George Gavan Duffy. The 
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have had a moral obligation to stand behind the treaty they themselves produced, and so all 

members of the delegation voted for the treaty with the exceptions being the secretaries, in 

which Erskine Childers voted against and neither O’Hegarty nor Chartres were members of the 

Dáil.361 According to Ferriter, however, out of all of the delegation, the most clear example of 

voting out of moral obligation was Arthur Griffith.362 The majority of the emotional displays 

of the Treaty debates came from the anti-Treaty side, and so this chapter will focus most on this 

side of the conflict. Aidan Beatty argues that part of the dominant mentalities among republican 

men after the Rising concerned not only the imminent reclamation of Ireland’s independence, 

but also that it would bring an end to the emasculating “racial degradation” of the Irish people. 

This meant a perception that the subjugation of the Irish people by the British Empire, which 

according to the republican mentality had meant their enslavement, was soon coming to an 

end.363 The terms of the Treaty meant not only that Ireland would remain within the British 

Empire but also that they would declare their loyalty to the British monarchy and by doing so 

concede to Britain’s authority over the Irish people. Thus, it was the argument of the anti-Treaty 

side that although it meant the establishment of an Irish nation, it would not mean emancipation 

of the Irish people. The continuance of their argument was that by accepting the Treaty, the 

pro-Treaty side were degrading themselves as both men and as Irishmen.  

 

The emotional displays present in the Dáil debates were aggressive and accusatory, and they 

ranged from attacks on the Treaty itself to personal attacks on members of the Dáil in what one 

Deputy named Gearoid O’Sullivan described as “hard, nasty, personal remarks”. 364 In addition 

to this, there was a clear tendency on both sides of the political divide to use sites of memory 

of Irish history to prove their points. The one most frequently used was the Easter Rising of 

1916. The Rising was a powerful site of memory because it, in the words of Roisín Higgins, 

was considered to be the “formative event in the creation of the Irish Republic actual and 

real.”365 

 

 

 
Delegation’s secretaries were Erskine Childers, Fionán Lynch, Diarmuid O’Hegraty, and John Chartres. The 
National Archives of Ireland, “The Delegates”. 
361 For Treaty vote results see: Houses of the Oireachtas, “Dáil Éireann debate - Saturday, 7 Jan 1922 Vol. T No. 
15: DEBATE ON TREATY”. 
362 Ferriter, Transformation, 243. 
363 Beatty, 40. 
364 Houses of the Oireachtas, “Dáil Éireann debate - Saturday, 17 Dec 1921 Vol. T No. 5: Prelude”. 
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What was the effect of using sites of memory as 
emotional tools in the Treaty debates? 
As Regan has pointed out, considering all the differing demands in the republican movement 

of the time, it was unrealistic for the delegation to satisfy them all.366 In the timeline of the Irish 

revolution, at the treaty debates in Dáil Éireann, the only negotiation the Irish republicans had 

previously engaged in with the British government in had been the negotiation of the rebel 

surrender at the end of the Easter Rising. In the Treaty debates, there was frequent reference to 

the Irish delegation to London and their decisions when negotiating the treaty were put under a 

microscope and explicitly compared to the actions of the leaders of the Easter Rising. It was 

used as an emotional tool during the debate by both sides of the ideological divide to argue 

either why the treaty was not to be accepted or to argue that it was a compromise worth making. 

 

For the pro-Treaty side, the surrender represented a sacrifice on the side of the rebels, but one 

that was needed by the circumstances, and one that eventually was for the good of the ideal of 

the Irish nation. For example, pro-Treaty TD Gearóid O’Sullivan stated during the debate, “I 

have no proud memories to relate to this Assembly but I have this to say, that I was the person 

who hoisted the white flag over the G.P.O. in Easter Week. I did it because Seán MacDermott, 

Lord have mercy on him, was unable to stand on his feet at the time.”367 This was clearly 

intended to be an impactful statement: Although O’Sullivan had nothing to do with the decision 

to surrender, this experience gives him symbolic purpose in it. Additionally, previously in his 

speech O’Sullivan chastised other members of the Dáil for using sentimental imagery of the 

dead to further their points even though by evoking the image of Seán MacDermott, he was 

doing the same thing. He further stated, “That is not a very proud memory; it is a very sad one; 

but I believe that this act in itself was a good act for the Irish nation; that it is the Irish nation 

that commits [recte counts] whether it be a Republic, a Free State or an Irish Kingdom.”368 It 

should be noted that O’Sullivan stated this during a private session of the debate, and thus it 

was not a statement that could have been recorded by the press at the time: the private sessions 

of the Treaty debates were not made public until 1972.369 O’Sullivan stated that whether or not 

Ireland would become a dominion or not, the most important point was that it would be an Irish 

nation without a direct British presence. He put this goal highest, and uses the Easter Rising as 

 
366 Regan, The Irish Counter-Revolution, 3. 
367 Houses of the Oireachtas, “Dáil Éireann debate - Saturday, 17 Dec 1921 Vol. T No. 5: Prelude”. 
368 Houses of the Oireachtas, “Dáil Éireann debate - Saturday, 17 Dec 1921 Vol. T No. 5: Prelude”. Amendments 
to Georóid O’Sullivan’s statement are as found. 
369 Ferriter, Transformation, 244. 
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a way to illustrate this. Ergo, he put the goal of Irish self-government over the goal of an ideal 

of an independent Irish republic and thereby implies that it would be just as honourable to ratify 

the Treaty as it was for the leaders of the Rising to surrender, however imperfect that outcome 

seemed at the time. 

 

For the anti-Treaty side, the surrender was honourable because while it was a recognition that 

they had been defeated, it did not declare the British Empire as Ireland’s superior nor did it 

declare any loyalty to the British Empire or its king. It was thus argued that the rebels of the 

Easter Rising never gave up the goal of an independent Ireland. This targets in particular the 

grievance of the anti-Treaty side with the oath of allegiance to the British monarch. Anti-Treaty 

TD Brian O’Higgins made this statement about the surrender: 

 
When we laid down our arms in O'Connell Street on the Saturday evening of Easter Week, we did so 
in duress, but we surrendered only our arms and the military position we had taken up; we did not 
surrender the Irish Republic, nor the historic Irish nation. We did not swear to be loyal subjects to the 
English King, nor acknowledge him as King of Ireland. (…) But when these positions were 
surrendered the Irish nation was not asked by the leaders of the rising to swear loyalty to King George, 
his heirs and successors; so it is an insult to the men and women of Easter Week to compare their 
honourable surrender with the surrender proposed to us now.370 

 

Here, the anti-Treaty O’Higgins, similar to the pro-Treaty O’Sullivan, uses the fact that he was 

present at the Easter Rising to give him authority about the event even though he, too, had 

nothing to do with the negotiation of the surrender. The opening statement “when we laid down 

our arms in O’Connell Street” evokes strong feelings of pride and significance over the event. 

In his speech he takes care to list off the primary locations of the Rising. This is not to inform 

– all the members of the Dáil would have been well aware of where the Rising took place 

whether they were there or not – it is an emotional tool that seeks to make the members of the 

Assembly relive the Rising, or at least the popular memory of it. This is closely connected to 

what the famous historian Pierre Nora coined the phrase lieux de mémoire, or sites of memory. 

A site of memory is a carefully managed site that has as its function to remind the people of a 

community or a nation of the past in a significant way. He also states that these sites of memory 

must contain a deliberate motive—this motive is to preserve the constructed memory of the 

past.371 Both O’Sullivan and O’Higgins used sites from the Easter Rising—most notably the 

General Post Office—to evoke these feelings of pride and significance over the event of the 

 
370 Houses of the Oireachtas, “Dáil Éireann debate - Tuesday, 3 Jan 1922 Vol. T No. 10: DEBATE ON 
TREATY”.  
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Rising itself, and the legacy it supposedly left for future generations. The sites of the Easter 

Rising, once common fixtures of the Dublin cityscape, were now associated singularly with the 

Rising. O’Sullivan and O’Higgins both clearly used this as rhetoric in an attempt to persuade 

the Assembly in favour of their cause. The point that O’Higgins sought to make was that the 

surrender of Easter Sunday was not a surrender of ideology and thus did not mean the 

humiliation of the Irish people. The other side of the argument was that if this Treaty were 

ratified, it would mean not only the degradation of Ireland, but also to negate what the martyrs 

of the Easter Rising fought for. 

 

In sum, both sides seemed to agree that the surrender that ended the Easter Rising was an 

honourable decision. However, both sides used the surrender as emotional tools to argue what 

the outcome of the Treaty should be. As has been thoroughly analysed in chapter 3, the martyrs 

of the Easter Rising were “revered bodies”, to use Joanna Bourke’s terminology, of Irish 

nationalism, because they were both heroic and lost.372 Thus their actions were used freely as 

symbols of nationalism and, in this instance, as emotional tools to argue the best course of 

action for the future of the country. If anything, this usage in the Treaty debates further shows 

how quickly the executed leaders of the Rising were made into martyrs, as the Anglo-Irish 

Treaty debates took place only six years after the Rising, and before the revolutionary period 

had ended. 

 

The Rising has been described by several historians, among them Charles Townsend, as having 

promoted the idea of the republic rather than an actualised political plan.373 Because the nation 

promoted by the Rising leaders had no concrete shape, this idea of the republic was pliable 

enough to be used for political argument—along with speculation as to what the executed 

Rising leaders would have argued, had they been alive. There were many in the Dáil who 

objected to this use of martyrial figures. For example, there was objection made by pro-Treaty 

TD Piaras Béaslaí, who was a well-known Rising veteran and the second-in-command of the 

1st Battalion of the Dublin Brigade under Ned Daly, one of the men executed as a result of the 

Rising.374 He stated simply, “We have no right to say how any man who is dead would have 

voted.”375 A statement which was more widely quoted in relation to this use of dead martyrs 
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was that of pro-Treaty TD Fionán Lynch: “I say for myself that the bones of the dead have been 

rattled indecently in the face of this assembly.”376 

 

 

Was the Dáil oath and the Treaty’s oath of allegiance 
in conflict? 
The fourth Article of the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 reads: 

 
The oath to be taken by Members of the Parliament of the Irish Free State shall be in the following form:- 

I … do solemnly swear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of the Irish Free State as by law 
established and that I will be faithful to H.M. King George V., his heirs and successors by law, in 
virtue of the common citizenship of Ireland with Great Britain and her adherence to and membership 
of the group of nations forming the British Commonwealth of Nations.377 

 

The area of contention of this oath rests with the phrase “that I will be faithful to H.M. King 

George V., his heirs and successors by law”. As previously stated, it was one of the major 

arguments of the anti-Treaty side to reject the treaty. For this ideologically charged conflict 

wherein Britain was portrayed as the oppressors to end in the symbolic representatives of the 

nation of Ireland, the members of Dáil Éireann, to swear fealty to the English king was for many 

an enormous emotional burden. For the pro-Treaty side, its relationship with the oath can be 

exemplified in Michael Collins’ statement that it was “the sugar-coating to enable the English 

people to swallow the pill”.378 “The pill” being Irish independence. The oath was such a serious 

ideological issue that historian Michael Kennedy claims it was the biggest cause of the split 

over the Treaty.379 There were two major complaints about what the oath meant to the Irish 

state made by the anti-Treaty side. 

 

The first major complaint was that the oath of allegiance would contradict the oath made by the 

Deputies upon becoming members of the Dáil. An example of this is anti-Treaty TD John 

O’Mahony’s statement on 4th of January, towards the end of the Treaty debate, where he 

claimed that the “two oaths” cannot be reconciled. When asked what two oaths he was referring 
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to, he stated “This oath and the oath to the Irish republic”.380 The “oath to the Irish republic” 

sounded as such: 

 
I, A.B., do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I do not and shall not yield a voluntary support to any pretended 
Government, authority or power within Ireland hostile and inimical thereto, and I do further swear (or 
affirm) that to the best of my knowledge and ability I will support and defend the Irish Republic and the 
Government of the Irish Republic, which is Dáil Eireann, against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and 
I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same, and that I take this obligation freely without any mental 
reservation or purpose of evasion, so help me, God.381 

 

Anti-Treaty Deputy Seán Etchingham stated, “When I took the first oath in the present 

Parliament I took it without mental reservation and I mean to keep it. I am now asked to 

forswear myself. And for what? To give my country, my dismembered country Colonial or 

Dominion status.”382 The pro-Treaty side had their own arguments regarding this perceived 

irreconcilability. Pro-Treaty TD Arthur Griffith stated on 19th of December that, “We took an 

oath to the Irish Republic, but, as President de Valera himself said, he understood that oath to 

bind him to do the best he could for Ireland.”383 Hogan argues that considering his claim that 

ratifying the Treaty—even accepting the oath of allegiance to the British monarch—will be 

what is best for Ireland this means it did not conflict with their oath to the Dáil.  

 

The concept of loyalty was used liberally by the anti-Treaty side to argue that the Irish 

Delegation had betrayed the nation by accepting the supposedly unacceptable terms of the 

Treaty, and the oath the members of the Dáil swore was used as an emotional tool to argue the 

betrayal of the pro-Treatyists to Dáil Éireann and by extension the entirety of the Irish people, 

for agreeing to swear an oath to the British monarchy. This was met by fierce emotional displays 

from the pro-Treaty side. For example, anti-Treaty TD Brian O’Higgins claimed that a member 

of the delegation to London, Robert Barton, had admitted to having broken his oath to the 

Republic, and that the Treaty negotiations in London was a moment of weakness. Upon hearing 

this, Arthur Griffith, one of the leaders of the delegation, interrupted O’Higgins in the middle 

of his speech with the exclamation “Did we? Answer me that question. Did we break our oaths 

to the Republic?”. In the transcript, this was followed by the parenthetical “(Cries of "Order, 
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order!")”, which would suggest that this statement caused quite an uproar. The rest of 

O’Higgins’ speech is plagued by interruptions from both Griffith and Michael Collins.384  

 

The second complaint about the oath was that it effectively made the British monarch the head 

of the Irish state, and that his authority would be made higher than that of the head of the Irish 

government. The anti-Treaty president of the republic, Éamon de Valera, stated of the oath, 
 

I am once more asking you to reject the Treaty for two main reasons, that, as every Teachta knows, it 
is absolutely inconsistent with our position; it gives away Irish independence; it brings us into the 
British Empire; it acknowledges the head of the British Empire, not merely as the head of an 
association, but as the direct monarch of Ireland, as the source of executive authority in Ireland.385 

 

De Valera’s argument hinges on the fact that a major component of the republican movement 

was the wholesale rejection of the British Empire as an authority over Ireland. By ratifying this 

treaty, the Dáil would be confirming British authority in Ireland, and—according to de Valera’s 

argument—this would not assert Irish independence but rather take it away. For many, the 

republic was defined by its ideology, and in this ideology the free, untethered republic was not 

only the highest, but the only acceptable goal. This is best exemplified in a statement made by 

anti-Treaty TD Seán MacSwiney concerning the oath, “In my opinion any man who has sworn 

an oath cannot accept the Treaty. The people who want the Treaty can vote for the ratification, 

but that will never defeat the Republican idea.”386  

 

The oath of allegiance to the British monarchy was the focal point of the debate by and large, 

second only to articles 1-3, which stated Ireland would remain in the British Empire as a 

dominion state. As far as the dominion status is concerned, it should be noted that one possible 

explanation to the reluctance to accept it was lack of knowledge about the Commonwealth of 

Nations as a concept. According to historian Michael Kennedy, at the time of the Treaty 

debates, the dominions were a new concept and there was little knowledge both of what it 

entailed at the time and what it could mean in the future. He also pointed out that there was 

little legal anchoring to the Commonwealth, in fact, the only one was the 1867 Colonial Laws 

Validity Act which made Canada a dominion.387 Thus, when anti-Treaty TD Seán Etchingham 
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called the Dominion status “a bow window in the western gable of the British Empire” and 

compared it to (continued) colonialism, he was exploiting the fact that there was much 

insecurity as to what this dominion status would entail.388 Ergo, although it entailed much 

emotional expression, there was a practical dimension to the question of the dominion status.  

 

Because of the lack of knowledge about the terms Ireland were committing themselves to, it 

caused an understandable amount of scepticism. The oath, on the other hand, was 

unambiguously an ideological conflict rooted in an emotional attachment to the independent 

Irish nation as an ideal. In William Reddy’s theories concerning emotives as normative 

utterances in strict emotional regimes, two of his examples is “love for a god or a king” and 

“loyalty to an army”. In Reddy’s example, he claims that if these normative utterances are not 

followed, they will be harshly punished.389 In this example, the oath is not yet a normative 

utterance, but it is similar to that of an emotive such as loyalty to an army or love for a king—

and if the treaty were ratified, it would become one. Furthermore, Reddy states that emotional 

responses to emotives can be generalised as to concern, among others, either confirming or 

disconfirming. “Disconfirming” would entail emotional suffering, and in this case, it reveals 

not only emotional suffering but also a major goal conflict. 390 The emotional suffering resulting 

from this oath was expressed by the members of the anti-Treaty side as having been too at odds 

with their nationalist ideals and integrity as Irishmen, which equals the disconfirming response 

resulting from a speech act which compromises the emotional regime. Ergo, it can be argued 

that the disagreement over the oath was overtly a question of ideology rather than politics. 

 

Both the aspects of the debate which concerns the surrender of Easter Week and that which 

regards the two oaths centre around the idea of betraying the ideal of the independent Irish 

republic, similar to how in chapter 3 it was argued that the tears of the Rising leaders were 

argued to have been an emotional response to the loss of the idea of the independent Irish state. 

The difference was that at the time of the Rising veterans recalling their experiences of the 

Rising, the Irish state had already become independent, and so they spoke with the hindsight of 

that this goal had already been achieved. At the time of the treaty debates, however, this ideal 

had not yet been realised. In terms of William Reddy’s theories regarding goal orientation, the 
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anti-Treaty Deputies argued that the goal of Irish independence could only take the form of a 

republic, and that anything less was not to be accepted. Worse still, when the oath of allegiance 

is added, the symbolic independence of Ireland is put in complete jeopardy. Furthermore, from 

the anti-Treaty perspective, the pro-Treaty Deputies’ willingness to give up the ideal of the 

republic meant they degraded both themselves and the Irish nation. Sikata Banerjee, when 

writing a comparative analysis on Irish and Indian masculine nationalism, stated that gender 

was relevant to the colonial narrative as it portrayed the colonised state as feminised and 

therefore devoid of its (rightful) manhood.391 Seeing as the anti-Treaty side argued that ratifying 

the Treaty meant continued colonisation by the British, this meant that they were arguing its 

continued feminisation and male degradation. 

 

 

The pro-Treaty side: Not fully Irish? 
The ultimate degeneration of an Irish republican was the rejection of their place in the Irish 

nationalist emotional regime. Several times during the course of this debate, the anti-Treaty 

side argued that to ratify the Anglo-Irish Treaty meant that Ireland would become British. 

Amongst them were anti-Treaty TD from county Galway Brian Cusack, who claimed, 

 
We had happy pictures painted as to the lovely things that would happen when the Free State was 
established, and a Deputy from Cork told us that the old idea of British education in Ireland will be 
altered—we will no longer thank goodness and praise, with a smile, that we are peaceful, happy 
English children—our children will be little Gaelic children. But the Treaty says they will be British 
citizens!392 

 

Another example was when the pro-Treaty TD William T. Cosgrave in the first private session 

of the Treaty debate claimed in defence of the Irish Delegation to London, “The 

plenipotentiaries have committed the Dáil by reason of their action according to a point of law” 

to which the anti-Treaty TD Cathal Brugha replied “English law?”393 Townsend points out that 

in the Irish nationalist mentality there was a duality of manliness and degeneracy wherein the 

Irish represented the manly (the ideal) and the English represented degeneracy.394 To refer to 

them as becoming English by ratifying the Treaty was not only a humiliation of their masculine 
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identity by feminised subjugation, as outlined earlier. It was also a mark of their own 

degeneration by having “become” English. 

 

Anti-Treaty TD Frank Fahy stated “The terms violate our territorial integrity; they make us 

British subjects and impose on us a Governor-General whose social circle will militate against 

the restoration of the Gaelic State which we must all endeavour to re-establish, if we are not to 

become West Britons.”395 The term “West Britain” was already a well-established term in the 

nationalist, colonial narrative of Irish history, and claimed that any who associated or identified 

with the British Empire were not belonging to Ireland but to “West Britain”.396 This sentiment 

has been articulated in many different ways with many different terms. As has been explored 

more thoroughly in chapter 4, terms to describe this identity as perceived by republican Irish 

was for example “King’s Irish”. This was present in particular regarding the Irish language 

movement, wherein it was argued that not reviving lost Irish culture would simply make Ireland 

part of Britain.397 The argument Frank Fahy made was that the Treaty compromised Irish 

national independence, and as a result the Irish people were degraded by being reduced to 

British citizens, this time with Irish parliamentary recognition and approval. Beatty stated in 

conjunction with Irish political disunity in the 1930s, “Slavery (…) was a charged accusation 

in Irish nationalist thought, often constructed in opposition to an ideal of proudly masculine 

national freedom.”398 The argument that many representatives of the anti-Treaty side was 

making claimed that by ratifying the Treaty, Ireland would continue its subjugation as slaves to 

Britain, which would stunt their identity as men. Furthermore, those who supported the Treaty 

would no longer belong to the Irish nationalist emotional regime, as they had shown a perceived 

loyalty to the British Empire. The anti-Treaty side thus used the most powerful argument an 

Irish nationalist could make: That another Irishman was not truly Irish. 

 

The gender aspect of this argument becomes even more clear with the argument made by anti-

Treaty TD Seán Etchingham when he claimed in a private session of the Dáil on 17th December  

that “the women in the Dáil will show they are the best men in it.”399 All the six female TDs 

voted against the Treaty and the female organisation Cumann na mBan as a whole was in the 
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majority against the Treaty.400 Furthermore, the female representatives of the Dáil spoke against 

it from the beginning.401 The argument that Etchingham made was that a good man equals a 

good republican. Thus, by being staunchly anti-Treaty, the women of the Dáil are given the 

highest honour a woman could get: Symbolic status as a man. This is a two-pronged insult as it 

both argues that the women are more man than the pro-Treaty men of the Assembly and that 

by supporting the treaty they are not behaving as true men. As John Tosh claims, the social 

dimension of the masculine identity meant that the masculine identity is both created and 

reinforced by other male peers.402 It is the argument of this thesis that this is also true of 

emotional regimes, as it is consensus within the emotional regimes which dictates the terms. 

What happened in the Treaty debates was a wholesale split of ideology as to the identity of the 

Irish nationalist emotional regime which eventually would lead to a civil war. 

 

 

What did rejection of fear of war mean for Irish 
republican ideas of male bravery and honour? 
During the course of the Treaty debates, one of the main arguments against its ratification was 

that it would renew military conflict with the British Empire and that the republican forces 

could not sustain this. This was particularly the argument of Michael Collins, who was the 

leader of the so-called “Squad”, a group within the IRA dedicated to eliminate members of 

British intelligence.403 It is widely thought that Collins believed the republican military efforts 

could no longer sustain British military advances.404 However, there is a certain amount of 

shame connected to this admission, as it could mean that Michael Collins risked seeming like 

he was afraid of war, and cowardice was the antithesis of the ideal of the Irish male republican 

during the Irish revolution. Furthermore, as masculinities historian John Tosh claims, “If men 

are the sex at large in society, they must live by a code which affirms their masculinity.”405 This 

means in this instance that in order to maintain their masculine identity, Collins and all the other 

pro-Treaty Deputies had to secure their role as the masculine protectors of Ireland despite 
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advocating against war. Thus, Collins in particular was very persistent to claim during the treaty 

debates that he was not afraid of the eventuality of war, only that it would be best for the country 

to avoid it. One example of this is when on 3rd January, anti-Treaty Deputy Brian O’Higgins 

attempted to claim that the threat of war was what kept Collins from opposing the Treaty, 

Collins interrupted him with the exclamation, “We did not give a damn for terrible and 

immediate war.”406 More to the point, Collins was quick to establish this position when he in 

the private session of the first day of the Dáil debates stated, 

 
Let the Treaty be rejected and let those who take the responsibility for its rejection put that to the country. 
If war is to follow I accept that decision, and in whatever capacity my services can be of assistance I 
accept that capacity, but I should never be in the same position but I would always do one man's part in 
any work I had to do for Ireland. But let it be understood that no delegation should go back to these people 
whom we distrust. I know the answer they would get "You can go to the devil; you can't speak for anyone; 
you can't deliver the goods". In my opinion they won't treat with any other delegation. (…) If it is rejected 
as a most humble individual I will do whatever part my nation requires of me to do in whatever capacity 
I can serve her interests. But let there be no mistake about it, that we stand for a definite position. We 
don't stand for nothing. (…) Let there be no mistake about the alternatives.407 

 

In this speech, Collins makes two significant points. Firstly, he claims that avoiding war would 

be a pragmatic solution for the good of the country and its people. At the same time he seeks to 

assert in the eyes of the Assembly that if it came to war, he would accept that eventuality. This 

was a way for Collins to argue that avoiding war was not cowardly. Psychoanalyst Léon 

Wurmser has written extensively on the subject of shame in the human psyche, and on the 

subject of the self-consciousness of shame, he claims that it causes what he terms “narcissistic 

mortification”, which is fear resulting from loss of self-control over one’s perception by other 

people.408 This was precisely what Collins was trying to avoid by seeking to assert his absolute 

lack of fear over war. By arguing that avoiding war was a pragmatic solution, Collins could not 

himself be held responsible or his honour questioned, and his reputation as “the heroic leader 

of the IRA”, as it was described by historian M. A. Hopkinson, was preserved.409 Secondly, he 

claimed that if the Treaty was not ratified then it would not be possible to negotiate a new one, 

the reason being that the British, according to Collins, would not take them seriously. Thus, 

Collins claimed pragmatism and not emotion as a way of preserving his reputation. From this 
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it can be assessed that some forms of emotional expression such as fear, at least in certain 

contexts, was proscribed by the Irish nationalist emotional regime. 

 

 

What were the risks of rejecting the treaty? 
More to the point of the threat of war, one could argue that the anti-Treaty ideological 

arguments were mere political rhetoric, but that would not explain the unwillingness to ratify 

the Treaty despite its clear practical advantages. Although they would remain a Dominion, the 

establishment of the Irish Free State meant a guaranteed retreat of all British presence in the 

country.410 This essentially meant that the oath of allegiance was so contentious that the anti-

Treaty side was prepared to go to war rather than swear fealty to the British king. 

 

Arthur Griffith sought to argue that the issue over the oath was insignificant to Irish nationalism 

when he stated on 19th December, “Does all this quibble of words —because it is merely a 

quibble of words—mean that Ireland is asked to throw away this Treaty and go back to war? 

So far as my power or voice extends, not one young Irishman's life shall be lost on that 

quibble.”411 The majority of the Deputies had taken part in the military conflict: Arthur Griffith 

was himself not a soldier, but his fellow pro-Treatyist Michael Collins was a big name in the 

organisation.412 On the other side of the divide, the most prominent anti-Treaty representatives 

were the president of the republic Éamon de Valera and the Cabinet members Cathal Brugha 

and Austin Stack.413 They were all members of the IVF: de Valera and Brugha were veterans 

of the Easter Rising and Stack was deputy chief of staff until August 1920.414 If it came to a 

renewal of hostilities, they would again be putting their own lives at risk, and not just the lives 

of “young Irishmen”. They would have been well aware of this fact, as the threat of war was 

also constantly brought up in the Dáil. It is the argument of this thesis that the oath of allegiance 
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specified in the Anglo-Irish Treaty was an emotive that caused so much goal conflict for the 

anti-Treaty TDs that they would risk renewal of military conflict for the sake of their goals. The 

ones who voted against the Treaty did so in spite of the practical solution and put their own 

lives at risk. 

 

 

Emotional reponses to the ratification of the Treaty 
When the Dáil debates eventually ended on 7th January 1922 with the treaty being ratified, albeit 

by a small majority, this was met with a myriad of emotional responses. The most noticeable 

of them was the despair expressed by the anti-Treaty side, and in particular the emotional 

response given by president Éamon de Valera. De Valera had promised to resign if the Treaty 

was ratified, which undoubtedly added to his personal stakes in the situation.415 This what was 

recorded of his speech to the Assembly after the results of the Treaty vote,   

 
ÉAMON DE VALERA: I would like my last word here to be this: we have had a glorious record for four 
years; it has been four years of magnificent discipline in our nation. The world is looking at us now—— 
 
(The President here breaks down).416 

 

The breakdown recorded in the parenthetical is his dissolving into tears, which has been 

described both by C.S. Andrews in his memoir and Robert Brennan in his biography of de 

Valera. Brennan described that de Valera “buried his head in his hands” and that “the sob he 

gave vent to echoed throughout the hall and, indeed, throughout the nation.”417 The description 

of de Valera’s reaction to the results of the vote as a symbol of the desolation of the nation is 

arguably also present in Andrews’ retelling. He stated, “I saw the desolation of de Valera; as if 

he foresaw more clearly than the others the catastrophe which was to follow that vote, he broke 

down in tears.” Andrews follows this with his personal experience of the vote: He claimed that 

his idealised image of the members of the Dáil was destroyed. He stated, “For years I had lived 

on a plane of emotional idealism, believing that we were being led by great men into a new 

Ireland”. As a result of the Dáil debates, however, this image was no longer viable, and he 

claims that de Valera was the only one who retained his respect.418 The way that de Valera’s 
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emotional expression was used by anti-Treaty republicans such as C. S. Andrews in the 

aftermath of the conflict is similar to that of the Rising leaders discussed in chapter 3. Although 

de Valera did not die as a result of the revolution, and in fact went on to have a long political 

career, this is still an example of an expression of sadness being applied meaning to without the 

consent of the originator.  

 

 

“A Mind Ineffaceably Scarred by Bitterness”: The 
post-revolutionary emotional impact 
Although the Treaty was ratified through democratic process, there was such an unwillingness 

to accept it from the anti-Treaty side that it led to a civil war which lasted into the next year, 

1923.419 The civil war robbed Ireland of the ability to present an unequivocally positive retelling 

of the origins of the Irish state. To highlight this, Roy Foster has pointed out that the attempt to 

establish December 6th as the Irish independence day after the date of the signing of the Treaty, 

December 6th 1921, was quickly abandoned due to its contention.420 C. S. Andrews, whom as 

previously mentioned commented on the detrimental effect the treaty split had on him 

ideologically, stated on the last page of his memoir that after the civil war he was left, 

“unimpaired in health but with a mind ineffaceably scarred by bitterness”.421 Furthermore, 

although the War of Independence is widely celebrated in the popular retelling of the revolution, 

chapter 4 has shown that it was marked by the guerrilla violence of the period. The only event 

that seemed unfettered by controversy was the Easter Rising of 1916, but as argued by Diarmaid 

Ferriter, as a result of the ideological split the Rising was quickly turned into a battleground for 

political purchase.422 

 

However, this does not change the fact that after the revolution, the republicans who had 

declared an Irish parliament in 1919 became the governing force. That is to say, the pro-Treaty 

members of Dáil Éireann were the ones who established the state with the Provisional 

Government of the Irish Free State in 1922.423 The anti-Treaty side did take part in Irish 

independent political life with the establishment of the anti-Treaty party Fianna Fáil as early as 
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1926, three years after the end of the civil war.424 However, despite continuing ideological 

difference regarding the Anglo-Irish Treaty, it is safe to say that the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime became the dominant one. This being in contrast to the time of the revolution and the 

time leading up to it, when the British Empire ruled Ireland and the Irish nationalist emotional 

regime was in opposition to the governing force. Despite the controversies of the civil war, the 

Irish had secured self-government. They retained their dominion status until they in 1949 

seceded from the Commonwealth of Nations and became a republic.425  

 

 

Conclusion 
As previously mentioned, in the historical academic discourse concerning the treaty debates, 

much emphasis has been made on the chaos, interruptions, and insults which permeated it. 

Historians have characterised the treaty debates similarly to that of John Regan, who claimed 

it showed Sinn Féin’s “parliamentary immaturity”, or as Charles Townsend described them, 

lacking in “intellectual quality”. However, this does not account for the meaning behind these 

emotional outbursts. It is the argument of this thesis that the treaty debates are one of the 

moments of the history of the Irish revolution in most need of an emotional analysis, as it has 

thus far been analysed purely as a political process, and if this is true, then it certainly does 

appear immature. Although these debates were part of a political process, they also represented 

physical force republicanism, a movement in Irish history which had been fuelled by emotional 

engagement and ideology, and so to expect the treaty debates to completely lack this seems 

unrealistic. If it is accepted that the arguments made during the treaty debates as outlined in this 

chapter were made as articulations of the emotional impact of the revolution, then the reasons 

for these arguments become clear. 

 

When analysing this debate, it has to be acknowledged that the stakes which the members of 

Dáil Éireann were faced with in 1921-1922 encompassed the future of Ireland as a country. 

Although the debate was permeated by chaos and personal attacks, its emotional displays were 

clearly affected by the pressure to produce the best possible outcome for Ireland, and because 

of the fact that this treaty did not deliver the independence from Britain which had been sought 

this caused much emotional suffering. While it is true that in hindsight, accepting the treaty 
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might have been the better solution due to Ireland achieving independence in the long term, this 

was not knowledge that the members of the Dáil had available to them. In the anti-Treaty 

mentality, it can be argued that the treaty was seen as perhaps not worth the bloodshed and 

suffering which many in Ireland had subjected themselves to for the past two years, and there 

was certainly pressure to deliver on the promises of an independent Ireland. This division 

between the pro- and anti-Treaty side was, as has been argued by several Irish historians, also 

due to an ideological split within the Sinn Féin movement itself. Thus, it is possible to argue 

that the emotionality of the anti-Treaty side could have been merely political tools. However, 

this does not account for the fact that the alternative to rejecting the treaty was renewed military 

hostilities with Britain, and that, on the other hand, ratifying the treaty meant a guaranteed 

withdrawal of British forces from Ireland. This, coupled with the fact that many of the TDs 

were active Volunteers, meant that rejecting the treaty put them back into the battlefield, risking 

their own lives, the lives of their sympathisers, and the safety of their families. The fact that 

there were many within the movement who were willing to reject the treaty and thereby make 

these sacrifices said much about their emotional attachment to the idea of an independent 

Ireland. 

 

Because the treaty debates are a contemporary source and not a recollection of past experience 

like that of the memoirs, witness statements, and interviews, it can help to show continuity of 

ideals imposed on male republicans between the time of the revolution and the retellings. It has 

been made clear from this debate, as well as descriptions of allies and enemies in chapter 4, that 

the status of “Irish”, in hard-line republican terms, was a status similar to that of manhood: Not 

a constant state, but something which had to be proved, and which could be used to argue an 

individual’s disloyalty to the emotional regime if they did not act in a way which was acceptable 

to their peers. The fact that this was mentioned in the Dáil points to the fact that although it may 

have been strengthened in the retellings of republican veterans in the time afterwards, it was 

present as far back as the time of the revolution. 

 

What has also been argued in this thesis in general has been that Irish republican nationalism 

was exceedingly masculine in nature. This link between nationalist and masculine identities 

was made most clear in the treaty debates by the statements made about women of the Dáil, 

that they were more “man” than the pro-Treaty TDs. This showed a perception that a good man 

equalled a good republican, which both bestowed this symbolic status on the women of the Dáil 

and sought to emasculate the pro-Treaty TDs by being placed above women. There was also a 
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clear perception that preserving one’s status as a republican man involved the willingness to 

risk one’s own life for the sake of the country. For pro-Treaty TDs, and in particular Michael 

Collins, it was necessary to argue that accepting the treaty was for the good of the people, and 

not as a result of a personal fear of war. The reason for this was the perception that fear of war 

equalled cowardice, and that being seen as cowardly brought on shame and degradation of one’s 

manhood.   
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
As stated in the introductory chapter, there is one significant point that can be made about the 

establishment of the southern Irish state in 1922: The way the state emerged caused a political 

split which made it difficult to wholeheartedly celebrate its creation. This arguably caused more 

emphasis to be put on the violent events leading up to it. These events included the War of 

Independence but were most notably the Easter Rising of 1916. It meant that in the decades 

after its establishment, there persisted a collective memory of the Irish revolution which sought 

to celebrate it as the birthplace of the Irish republic while glossing over the events of the civil 

war. It focused then on a masculine nationalism that emphasised the male-dominated spheres 

of violence and martyrdom. 

 

This thesis has utilised the theories of William Reddy to explain how this historical process 

affected the emotional expression about the revolution by republican men—its most celebrated 

group. Recognising that people’s emotions are a dialogue between the personal and the social, 

and subsequently analysing how emotional expressions are affected by such factors as political 

environments or societal attitudes, provided space for examining how the revolution was 

portrayed the way it was. In Reddy’s terms, this change in the areas of Ireland which became 

the Republic meant it went from being dominated by a British emotional regime through its 

control of the country to being dominated by the Irish nationalist emotional regime through its 

political and military victory. This was both the reason why on one hand Irish veterans of the 

First World War were written off as British and subsequently forgotten in Irish history, and on 

the other why the Easter Rising was lauded as one of the most significant events of Ireland in 

the 20th century. 

 

Building on this basis, the second chapter focused on the time leading up to the revolution and 

showed which emotional refuges were created that facilitated the physical force republican 

movement. It showed that many male republicans who relayed their experiences with either 

through the Bureau of Military History or through memoirs emphasised the emotional impact 

these organisations had on them. Building on this, it discussed possible reasons why the 

movement was so masculine. The primary argument is that the key emotional refuges in the 

republican independence movement from schooling to leisure organisations were either all-

male or gender separated. For example, overtly nationalist schooling such as the Christian 

Brothers institutions were all-male, and the militant boy scouts were not only all-male, but there 
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might even be evidence that one of the founders was partial against young girls despite herself 

having been a woman. Even the leisure organisation the Gaelic Athletic Association, which was 

only ambiguously nationalist, was all-male. In many cases, joining organisations such as Na 

Fianna Éireann led to recruitment into physical force organisations such as the Irish Volunteer 

Force or the Irish Republican Brotherhood, which meant that it gave men an exclusive ability 

to take part in nationalist life in a way which was not available to women. Female republican 

organisations such as Cumann na mBan did exist but were more restricted in the ways which 

they could participate, often involved women much later in life than men, and were auxiliary 

organisations to the men’s. This generated a culture in which nationalism became synonymous 

with masculinity, wherein Ireland was personified as a woman in need of the strong men of 

Ireland to rescue her. Subsequently, men became the focus of republican retellings of the 

revolution which meant they were able to dictate the terms of the retelling of the revolution. 

This is essential for understanding the subsequent retellings: They assume that the male 

republicans were the main participants of the revolution and define it through the physical force 

contributions of men. 

 

Onto the revolution in itself, the third chapter showed that the Easter Rising is the clearest 

example in the history of the Irish revolution of what an emotional regime change can do to an 

individual’s memory. It showed how emotional expression was a large part of the nationalist 

masculine identity in Ireland in the early 20th century. An expression of emotion such as crying 

might be considered to have been condemned in hegemonic masculinity, as in particular 

masculinity historian John Tosh claimed it was denounced as part of femininity. However, in 

the case of its association with devotion to nationalism, it can be argued to have been an 

emotional ideal of masculinity. In the introductory chapter of this thesis, Alberto Mario Banti 

was referenced by his emphasis on the emotional nature of nationalism.426 The argument was 

then made that emotions can be considered an essential part of nationalism. From what has been 

seen of the emotional expression of participants of the Easter Rising, it can be concluded that 

this was the case. This tendency is mirrored both in the case of rank-and-file observations of 

the Rising leaders’ tears over the surrender, and in the rank-and-file soldiers’ own tears in the 

same instance. In the case of the rank-and-file, it seems that they might have been more subject 

to a perception of these tears as unmanly, however, this was only true in some cases. Because 

of the immortalisation of the Rising leaders and their martyrial status, their actions following 
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the surrender were elevated to a point where their actions might be considered the ideal, and so 

their tears became more symbolic than a personal reaction. When it came to the rank-and file, 

while it is true that some seemed to have been relieved that the Rising was over, it seems as 

though many still reacted in a negative and outwardly emotional way. This was not limited to 

tears, but also included refusal to surrender and other strong emotional expressions such as 

aggression. 

 

The fourth chapter showed how limited the prescribed emotional expressions were in presenting 

the War of Independence. In the pre-Troubles republican retelling of the revolution, the heroes 

were the hard-line republicans, and were mostly members of the IVF. Considering the fact that 

it was the IVF, along with the Dáil Éireann, that eventually made the independent Irish state 

possible, this is not all rhetoric. However, from what has been showed both of the IVF’s 

treatment of alleged spies and their claims of the behaviour of British Crown forces in 

opposition to the alleged integrity of their own comrades, it is made clear that a narrative has 

been constructed wherein the point was more to display the popular memory of the revolution 

than to make an effort to preserve information about these events. For example, the killing of 

civilians was presented in the sources as the extermination of spies, however, historians such 

as Peter Hart and Brian Hughes have argued that this was just as much an eradication of 

disloyalty as that of any threats to guerrilla operations. This was particularly true when it came 

to memoirs and the BMH, however, it has been argued that this narrative was also present in 

Ernie O’Malley’s interviews despite their reputation as less polished than the BMH. The 

descriptions of killing of spies as well as that of the Crown forces show it as a strict emotional 

regime because it shows how limiting its parameters were. The killing of spies in particular 

shows how, in the Irish revolution, one could be killed simply for not conforming to the Irish 

nationalist emotional regime. 

 

However, the way these retellings were constructed was closely tied to ideas about personal 

integrity—and in particular that of male honour. Because of this, the killing of spies could not 

have been presented in the sources in the same way as Hart and Hughes. Therefore, claims were 

made along the lines of that all those killed as spies were unequivocally guilty. In the cases 

where the innocence of spies was argued, as with Sardy Neagle, it was stated by someone who 

had no hand in the killing. Another example of this tendency is Tom Barry’s claims of a false 

surrender made by Crown forces during the Kilmichael ambush. Especially in the War of 

Independence, which was a sustained period of armed conflict, a male republican participant 
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might seek to explain the violence of such an event in their lives in the time afterwards. 

Particularly an event which in this instance would be retold and -imagined countless times in 

the public eye, but which would stand in stark contrast to their civilian lives in the time 

afterwards. Consequently, the men of the IVF in the War of Independence would have had to 

reconcile their violent actions in the revolution with their civilian lives. Because it was a 

guerrilla war and therefore something which was started and sustained by an independent 

militia, the cost of human lives would itself have to be weighed against the goal of Irish 

independence. Because independence was indeed achieved, there is a sense of vindication from 

many male republicans in their retelling of the War of Independence: Their comrades are 

described as inherently manly and heroic and their faith in their cause as unfaltering. The 

recollections are told with the perspective of someone who knew that the outcome of the war 

would be the establishment of an independent Irish state. Their overtly emotional condemnation 

of their enemies contrasted by the borderline tender descriptions of their own comrades seemed 

to be just as much a personal reconciliation as it was a perpetuation of the republican retelling 

of the War of Independence. This shows how emotions change and adapt according to time and 

social circumstance and can therefore not be separated from it.  

 

The fifth chapter furthers the point of the Irish nationalist emotional regime as a strict regime 

by putting it in the limiting confines of the prison system. It is argued that hunger striking was 

at best subject to peer pressure, at worst actively imposed as a mandatory act as part of the Irish 

nationalist emotional regime. Furthermore, it put male republicans in the position of risking not 

only starvation but also forcible feeding, both of which were extremely traumatising and could 

even lead to death. Forcible feeding in particular disturbed the act of power inherent in the 

masculine identity and is one of the few places where fear was expressed, albeit not by all 

participants. Lack of expression of fear may have been due to contemporary insecurities 

regarding the mental capabilities of Irish people due to stereotypes against them, although it 

may also have been caused by other factors, such as a wish to keep their mental struggles 

private. However, what has also been shown is that in many cases, republican veterans 

expressed that hunger striking was subject to social pressure without much expression of 

emotional suffering in admitting this fact. Ergo, their reluctance to adhere to the emotional 

regime seemed in this instance not to have been seen as particularly shameful. Crucially, this 

showed that in many cases there was a discrepancy between the idea of hunger striking as a 

heroic act with martyrial sacrifice as the ideal, and the fears and doubts these protests brought 

on its participants.  
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In relation to Irish academic debates concerning the revolution, although almost all the sources 

were made before the Troubles and thus were not affected by them, discussion in Irish academia 

about these sources has. Consequently, it seems understandable that, considering the 

exceedingly propagandistic nature of the emotionality of these republican retellings, and how 

the republican narrative was used in the Northern Irish Troubles, that Irish historians have opted 

to analyse republicans’ claims at a calculated distance. However, the Irish revolution was 

fundamentally emotional, and so to omit this from historical analysis means losing much in the 

translation. This is made particularly clear in the final chapter, which analysed the Dàil debates 

over the ratification of the Anglo-Irish Treaty. The debates have not been remembered by 

republican veterans as anything other than what split the country in two and subsequently 

caused a civil war. In this context it should be stated that not many non-TDs were able to 

observe the debate in person, one exception being C.S. Andrews, who wrote about them in his 

memoir. His focus was also on the impact it had on the country, but as an anti-Treatyist, he also 

emphasised the emotional expression of Éamon de Valera at the results of the ratification vote.  

 

However, the treaty debates had, when they have been discussed in Irish historical debate, been 

characterised by their chaos and emotionality, which were described as unintelligent or 

immature. This might be accurate if the function of the analysis is to show it as a political 

process of a government. However, the fact remains that the Dáil was not a sanctioned 

government at the time, but a counter-government created by republican nationalists in order 

to gain independent status as a state. Although there is little to prove this was part of the plan, 

the creation of the Dáil was also accompanied by a violent military campaign. Ergo, it was 

founded on emotional engagement, and thus the expectation that the treaty debates should have 

consisted of calm, factual argumentation seems quite unrealistic. However, when the 

emotionality of their statements are analysed, they show the meaning behind their supposedly 

immature and disruptive form: How important determining the future of the country was to the 

members of the Dáil, and the emotional toll of the pressure to deliver the best solution for the 

ideal of the independent Ireland. Finally, it is important to analyse the course of the debates 

because understanding how these political divisions started means being able to understand 

their impact on the time afterwards, such as those claimed by C. S. Andrews and Robert 

Brennan. 
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All in all, providing an emotional analysis of these events make it possible to understand the 

meaning behind their expressions—for if this is not considered it is easy to write them off as 

simply untruthful. When it comes to the historical academic environment in Ireland, as has been 

stated before, it seems the “hyper-empirical” approach to their revisionist tradition, as described 

by Beatty, can be explained by their relationship to the problematic nature of republican 

sentimentality towards the revolution.427 However, it is not an inherent fact that recognising 

emotion as a factor in historical events means sympathy towards them. This thesis emphasises 

the strict nature of the Irish nationalist emotional regime and how it led to emotional suffering 

for those who did not conform to the emotional regime. Rather, the point is not to simply 

understand that the revolution was masculine, but also why this was the case. Working from 

this basis makes it possible to examine the emotionality inherent in the experience of male 

revolutionaries in the early twentieth century. Their reputation as heroic figures are reflected in 

the retellings, as are their idolisations of major male participants such as the Rising leaders and 

Éamon de Valera. 

 

The fact that this emotionality has not been analysed in any overt way in other Irish historical 

research means that this has not previously been part of Irish historical discourse. Therefore, it 

is difficult to say specifically what its contribution will be. However, what can be said is that 

Irish historical academia in relation to the revolution has been disproportionately preoccupied 

with whether or not it should be viewed critically to seek to interpret it in new ways. This 

disallows new paradigms in historical research to be explored compared to that of many other 

historical communities. Although there has been some research, such as that of some works of 

the history of masculinities, these types of interpretations are still somewhat outside of the 

mainstream of the Irish historical discourse. Though admitting it is important not to glorify the 

republicans’ actions, as is critically examining the revolution, there is also a need for Irish 

historical discourse to include more diverse interpretations of the revolution that go beyond 

merely whether or not it should be commemorated. Seeking to understand how a public history 

shaped personal memory, and how it cultivated emotional ideals in masculine nationalism, is 

one example. Certainly, new historical paradigms such as that of the history of masculinity and 

the history of emotions can contribute to this. 

 
427 Beatty, 229. 
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